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Editorial Policy/Call For Papers
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of topics and encourage submissions which advance or challenge theoretical ques-
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recent publications, works in progress and personal perspectives.

Alternate Routes is currently seeking submissions for Volume 21, 2005. Papers
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Perspectives

'Canada's Troubled Troops': The Construction of Post-

Traumatic Stress Disorder and Its Uses by the Canadian

Armed Forces

Paula Godoy-Paiz

Since the late 1990s, there have been a number of news stories in Can-

ada with headlines like "Casualties of Peace" and "From National Hero

to Park Bench Drunk,'" reporting on the prevalence of mental illness,

particularly post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) among Canadian

Armed Forces personnel. In January of 1997 Canada's Department of

National Defence carried out an epidemiological survey of Canadians

who had served in the Gulf War to establish the overall health status of

Gulf War personnel as well as the incidence of any symptoms of illness

among them. The results indicated that among other health problems,

Canadian soldiers who had served in the Gulf War were suffering from

PTSD (Veterans Affairs Canada, 2002). Subsequently, there has been

an increasing amount of discussion within the military and in the media

about the incidence of PTSD among Canadian soldiers. In this analysis,

I examine the construction of PTSD and how the disorder is being

drawn upon by members of the Canadian Armed Forces. I begin by first

examining what exactly it is that PTSD refers to through tracing the

development of the disorder. Particular attention is directed towards the

differing accounts of the origins of PTSD offered by Judith Herman

( 1 992) and Allan Young ( 1 995). I then examine a number of news sto-

ries of Canadian soldiers suffering from PTSD that have appeared in

Canadian news. I argue, drawing on Allan Young (1995), that rather

than representing a timeless and universal disorder, PTSD is a recent

social construction that emerged following a political struggle by psy-

chiatric workers and activists advocating for recognition and benefits on
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behalf of large numbers of Vietnam War veterans who were suffering

from undiagnosed psychological effects of war-related trauma. More-

over, being a social construct, PTSD serves to reinforce and advance

particular beliefs and ideologies within society. For instance, the dis-

course of victimhood and 'the troubled troop' facilitated by PTSD works

to reinforce the image of the 'good', 'caring' peacekeeper and Canada as

a similarly 'good' and 'caring' nation. Therefore, while the disorder may

be empirically experienced by many, it nevertheless represents a social

construct that makes certain discourses possible, such as the discourse of

victimhood, while foreclosing the possibility of others, like that of Cana-

dian soldiers as perpetrators.

The 'Discovery' or Construction ofPTSD?
The literature on the origins of PTSD can be divided into two camps. In

the first, it is believed that the disorder is timeless and universal and that

there have always been persons suffering from it. In the second, how-

ever, PTSD is seen as a social construct emerging at a particular point in

time and it is espoused that while there have always been people suffer-

ing as a result of difficult experiences, they were not prior to the 1980s

suffering from PTSD. The first position is articulated by Judith Herman

(1992) in her book Trauma and Recovery and the second is found in

Allan Young's (1995) The Harmony ofIllusions.

Herman's position is that in 1980, for the first time, the characteristic

syndrome of psychological trauma became a 'real' diagnosis as the

American Psychiatric Association included in its official manual of men-

tal disorders a new category, called 'post-traumatic stress disorder'

(1992:28). Herman argues that while the disorder became a 'real' diag-

nosis in 1980, it had always 'been there'. Herman's position is evidenced

in statements such as, "[t]he clinical features of this disorder were con-

gruent with the traumatic neurosis that Kardiner had outlined forty years

before. Thus the syndrome of psychological trauma, periodically forgot-

ten and periodically rediscovered through the past century, finally

attained formal recognition within the diagnostic canon" (Herman,

1992:28.). Herman maintains, therefore, that the social and political con-

text of the late 1970s and early 1980s facilitated the emergence of PTSD
as part of official psychiatric nosology, but the disorder itself existed

before then.
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Most of what has been written about traumatic memory and PTSD
over the last twenty years or so has discussed these developments from

the viewpoint of researchers and clinicians, such as Herman, who are

convinced it is timeless (Young, 1995:5). Young (1995) argues that this

position is based on a chronicle of events that are as follows. The posi-

tion that sees PTSD as timeless begins with the premise that although

there is a "lack of historical and theoretical continuity" in the evolution

of psychiatric knowledge of PTSD, the disorder itself has been around

from the earliest of times. One of the first physicians to discuss the syn-

drome was John Erichsen, who identified it during the 1860s while

examining victims of railway accidents. Erichsen attributed the syn-

drome, which he called "railway spine", to neurological mechanisms

defined unclearly. Later, Charcot, Janet, and Freud concluded, on the

basis of clinical evidence, that the syndrome could also be produced by a

psychological trauma. During World War I, the disorder's typical

'cause' shifted from railway spine (Erichsen) and hysteria (Charcot,

Janet, Freud) to the battlefield, where large numbers of soldiers were

diagnosed with 'shell shock.' According to Young, exponents of this

position then point out that interest in the syndrome declined after World

War I but revived during the 1940s, when the American Abram Kar-

diner, codified its criterial features and correctly identified its delayed

and chronic forms. Despite Kardiner's achievement, however, the psy-

chiatric establishment ignored the classification. Finally, it is maintained

by exponents of the position of PTSD as timeless, the diagnosis achieved

general acceptance only in 1980, when PTSD was included in the offi-

cial psychiatric nosology following a political struggle of psychiatric

workers and activists on behalf of the large number of Vietnam War vet-

erans. In other words, it was during this period that the disorder, that had

always existed, was 'discovered' and became an official diagnosis.

Having traced the reasoning behind the position, which treats PTSD
as timeless (and hence merely 'discovered' in the late 1970s/early

1980s), Young argues that the disorder was actually created during this

time. In The Harmony ofIllusions: Inventing Post-Traumatic Stress Dis-

order Allan Young (1995) argues against the generally accepted picture

of PSTD discussed above. Young argues that the generally accepted pic-

ture of PTSD and the traumatic memory that underlies it is mistaken.

"The disorder is not timeless, nor does it possess an intrinsic unity.

Rather it is glued together by the practices, technologies and narratives
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with which it is diagnosed, studied, treated, and represented and by the

various interests, institutions and moral arguments that mobilized these

efforts and resources" (Young, 1995:5).

Young argues that although it is true that as far back as one can go,

there have been people tormented and incapacitated by memories of sad

and horrific occurrences, PTSD is a fairly recent creation. To demon-

strate this, Young traces the construction and development of PTSD as a

psychiatric diagnostic category. This is not to say that Young argues the

disorder is not "real". He concedes that the reality of PTSD is confirmed

by the empirical experiences of many people. He states, however, that

his job as an ethnographer of PTSD is not to deny its reality but to

explain how it and its traumatic memory have been made real (Young,

1995:6). In examining the development of the current trauma discourse,

Young locates its origins in the late nineteenth century when the term

'trauma', then used only in reference to physical wounds, was extended

to also refer to psychic wounds. Until the nineteenth century, Young

argues, the term "trauma" referred specifically to physical injuries; how-

ever, trauma was subsequently extended to include psychogenic ail-

ments through an analogy that connected the newly discovered effects of

surgical shock to effects that could be produced via "nervous" shock

(Ibid). Through this analogy there emerged what Young terms an "affect

logic", whose starting point is the experience offear, conceived as mem-
ory, both individual and collective, of traumatic pain. The now more

familiar version of traumatic memory, the notion of thoughts and images

located in the mind, therefore, was born in the closing decades of the

century, "when this analogy and its distinctive affect logic were con-

joined with the practices and proofs of clinical hypnosis" (Ibid.). Young

argues that these proofs, which culminate in the clinical narratives of

Janet and Freud, "point to the existence of parallel domains of psychic

life- the conscious mind and the subconscious (Janet) or the unconscious

(Freud)- thereby making it possible to say and show that the mind keeps

(traumatic) secrets from itself (Ibid.). Young maintains, therefore, that

the traumatic memory emerges at the end of the nineteenth century, at

the intersection of two evolving fields of medical knowledge: "knowl-

edge of how trauma affects the nervous system and, through it, the rest

of the body, and knowledge of how pathogenic secrets impact on the

mental life of their owners" (Young, 1995:39). Young argues, however,
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that although the traumatic memory emerges at the end of the nineteenth

century, it attracts little attention at this time.

The neglect of traumatic memory, however, ends with World War I

(Young, 1995:40-41; Leys, 1996). A half-century after Erichsen pub-

lished his first book on railway accidents, physicians serving in the

Royal Army Medical Corps (RAMC), like their counterparts in the other

combatant armies, were witnesses to an epidemic of traumatic paralyses.

By the end of the war, 80,000 cases of shell shock had been treated in

RAMC medical units and 30,000 troops diagnosed with nervous trauma

had been evacuated to British hospitals. After the war, 200,000 ex-ser-

vicemen received pensions for nervous disorders (Stone, 1988:249 in

Young, 1995:41-42). During this period the work of W.H.R. Rivers, an

ethnographer and a temporary captain of the Royal Army Medical

Corps, serving as a psychiatrists at the Craiglockhart Military Hospital,

becomes significant because of his engagement with war neuroses

(Young, 1995:42). According to Young, Rivers had the opportunity to

observe a variety of psychiatric casualties and his articles on the psy-

chogenic origins of war neuroses were widely read. Young argues that

once the traumatic memory was born, however, it would take a further

step for it to become PTSD.

DSM III & PTSD's Inclusion Into Official Psychiatric Nosology

Having traced the development of the traumatic memory, Young exam-

ines how it was ultimately transformed into PTSD. He points out that it

was in The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual ofMental Disorders ofthe

American Psychiatric Association (DSM III) published in 1980, that

PTSD became part of official psychiatric nosology. Although, he argues,

it was nominally just another edition of the manual, DSM-III was funda-

mentally different from the preceding volumes, both in its positivism

and in its authority (Young, 1995:7). The first edition of the manual

included a similar diagnosis, "gross stress reaction," defined as a "psy-

choneurotic disorder originating in an experience of intolerable stress"

(Young, 1995:107). Unlike PTSD, however, gross stress reaction was

treated as a transient response, and its symptomatology was vague and

consistent with DSM-Fs system of classification. Moreover, the follow-

ing edition (DMS II) dropped this diagnosis altogether. The closest that

DSM II came to PTSD was "transient situational disturbances" and it

was thought that if the patient had good adaptive capacities, his symp-
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toms would usually recede as stress diminished. If, however, the symp-

toms persisted after the stress was removed, the diagnosis of another

mental disorder was indicated (Young, 1995:107). The disorders found

in the first and second editions of the manual thus contrasted with the

current understanding of PTSD, which not only includes 'transitory

experiences', but also long term experiences of 'trauma' as a result of

exposure to difficult situations.

The adoption of the DSM-III was part of a large transformation in

psychiatric knowledge making that had begun in the 1950s (Young,

1995:7). According to Young, "[t]hese changes profoundly altered clini-

cal practice in the United States and prepared the way for a new science

of psychiatry based on research technologies adopted from medicine

(experimentation), epidemiology (biostatistics) and clinical psychology

(psychometrics)" (Young, 1995:7.). With the publication of the DMS III,

PTSD is established as an official diagnosis and its defining characteris-

tics are outlined as follows: (A) An individual experienced "a recogniz-

able stressor that would evoke significant symptoms of distress in almost

anyone,". (B) The traumatic event is re-experienced through i.) recur-

rent, intrusive memories and distressful recollections of the event; ii)

recurrent distressful dreams of the event; iii) sudden acting or feeling as

if the traumatic event were recurring. (C) There is a numbing of respon-

siveness to the external world, or reduced involvement in it as evidenced

by at least one of the following; i) markedly diminished interest in one or

more significant activities; ii) feelings of detachment or estrangement

from others; iii) constricted affect. (D) At least two of the following

symptoms were not present before the trauma: i) hyperalertness or exag-

gerated startle response; ii) sleep disturbance; iii) guilt about surviving

when others have not, or guilt about behavior required for survival; iv)

memory impairment or trouble concentrating; v) avoidance of activities

that arouse the recollection of the traumatic event; vi) intensification of

symptoms after being exposed to events that symbolize or resemble the

traumatic event (Young, 1995:1 17). In the course of the aforementioned

developments, "the traumatic memory, up to this point a clinically mar-

ginal and heterogeneous phenomenon, was transformed into a standard

and obligatory classification, post-traumatic stress disorder" (Young,

1995:7).

Young maintains throughout his book that one of the most notable

and significant features of PTSD, is that it is a disease of time. In other
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words, the distinctive pathology of PTSD is that it permits the past (in

the form of the memory) to relive itself in the present (in the form of

intrusive images and thoughts and in the patient's compulsion to replay

old events). Young argues that "the space occupied by PTSD in the

DSM-III classificatory system depends on this temporal casual relation:

etiological event —> "symptoms" (Young, 1995:7). Without it, Young

argues, PTSD's symptoms are indistinguishable from syndromes that

belong to various other classifications for there are numerous clinical

cases that resemble PTSD in every respect except that time runs in the

wrong direction, that is, form the present back into the past. He also

points out that the characteristic of time running in one direction (from

past to present), has practical implications also, since it is the basis on

which PTSD qualifies a "service-connected" disability (a precondition

for getting access to treatment and compensation) within the Veterans

Administration Medical System. I come back to the issues of time and

the practical applications of the disorder when examining PTSD among

Canadian soldiers.

Stories of 'Troubled Troops '; PTSD Among Canadian Armed Forces

Personnel

Since the late 1990s there has been a push from within the Canadian mil-

itary calling attention towards the incidence of PTSD among its mem-
bers. The Veterans Affairs Canada website, for instance, is filled with

stories and information regarding PTSD and the 'large' numbers it

affects. Veterans Affairs Canada has posted information about PTSD,

from what the characteristics of the disorder are, to its effects on individ-

uals and their families, treatment, and 'reducing the shame' often

attached to the disorder. Accompanying the push has also been an

increase in news stories covering the issue. An article appearing in the

CBC News-The Magazine in December 1999, had the headline "Casual-

ties of Peace." The title of the article sets the tone of the entire piece,

evoking the sentiment that it is the Canadian soldiers who are suffering

the costs of Canada's involvement in 'peace.' The introduction to the

article reads:

This is an unsettling look behind Canada's face abroad - the

peacekeepers we send into some of the world's troubled

spots. Now it seems many of them are coming home highly
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troubled themselves. Recently, a Canadian Forces inquiry

put an official stamp on what many soldiers have long

known to be true. That long after our troops have left the

fighting, the killing, the humanitarian disasters behind, they

are still waging private battles; battles with the memories of

all they have seen and experienced. (Piercey, 1999)

The article goes on to describe the life and experiences of armed forces

member Master Corporal Steve Atkins whose first assignment was

Croatia who had to leave his wife and three-day old son behind. The

article discusses the level of conflict in Croatia and states that, when

Atkins came back, he was no longer sure he still loved the military life,

but kept the doubts to himself. Atkins is quoted as stating, "I knew that

when I got back from Croatia in '93 that I was different; that something

had changed, I was much more cynical, much more emotionally

detached." The article discusses other assignments Atkins would subse-

quently be given, among them his assignment to Bosnia. Upon leaving

for Bosnia he took many pictures of his children, and his wife would

send him drawings his children had made. Moreover, the article reads,

"even the mementoes of his family's love did not shield him against the

evil of Bosnia". Atkins states that "it's almost impossible to explain to

somebody who hasn't been in a theatre like that to really, I think, get

someone to comprehend what that place was like."

The piece also discusses the story of Brent Ratzloff who served in

Bosnia as a military police officer and whose tasks included identifying

bodies buried in mass graves. The reporter states that now Ratzloff,

" spends his time painting and making crafts to help pass the time, and as

therapy of his post traumatic stress disorder." Ratzloff states, "I still get

flashbacks and stuff, but I stay in the house mostly now. I don't much

like to go around a lot of other people. I prefer to stay here. It's safe."

The news feature also contains various pictures of both Atkins and Rat-

zloff looking 'distressed'. The article concludes with a discussion of

how the military is trying to help soldiers like Atkins and Ratzloff, and

mentions the opening of a center in Edmonton among one of the five

across Canada employing psychologists and social workers to help sol-

diers "come to terms with their emotions."

On February 6, 2002 a couple of similar articles appeared in The

Globe and Mail Newspaper, which too discussed the issue of PTSD
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among Canadian soldiers. The first of the two pieces, written by Daniel

Leblanc, summarizes a statement by the Minister of Defence Art Eggle-

ton regarding "the stigma surrounding shell shock, which is often dis-

missed in the military as an unmanly and wimpy condition" . The article

opens with a brief explanation of what PTSD refers to and states that

PTSD is thought to affect up to 20 percent of Canadian soldiers who are

sent on foreign missions. In response, Eggleton is quoted as having

stated that the health and well-being of troops was his foremost concern

and that there was a "need to effect a cultural change to eliminate the

stigma associated with PTSD, or any type of mental injury". The article

also contains excerpts from an interview with Lieutenant-General Chris-

tian Couture who stated that the key to reducing the stigma associated

with PTSD is to keep telling soldiers that "PTSD is as real an injury as a

broken leg". The article concludes with military ombudsman Andre

Marin saying that the Armed Forces are heading for crisis unless quick

action is taken to address the disorder.

The second article on PTSD appearing in The Globe and Mail on

February 6 th 2002, is different from the first in the sense that rather than

discuss the phenomenon of PTSD among Canadian soldiers in general, it

examines the story of one soldier. The story very much echoes the senti-

ments evoked in the CBC News-The Magazine piece discussed above. It

is a story of a Canadian soldier serving in Uganda in 1996 and coming

home "psychologically scared". The article's author, Jill Mahoney states

that during his deployment to Uganda, Canadian soldier Christian

McEachmern, "could do nothing but watch as a woman was raped out-

side his compound". During the same deployment, Mahoney states that

McEachmern saw a man beaten to death and his disfigured body dragged

away:

When he returned to his Edmonton base before Christmas

that year, his unit was not debriefed on the horrors they had

witnessed in Africa. The infantry soldier first suffered night-

mares, depression and bouts of crying after. [...] Soon after

the deployment, Mr. McEachmern developed more severe

signs of posttraumatic stress disorder, including nausea,

severe chest pain and night sweats" (Mahoney, 2002:A6).
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It is undeniable that the experiences of Canadian armed forces per-

sonnel include horrific occurrences that would produce some sort of

effect in most people. Like Young (1995), I do not dispute that the sol-

diers indeed suffer as a result of the stressful events they have lived

through and experienced. In fact, I concede that their experiences and

emotions are quite 'real'. What I am interested in, however, are the

broader implications of the application of PTSD to Canadian soldiers. I

am particularly interested, as the following section illustrates, in the dis-

courses PTSD enables, the ideologies it supports and to what ends these

discourses and ideologies are used.

PTSD & The Discourse of Victimhood

One of the discourses made possible by PTSD is that of victimhood. In

the introduction to Trauma and Recovery, Judith Herman ( 1 992) indi-

cates that her book is about commonalities between rape survivors and

combat veterans, between battered women and political prisoners and

between survivors of vast concentration camps "created by tyrants who
rule nations and the survivors of small, hidden concentration camps cre-

ated by tyrants who rule their homes" (1992:3). Herman establishes and

underscores the commonalities in the experiences of those who may be

diagnosed with PTSD. In emphasizing similarities, however, she fails to

point out that the sufferers' experiences of PTSD may also be different.

At issue is not so much that Herman argues that there are commonalities

between different groups of people (there may well be), but that she does

not acknowledge that there could also be deep points of difference

between, say a battered woman and a combat veteran. Moreover, even

the experiences of two combat veterans may be quite varied as well. The

first issue raised by placing various groups of people into one category is

perhaps the more obvious. The diagnosis of PTSD takes a wide range of

social experiences and reduces them to a set of 'measurable' characteris-

tics found among individuals. According to Bracken (1998:38), the cur-

rent discourse on trauma has systematically sidelined [the] social

dimension of suffering, promotes a strongly individualistic focus, "pre-

senting trauma as something that happens inside individual minds."

The second issue raised by subsuming the suffering of rape survivors,

combat veterans, battered woman, and political prisoners into one cate-

gory is perhaps less obvious, and one I draw out in this analysis.

Namely, in placing a number of groups into one category (i.e. sufferers
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of PTSD), the distinction between victim and perpetrator is elided.

Moreover, the perpetrator seems to disappear, as the various sufferers of

PTSD become 'victims'. One of the issues that stands out from Her-

man's book as well as the news stories and articles on PTSD in newspa-

pers and on the Veterans Affairs website is how PTSD opens up a space

for a discourse in which the soldier is discussed solely as a victim; a

'kind', 'gentle' and 'caring' soul whose only flaw is 'caring and fighting

for his country'.

Again, I do not dispute that to a certain extent, the soldiers are 'vic-

tims' and do suffer, but I am interested in the ideologies fed by the dis-

course of victimhood. One of the important questions raised by the

language of victimhood made possible by PTSD is the question of why

the military, the media and individual soldiers (who presumably would

want to uphold an image of 'heroic' Canadian soldiers) have latched

onto a construct that opens up space for a discourse of weakness and vic-

timhood. The answer lies in the fact that in the case of the Canadian

Armed Forces, who pride themselves and are praised for being 'peace-

keepers', PTSD works to further the image of the Canadian soldier as

'heroic', 'caring' and 'sensitive'. While on the surface the images of the

'heroic' soldier and the 'troubled troop' may appear to be opposed to

one another, the 'troubled troop' language made possible by PTSD actu-

ally serves to strengthen the discourse of the Canadian soldier as a 'good

hero' and by extension Canada as a 'good' country. 'Real' or not, PTSD,

like any other disease category, is a social construction and as such is a

depository for particular ideologies and discourses. It also, in turn, opens

space for particular claims to be made and discourses to be advanced and

utilized to support particular agendas.

For individual soldiers, PTSD allows them to make particular claims

about their life and invest their worlds with particular meanings. As

Hacking (1996) and Young (1995; 1996) point out, PTSD allows for

moral claims to be made about the soul. In tracing the development of

the 'science of memory' to its beginnings in the late 19 th century through

the work of Ribot, Charcot, Janet, and Freud and Ian Hacking sheds light

on how we have come to the assumption that memory is knowable and

highlights how this knowledge has become highly politically charged.

Drawing on Michel Foucault's notions of "anatomo-politics" and "bio-

politics". Hacking argues that the sciences of the memory have produced
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a third realm of power: "memoro-politics" in which assertions about the

memory take on a moral and political quality and constitute claims about

the soul. At the core of the "memoro-politics", then, is the idea that what

has been forgotten is what forms our character, our soul. Like Hacking,

Allan Young (1996) examines how PTSD accommodates for moral

claims over identity and the soul by looking at the two senses of trauma

it relies on. Young points out that the most common answer found in

psychiatric literature is that the two senses of "trauma" (bodily and men-

tal) are linked by analogy; he argues, however, that this account is

incomplete for two reasons. First, the initial transfer occurred between

two kinds of bodily mechanisms; surgical and nervous shock (not

between bodily and mental traumas). Second, Young argues, "the histor-

ical relation between these bodily mechanisms is genealogical rather

than analogical" (1996:89). In advancing his arguments, Young shows

that there are actually two different meanings of trauma in psychiatry;

one produced by analogy and the other by genealogy. The former pro-

duces traumatic memory consisting of images, emotions, sensations, and

"words located in psychological space" (1996:89). The latter produces a

kind of memory rooted in neuroanatomy, physiology, and evolutionary

history. Young argues that both senses of traumatic memory are cur-

rently present in psychiatry and demonstrates this by discussing PTSD.

He states that the DSM-III, in outlining the central criteria of PTSD,

makes the distinction between the mental memory and bodily memory of

trauma. Young argues that bodily memory gets traumatic time to run in

one direction and it is at this point, that he sees bodily memory entering

Hacking's memoro-politics thus allowing for moral claims and presenta-

tions of the self and soul.

Looking at the experiences of individual soldiers through the lenses

of Hacking and Young one could argue that PTSD allows the soldiers to

make moral claims to 'goodness'. The articles on Canadian soldiers I

have examined also contain information on the motivation of the men
for joining the army. These reasons are either that the soldier came from

a military family and wanted to follow in the tracks of their grand/fathers

or they had a 'rough' upbringing and saw the military as their only 'way

out'. The articles describe a sense the soldiers had of 'making a differ-

ence' and 'a contribution to their country'. The articles then describe

their lives after their missions; often being at home and feeling 'useless'.

Again, their suffering is probably quite real, but on another level, the dis-
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order is appealing because of the moral claims it makes possible. As I

outlined above, Young argues that PTSD is a disease of time, that it gets

time to run in one direction—from past to present (traumatic event?

symptoms). Time running in one direction permits soldiers to link their

current symptoms and situations to their lives in the military in a way

that any other diagnosis would not. The unidirectionality of time in

PTSD enables the soldiers to keep alive their stories of 'military life' and

reaffirm an identity they had hoped to gain from joining the military in

the first place: an 'outstanding', 'good' person making a 'difference' in

their country. In examining the case of depression, Dwight Fee (2000)

argues that it is often a discursive project; a reflexive process of self-def-

inition and identity construction, an active, interpretive process of cultur-

ally informed self-communication. I would argue that PTSD, while

empirically experienced by many, is also a discursive project and pro-

cess of self-definition and identity construction.

Based on his ethnographic research among Vietnam War veterans

and institutions in the United States catering to them, Young found that

the direction of time (past? present) is the basis on which PTSD qualifies

a "service-connected" disability within the Veterans Administration

Medical System. Young found that a service-connected designation is a

precondition for getting access to treatment and compensation. In the

case of Canada, because it has been quite recently that PTSD among sol-

diers has received attention, the issue of compensation remains fuzzy. It

will be interesting to see how compensation and benefits will be dealt

with in Canada however, it seems likely that the direction time runs in

will also be central.

It is not only at the level of individual soldiers that PTSD opens space

for particular discourses or works to advance particular ideologies and

agendas. I have discussed the language of victimhood enabled by PTSD,

however, there is one consequence of this I have not yet mentioned; in

focusing on the 'suffering' of Canadian soldiers, attention is deflected

from the suffering created by Canadian soldiers (which is incidentally

quite convenient for the Canadian military). In light of the of the news

articles and stories of Canadian soldiers suffering from PTSD which I

have examined in this paper, it is quite interesting to examine and juxta-

pose a report prepared by Sherene Razack (2000) documenting the prac-

tices of Canadian soldiers in Somalia. Razack offers insight into a side of

the peacekeepers' activities not offered by the news reports or articles
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off the Veterans Affairs website. In the report entitled From the "Clean

Snows o/Petawawa ": The Violence ofCanadian Peacekeepers in Soma-

lia, Razack (2000) exposes the gruesome acts of violence, including sol-

diers firing into a crowd gathered at a bailey bridge, the severe beatings

of prisoners, children bound and held overnight, and the torture and kill-

ing of Somalis perpetrated by Canadian soldiers in Somalia while on a

'peacekeeping' mission in late 1992 and early 1993.

While the articles I examined in the previous section emphasized the

resultant suffering of Canadian soldiers from the horrific atrocities they

'witnessed', Razack examines the atrocities perpetrated by them. Razack

discusses how, from the "clean snows" of the Petawawa military base in

Ontario, Canada sent troops to perform peacekeeping duties in Somalia

late in 1992. Razack (2000:127) argued, however, that the troops

returned six months later with blood on their hands, pointing out that, on

March 30, 1993 newspaper headlines announced that a Somali prisoner

had been shot by members of the same regiment. She stated:

In January 1995, videos were shown on national television

showing Canadian soldiers engaging in a number of degrad-

ing, violent, and racist acts during numerous initiation rites.

Moreover, photographs and videos also emerged of soldiers

posing with bound Somalis, many ofwhom were children.

A few weeks later, the Minister of National Defense announced the

disbandment of the Canadian Airborne Regiment, and on March 20,

1995, the government also announced the creation of a Commission of

Inquiry into the Deployment of Canadian Armed Forces to Somalia

(2000:127.).

From this sequence of events, Razack notes that the public was left

with intensely disturbing visual images of torture and degradation, docu-

mented instances of the army's chain of command encouraging the tor-

ture at worst and turning a blind eye to it at best, and disturbing official

attempts to destroy or suppress important documents relating to events

(2000: 1 28). She argues that:

The Somalia Affair, as it was called, simultaneously rup-

tured and confirmed central aspects of the Canadian

national narrative. Canadians who knew themselves offi-
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daily as peacekeepers of the world, as non-racist, and as

non-involved in conquest and other imperial acts confronted

in a dramatic way the possibility that the reality was other-

wise. While the trophy photos, videos, and soldiers' previ-

ous involvement in racist organizations, as well as the actual

deaths of Somalis, suggested that racism and violence were

endemic, the official story of a nation of peacekeepers and a

nation relatively free of racism prevailed. To date, we still

do not know exactly what came forth from the "clean snows

of Petawawa" (Razack, 2000:128).

One of the central issues taken up by Razack in her examination of

the violent practices of Canadian soldiers in Somalia, is how despite the

fact that the images of Canadian soldiers engaging in violent and degrad-

ing acts against Somalis went against the dominant image of the 'good

peacekeeper', the violence visited on Somali bodies disappeared from

Canadian national and legal consciousness. Razack argues that, "peace-

keeping as a national vocation, and as the dream of middle power that

exists next door to the United States, neatly enables Canada to tell a

story of national goodness and to mark itself as distinct from the United

States. Peacekeeping makes it possible to proclaim a history of "doing

good" and "maintaining order among the fractious nations and peoples

of the 'world' (Granatstein, 1992:224 and 231 in Razack, 2000:134).

Razack's main contention is that "Canadian atrocities in Somalia disap-

peared into the national mythology of 'clean snows' and innocent peace-

keepers—noble intermediaries between the superpowers" (2000:134.).

Razack argues that as a national mythology taught to children and often

featured in the media, the narrative of Canadian peacekeepers as 'disin-

terested' and 'innocent' blocks accountability for the violence in Soma-

lia, just as it blocks accountability for racist violence within Canada

(2000:134-135). The image of the 'troubled troop' suffering from PTSD
thus works to advance the narrative of Canadian soldiers as 'good', the

'casualties of peace' (i.e. the ones who suffer the consequences of Can-

ada's 'peacekeeping'). In opening up this discourse, PTSD deflects

attention from any wrongdoings committed by Canadian soldiers.

Razack argues that the image of the peacekeeper as 'good,' 'kind'

and 'innocent' is intimately linked to a process of nation building in

Canada. She states that peacekeeping as national vocation enables the
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narrative that a nation 'so gentle' could not possibly have participated in

the acts of violence reported in the media. Moreover, this "refusal to

accept responsibility grows out of another national mythology, one that

is related in critical ways to the peacekeeper narrative: the notion that

Canada is a kinder, gentler place than the United States" (Razack,

2000:135). PTSD makes these claims easier as it draws our attention to

the suffering of Canadian soldiers rather than the suffering they have

caused. So while PTSD may be a term applied to a set of empirical expe-

riences, it is also a social construct that feeds and reinforces particular

ideologies and has applications beyond the label given to a particular set

of symptoms. For instance, the popularity of PTSD not only comes at a

time in which the image of the 'good peacekeeper' is being questioned

by some, it also comes at a time in which the military is pushing the fed-

eral government for additional resources complaining of a lack of per-

sonnel and equipment. PTSD, therefore, is not only being employed to

uphold a particular image of Canada and its soldiers, but also to lobby

for increased funding.

Conclusion

In this analysis I have examined the construction of PTSD and the vari-

ous ways it is being drawn upon by individual soldiers, the Canadian

military, and the media. I examined what exactly is meant by PTSD
through tracing its development and drawing attention to the differing

accounts offered by Herman (1992) and Young (1995). I argued that

rather than being a timeless disorder and merely representing a label

applied to a defined series of symptoms, PTSD is a social construct facil-

itating particular discourses while foreclosing the possibility of others.

Drawing on Canadian news stories and the work of Sherene Razack

(2000), I demonstrated that PTSD creates a discourse of victimhood.

Moreover, the image of the 'victim' and the 'troubled troop' facilitated

by PTSD works to reinforce the image of the 'good', 'caring' peace-

keeper and Canada as a similarly 'good' and 'caring' nation while work-

ing to deflect attention from suffering and violence perpetrated by

Canada and its soldiers.
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The United Nations and International Conflict Resolution

Anne Herro

There is something very sad about what happened to the United Nations'

Transitional Authority in Cambodia (UNTAC), 1992-1993. The initial

elation which sprung from UNTAC s success in enabling the majority of

eligible Cambodians-almost five million people-to vote for the first

time in history gave hope to other contemporary, multidimensional

peacekeeping missions. 2 No more than five years after the mission with-

drew, however, UNTAC's vision of establishing a "system of liberal

democracy, on the basis of pluralism" was dispelled with the 1997 coup.

Here, Hun Sen's Cambodian People's Party (CPP) announced to the

world that the UN's so-called triumph had, in fact, failed to achieve the

lasting and progressive democracy it had hoped for.
1

The central focus of this analysis is to establish to what extent the

mandate, resources and political will of the Cambodian factions as well

as the members of the UN, influenced UNTAC's ability to achieve peace

with justice. These three focal points divide the paper. Inevitably they

intersect, weaving a fluid discussion of the ways in which they effect the

measure of success throughout the entire rumination. UNTAC's major

failures include its inability to maintain a cease-fire; canton and disarm

the main factions' armed forces; and achieve control over the civil

administration. This led to a breakdown of law, order and political neu-

trality and finally progressive democracy. UNTAC saw success in key

operational components of the electoral process and the repatriation of

refugees. These successful elements will be acknowledged although not

examined at length. Suggested improvements which may have prevented

the disintegration of UNTAC's efforts to fulfil their mandate will be

offered, including recommendation for future UN peacemaking, peace-

keeping and peacebuliding operations.
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Political Will

Paris Agreement: Was there really an agreement?

One cannot sufficiently examine UNTAC's inability to maintain a cease-

fire or achieve lasting political pluralism without firstly analysing the

Paris Agreement on which the mandate was based. It is necessary to look

at the extent to which the political will of the feuding parties existed

beyond the pressure imposed on them by their benefactors. This issue of

consent, or lack thereof, may be the key to the ultimate success of a sec-

ond-generation peacekeeping operation.

After almost 20 years of civil war with the Vietnamese backed Cam-

bodian People's Party and the Chinese backed Khmer Rouge (KR), not

to mention other rival factions, the traditional patrons lost their momen-

tum to continue to fuel the Cambodian political struggle after the Cold

War ended. 3 This instigated international efforts to reach a peace agree-

ment which the warring factions could not oppose. This semi-coercive

approach to administering a peace treaty may shed some light onto the

incomplete reconciliation which saw the participants breaching the

agreements. It suggests that the problem of power-sharing was merely

mitigated by the UN rather than resolved. It thus seems that it is neces-

sary for the UN to find other strategies to gain indigenous consent for

their mission in order to truly engender stable political solidarity. A sug-

gested alternative will be explored under the "Mandate" section.

Level ofenforcement verses political will

The UN seriously addressing the way in which the negotiations of the

Paris Agreement were conducted may have led to them reevaluate the

level of force which was to be stipulated in UNTAC's mandate. In other

words, if there was a strong suspicion that the parties were pressured by

their patrons into agreeing to the treaty then the mandate would require

greater powers to ensure the compliance of the signatory parties - more

than perhaps multi-dimensional PKOs had been given hitherto.

UNTAC's mandate fell under Chapter VI of the UN Charter which dic-

tates that UN forces can only fire in self-defence. Of course a pure Chap-

ter VII mandate would be too severe for the Cambodian climate as the

situation was not an imminent threat to international peace and security.

However, in response to the challenges UNTAC faced in keeping the

peace between rival factions, some demanded a need for greater military
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capabilities. This struggle to keep the peace exposes the dangerous

assumption which the UN made on basing its mandate on the trust of the

parties' desire for peace. It also highlights the need for the UN to build

as many avenues to peace as the parties will tolerate to avoid the failure

of an entire mission due to their non-compliance.

Looking at this issue from a different viewpoint, one detects that the

Paris Agreement did indeed provide UNTAC with the broad legal

authority to enforce its mandate, stating the UN would be given "all

powers necessary to ensure the implementation of the Agreements."4

Doyle criticised UNTAC for lacking the political will to enforce the

mandate and has been said to have acted too cautiously in the way it

responds to "spoilers".5 He stated:

We don't have the will to apply the peace accords. This

absence of firmness with the Khmer Rouge was a sort of

signal for the other parties who saw there the proof of

UNTAC's weakness towards the group that from the start

eschewed all cooperation. 6

It has been argued that the UN's reluctance to introduce an element of

enforcement into the mandate can be traced back to the fear of repeating

the missions in the Congo and Namibia, where peace enforcement

resulted in serious political costs.
7 Based on this premise, it seems that

UN member states would only endorse further enforcement capabilities

if their vital national interests were at stake, as the risks are significantly

higher with such peace operations.

Late deployment diluted the will offactions

Late deployment was a major component contributing to the breakdown

of the cease-fire between the KR and CPP. Delays in deployment

resulted in the evolution of the situation from one of motivated signato-

ries, to one of despondency. The KR and CPP's loss of will to uphold a

neutral political environment arguably prevented UNTAC from holding

free and fair elections.
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The gap between the signing of the Paris Agreement and the deployment

of the majority of UNTAC's units was nine months. 8 The Brahimi

Report states:

The first six to 12 weeks following a cease-fire or peace

accords are often the most critical ones for establishing both

a stable and credible new operation. Opportunities lost dur-

ing that period are hard to regain. The Panel recommends

that the United Nations define "rapid and effective deploy-

ment capacity" as the ability to fully deploy traditional

peacekeeping operations within thirty days of the adoption

of a Security Council resolution establishing such an opera-

tion, and within ninety days in the case of a complex opera-

tion.
9

This questions the extent of UN bureaucracy which seemed to have

caused a breakdown in communication between the Headquarters in

New York and the United Nations Advanced Mission in Cambodia. The

latter would most likely have been relaying the urgency of a rapid

deployment back to New York, yet this message was either not received

by the relevant personnel or simply ignored due to the absence of will or

resources. It invites us to consider the difficulty the UN faces in mobilis-

ing its members states' resources. It also asks why the mobilisation of at

least UNTAC's military and police contingency were not being prepared

for a prompt deployment at the final stages of the Paris Agreement. The

UN should have understood the extent to which the signing of the

Accords was a radical political step for the Cambodian factions and thus

should have stressed the urgency for a rapid deployment.

Election: The "make or break" of the operation

As the election was the major determining factor of the measure of suc-

cess of UNTAC and the "focal point of the comprehensive settlement"

as stated by the Secretary-General, Boutros Boutros-Ghali, the UN's

commitment to executing them effectively and ensuring they were ade-

quately resourced was their top priority. Indeed the Secretary General's

Special Representative, Yasushi Akashi, acknowledged the UN's own

investment in the operation saying "I cannot afford not to succeed." 10 As
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such, UNTAC installed more than 1,400 fixed polling stations; had

50,000 Cambodians trained and 1000 international polling officers."

This was the first time in history Cambodians were given the opportu-

nity to vote for their future. Viewed in this light, it was a notable UN feat

in enabling the Cambodian people to participate in a "quasi-democratic"

procedure even if it did not create lasting change. Perhaps UNTAC's gift

to the Cambodians was showing them the UN's vision of positive peace

- based on international standards. Therefore, the ordinary Cambodian

became aware of the potential for plural, democratic governance for his /

her country.

Elections do not mean peace with justice

The extent to which the elections were indeed free and fair is an issue of

contention. The campaign was marred by violence and the CPP did

undoubtedly enjoy an unfair advantage as it used state resources for its

campaign. 12
It can be argued that this opportunity for the Cambodians to

demand accountability from their leaders was futile. This is because

FUNCINPEC (the French acronym for National United Front for an

Independent, Neutral, Peaceful and Cooperative Cambodia), the party

that was legitimately elected by the Cambodian people to form a coali-

tion government was overthrown by the CPP in 1997. However UNTAC
can take credit for a number of successes of the electoral component of

the mission which made it a resounding technical success. They can be

praised for ensuring key operational components of the process ran

smoothly such as registering voters, secret ballots and protecting the

polling sites.
13 Further, UNTAC managed to advertise the election

beyond Phnom Penh and into the more isolated districts.
14 Therefore

they were able to directly communicate their message to the Cambodian

people without tainting their desired image of impartiality by using gov-

ernment resources. The element which enabled the success of this com-

ponent of the PKO was that they did not have to rely on the consent of

the rival faction which is an important element of any UN PKO as will

be discussed further herein.

Although a free and fair election was undoubtedly an important step

in the democratising process of Cambodia, the importance placed on this

element of the mandate seemed far too parochial to engender political

reconciliation. The need for UNTAC to extend its tenure, which the
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Cambodian populous desired in order to monitor the newly formed coa-

lition government between CPP and FUNCINPEC is even further high-

lighted by examining Cambodia's lack of experience with this sort of

participatory government. 15

Elections, regardless of whether they are free and fair, would cer-

tainly not change the nature of Cambodia's socio-political problems

which are entrenched in centuries of intolerance of political opponents.

The UN's strategy on conducting elections and withdrawing thereafter

seemed inappropriate for such a complex climate. It seems rather short-

sighted of the UN to assume that CPP/FUNONPEC partnership would

cooperatively merge their agendas and use the interest of the Cambodian

people as their compass. If UNTAC had actually remained within the

country after handing authority over to the CPP and FUNCINPEC, the

1997 Hun Sen coup may not have occurred. Therefore, if this meticulous

management of the election had been combined with: an early deploy-

ment; the political will to use all available measures to enforce the man-

date; better equipped Civilian Police and a UN installed judicial system

as well as an extended peacebuilding mission, it would have been more

likely that UNTAC would ensure lasting positive peace.

Mandate

Needs of the waringfactions

It is worth considering the extent to which the parties' needs were actu-

ally met in the Paris Agreement which may explain why UNTAC 's man-

date was not respected. The satisfaction of parties' needs is essential in

establishing a lasting conflict resolution. John Burton, one of the pio-

neers of this theory, says:

From the perception of conflict studies, the important obser-

vation is that the needs will be pursued by all means avail-

able. In ontological terms, the individual is conditioned by

biology, or by a primordial influence, to pursue them. It fol-

lows that unless satisfied within the norms of society, they

will lead to behaviour that is outside the legal norms of soci-

ety.
16
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Perhaps an interests-based approach where the parties pursue innovative

solutions that address the underlying issues of the conflict may be more

helpful than the power-based approach employed in the Accords. 17 The

outcome of the power-based approach saw that the Khmer Rouge lost on

most levels. This made life very difficult for UNTAC as the KR refused

to disarm in protest to CPP's military wing remaining active. 18 This

attempted exclusion of the KR would have undoubtedly had something

to do with its history of genocide under Pol Pot. However the tragic past

must be put aside in order to create the possibility of political settlement.

As UNTAC could not coerce the KR to disarm, it had no choice but to

continue with the election despite the absence of political neutrality and

negative peace. In shifting conflict resolution approaches, the outcome

of the agreement may have been to canton and disarm all factions

including the CPP and install a UN defence forces. This would have

undoubtedly been a desired outcome for the KR and would have seen the

UN acting in a truly impartial manner in addressing the needs of all par-

ticipants in the conflict.

What did the Cambodian 's actually want?

The essence ofUNTAC 's mandate may have been very different had the

UN conducted a fact-finding mission prior to the Paris Accords. The

framework of this mission would go beyond the strictures Boutros

Boutros-Ghali placed on his description in the Agenda for Peace to an

examination of how the people of Cambodia actually envisaged their

government. The UN may have, in fact, discovered an avid desire to

restore a monarchy with Prince Sihanouk, who the people saw as the

"Father of all Khmers" and the "God-king," 19
as the sovereign King, as

the will of the populous. This hypothesis is justified in recognising that

there has never been a compromise or reconciliation between parties in

conflict in Cambodia. 20 Therefore, the whole concept of a democracy

and political tolerance ignores the traditional rules of Cambodian culture

which is based on a client-patron relationship and favours a monarchical

leadership. This challenges the pluralist democratic template the UN
applies to most failed states of the universally ideal political system. The

idea of restoring a monarchy may not be a feasible outcome as the Cam-

bodian constitution, on which the Paris Accords were based, stipulates

that the king shall reign but not rule. Moreover, it is unlikely the CPP
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would have ceded power to a king. 21 However, the recognition of the

Cambodians' trust in and loyalty to Prince Sihanouk, may have changed

the element of its mandate in relation to the Supreme National Council

(SNC) to which the Prince was inextricably linked. That is, the existing

mandate avoided any obligation on UNTAC's part to consult with the

Council regarding the electoral process. 22 Granted the SNC was a rather

fractured and impotent body, however, the UN could have acted as a

mentor or appointed a representative from an NGO to assist in forming a

cohesive unit. Therefore, it seems essential that the UN, when embark-

ing on a PKO, addresses the needs of the parties as well as the desires of

the populous—after all, the Charter does begin "We the peoples of the

United Nations...."

Refugee Repatriation: who takes the credit?

Interestingly, the paradox of UN mandates lies in the reality that the

planners must assume that the parties will not be able to uphold their

commitment in the field and thus engineer a mandate which contains

goals that require as little involvement/consent of the waring factions as

possible. 23 To their credit, the planners of UNTAC's mandate were able

to recognise this and attempted to conduct the PKO accordingly. The

UN's relatively successful effort to introduce positive peace was evident

with its repatriation program.

The United Nations High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) man-

aged the repatriation component of the mission, which perhaps says

more about its capabilities as a self-sufficient and highly effective UN
agency rather than its function as an arm of UNTAC's operation. In

other words, the UNHCR would have carried out a successful assign-

ment-provided UNTAC's mandate allowed for it-regardless of the

cohesive make-up of the PKO. It resulted in more than 370,000 refugees

being peacefully repatriated from camps in Thailand. 24
It has been noted

that the separate status of UNHCR from UNTAC may have caused the

Cambodians to view the refugee effort as more impartial than other

UNTAC activities.
25 Nevertheless, the repatriation process was, to some

degree, a collaborative effort between UNTAC and the UNHCR. This

feat cannot be ignored as an important validation of UNTAC's desired

peace process.
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Civilian Police Component—the mandate rendered them impotent

It was extremely difficult for the Civilian Police Component (CIVPOL)

to ensure a neutral political environment at the time of the election while

working within the "existing administrative structure" as dictated by

their mandate. UNTAC simply could not rely on the support of the

CPP's courts, prisons, and police to protect human rights and maintain

political neutrality.
26 The need for an independent judicial framework

was an essential factor to enable UNTAC to fulfil the civil component of

its mandate. CIVPOL could also not rely on UNTAC's military compo-

nent for, as already established, they lacked enforcement capabilities. It

seems that the only way to keep the peace and effectively prosecute

human rights violators rested on this enforcement potential. Of course, if

UNTAC's heightened power to enforce had, in fact, been one of the con-

ditions of the Paris Agreement, the key parties may not have signed;

although this seems unlikely considering the pressure that was placed

upon them by powerful international actors. There is also the idea that

even if UNTAC were authorised to impose punitive measures against a

dissident faction, there would be no side that was unequivocally right.

We can see this mistake in the UN's experiences in Somalia and Bos-

nia.
27 Perhaps if the mandate were more flexible in that it was given

enforcement potential after the elections were held to maintain coopera-

tion of the coalition government, it may have in turn prevented the 1997

coup. However, there is the issue of infringing on the sovereignty of

Cambodia by changing the mandate mid-way would have inevitably per-

turbed some of the parties and further inflamed the situation. On the

other hand, however, in An Agenda for Peace, Boutros-Ghali wrote:

"The time of absolute sovereignty ...has passed; its theory was never

matched by reality".
28 Considering this statement of authority, it gives

the possibility of a flexible mandate in this context more weight.

Resources

CIVPOL - deprived ofneeded resources

A vacuum of essential resources became apparent when examining

CIVPOL as well as the senior management personnel within UNTAC.
CIVPOL's task of motivating the CPP's police into working towards the

UN's mission was largely unsuccessful as the police were mostly politi-
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cally tied to Hun Sen's government. 29 Ideas to overcome these sorts of

issues surrounding upholding the law in PKOs can be found in the Bra-

himi Report. It is recommended that there are on-call civilian police in

sufficient numbers to prevent situations like in Cambodia where the

police were too few and insufficiently skilled to adequately perform

their duty. 30 The idea of creating an on-call repertoire ofUN personnel

from a variety of backgrounds, almost like a "peacekeeping package"

would be a valid solution in addressing the issue of the quantity and

quality of personnel that UNTAC and other UN missions have had to

face. However, the issue of resources is an inevitable obstruction

which often hinders such much needed reforms.

Senior management - leave much to be desired

It has been argued that UNTAC's staff were neither sufficiently trained

nor experienced to fulfil the responsibilities in the mandate. 31 Key

decision makers who were skilled in specific areas were also lacking

which is an enigma considering the highly specialised professionals

who are associated with Non-Government Organisations which the UN
could potentially seconde. The problem with UN personnel, within

CIVPOL specifically, is not unlike the current problem the UN opera-

tion is facing in Iraq. In this case, the UN was recently criticised for

employing incompetent staff who where partially blamed for the

breakdown in security which allowed the bombing of the UN head-

quarters in Bagdad. 32 Further, the UN's administrative culture does not

seem to value the need for culturally sensitive personnel which would

have arguably helped prevent UNTAC's failure to establish a "neutral

political environment" and perhaps resulted in them persuading the

local police to assist them fulfil their mission.

Judicial System

Mark Plunkett, UNTAC's Special Prosecutor, asserted that UNTAC,
indeed all UN post-conflict peacebuliding missions, require a 'justice

package' (perhaps this could be part of the 'peacekeeping package'?)

in order to maintain lasting peace with justice. It was extremely diffi-

cult for UNTAC to uphold law and order, which is essential for a neu-

tral environment and a truly free and fair election when the Cambodian

criminal law under the CPP was seriously deficient and there was an
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absence of functioning courts. Notwithstanding these shortcomings, it is

important to recognise that UNTAC's mandate for rehabilitation was

limited to short term assistance, leaving the rebuilding of Cambodia to

the next government. 33
It seems almost absurd to expect UNTAC to

impose punitive action on human rights perpetrators when the current

Cambodian judicial system was so inept. Indeed it seemed unlikely that

the new coalition government, over which the CPP enjoyed significant

influence, would transform the justice system to one of international

standards after UNTAC's withdrawal. Plunkett's justice package

includes prosecutorial, police and judicial capacities among other useful

assets.
34 The former Australian Minister for Foreign Affairs Gareth

Evans stated:

The building of a functioning criminal justice system is a

particularly crucial priority if the gains of a peace keeping

operation are to be consolidated and a relapse into conflict is

avoided. Basic as all these requirements may be, no viable

government or social order can be built without them, and

there will be situations where only the authority of the UN is

capable of delivering them. 35

In order to achieve public security during and after UNTAC's tenure, the

current eroded Cambodian judicial system should not have been relied

on. Alas, in an international environment where the political will of the

UN member states largely determine the extent ofUN involvement, such

a vision would arguably not be realised in countries outside of Europe

where the powerful members have stakes invested. The UN's negligence

in addressing this aspect of the operation seriously impacted on

CIVPOL's ability to fulfil its duties. This failure, like most of

UNTAC's, can be attributed to the UN's insufficient inexperience in

peacebuilding missions and its lack of resources and political will.

Why are UN resources always an issue?

Although it is easy to criticise the UN for its poor planning, delayed

deployment and inadequate CIVPOL, we must consider the complex

factors preventing it from achieving the ideal mission. Due to the reality

thai the need for PKOs is increasing, the costs are now met by a standard
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compulsory payment from member states under Article 1 7 of the UN
Charter. Nevertheless, members often fail to pay in full or on time which

increases the resources burden in operations. 36 As there is no UN army

or police force, the UN is reliant on its member states to contribute

forces to each operation. Considering that during the early 1990s there

were demands on the international community to provide assistance in

conflict ridden countries such as Somalia, Angola and the former Yugo-

slavia,
37 traditional contributors found their strategic interests and

resources were being siphoned by such demands and, therefore, were

less likely to prioritise UNTAC's requests. In fact, the Secretary-General

at the time, Boutros Boutros-Ghali defined this as a crisis of "overcredi-

bilty", where the Security Council committed to increasingly multifac-

eted missions with little concern for budget constraints. 37 Also, due to

the fact that second generation peacekeeping is unique to each conflict,

there is no formula the UN employs, making "trial and error" a common
strategy for PKOs which often results in resources being wasted.

To address the issue of financing PKOs, incentive schemes such as

interest rewards for early payments have been put forth; although it

seems that this would only entice poorer countries. Their failure to

uphold their financial contribution is not the main problem here. There-

fore it seems wise to enforce punitive measures on those states that vio-

late the legal obligation of Article 17, which would have the greatest

impact on Permanent Five Members (P-5) of the Security Council who
do not fulfil their obligation. This would mean the strict enforcement of

Article 1 9 which prevents members from voting in the General Assem-

bly should they fail to meet payment unless this failure is "beyond the

control of the Member." Alternative suggestions have been made to

address the ubiquitous problem of funding for operations such as a tax

on international currency exchange38 or taxing arms exports. These may
or may not work, but what is clear, however, is that other avenues of

guaranteeing resources and financial contributions are essential to ensure

more peace operations are conducted and those to which the UN has

already committed have the funds and materiel to engender a successful

mission.
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Conclusion

The Paris Accords eventually rolled out into UNTAC's mandate, stress-

ing the lack of political will of the rival parties and UN members and the

scarcity of resources and lack of adequate planning, as contributing to

this PKO's failure to achieve lasting peace with justice. This discussion

recognises that UNTAC was one of the UN's first multidimensional

PKOs and that the notion of peacebuilding was a relatively novel con-

cept. As such, UNTAC seemed incapable of looking beyond its success-

ful electoral performance towards a genuine concern for maintaining

positive peace after their withdrawal. Indeed, they failed to enforce the

cease-fire and, henceforth, conduct a free and fair election. It seems that

this failure was not necessarily due to the absence of military leverage in

the mandate but rather the UN's lack of political will, more specifically

that of the P-5, to apply the Peace Accords and enforce the mandate. The

UN's failure to sufficiently analyse the extent to which a pluralist demo-

cratic government was foreign to the Cambodians removed the necessity

to conduct a long-term peacebuliding mission which may have ensured

the lasting positive peace the Cambodians were expecting. UNTAC did

manage, however, to build positive peace which did not rely on the con-

sent of the rival factions in repatriating a significant number of refugees

from Thailand. This was an important validation of UNTAC's desired

peace process.

The mission saw severe shortcomings within CIVPOL, the absence

of highly skilled personnel and an inadequate judicial system which

resulted in a breakdown of law and order. This prompted the suggestion

of establishing an on-call 'peacekeeping package' which would have

helped ensure lasting democracy and the respect of human rights during

and perhaps after the mission withdrew. This reform would be resourced

by member states' financial contributions. They would be responding to

new incentives and punitive measures introduced to guarantee their com-

pliance. Such major UN reforms would curb the current interest-based

contributions of member states towards a more equal distribution of

assistance and resources. This is a Utopian vision unless the P-5 recogn-

ises the importance of all stages of peace operations, that is, peacemak-

ing, peacekeeping and peacebuliding and the need to devote the same

attention to each segment, regardless of the location of the conflict, in

order to achieve peace with justice.
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Work In Progress

The Secret Musical Self: Nostalgic Reification of Music

According to Adorno

Mickey Vallee

This article fails immediately in the following ways: (1) to contextualize

Adorno's theoretical interpretation of reification since its illumination by

Lukacs; and (2) to offer an ideological critique of Adorno's blatant and

sometimes humorous assaults against the various practices of music in

modern society. With these failures in mind, however, this article suc-

ceeds in the following ways: (1) as a hermeneutic extraction of the con-

cept of reification which Adorno rarely makes explicit in his vast

musicological writings; and (2) at contextualizing Adorno's attacks

against music with a more explicit historical accuracy.

It is an honour to have this work published by Alternate Routes, for it

serves as a platform for my future research into the concept of reification

as it can be applied to music, and the potentials of de-reification that may
exist in a musical experience.

Ideology

The purpose of my research is to identify intersections between nostalgia

as evoked by music and the process of reification according to Adorno.

While the subjective content of a nostalgic experience is legitimate

according to one's identity and social position, the affective essence of

nostalgia as evoked by music is a vehicle of reification to ideological

categories of authenticity and tradition, partly responsible for the con-

struction of modern and postmodern social realities. In the context of

research I do not reconstruct the nostalgic moment through the rose-

tinted glasses characteristic of the state itself. Rather, here I consider

nostalgia as intimately connected with social and technological forces
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responsible for constructing such resultant ideological categories as

authenticity and tradition.

Accordingly, the significance of nostalgia in music as a social con-

struction over the significance of its psychological attributes takes prece-

dent, and the social construction of nostalgia is considered in a material

context. The ideological perspective here is not intended to trivialize the

necessary human aspects of nostalgia in modern society - as I will dem-

onstrate below, psychological and sociological literature argue that nos-

talgia is a crucial facet of human existence and memory, enabling people

to face threats to the continuity of self while maintaining a consistent

identity. My intention is to merely allude to the ideological aspects

potentially underlying a nostalgic experience, an experience that Adorno

himself would have considered ideological. That nostalgia is itself such

a regressive state and that music is theorized to evoke pre-linguistic sig-

nification suggests that the music industry intentionally used nostalgia as

a principle compositional method in the process of commodifying

music.

Secret Selves

Nostalgia is an emotional state that is intertwined between emotion,

memory, and identity, and is difficult to identify objectively because it is

so intensively subjective. It is not a direct psychological referent to the

totality of a past experience but a form of fantasizing the positive per-

spectives of one's self within that experience's context, an allusion to a

particular time that resembles and contextualizes the self in the present.

According to Davis (1979: 34), nostalgia resembles the optimistic fan-

tasy. He states:

[While nostalgia resembles the optimistic fantasy] of a bet-

ter time, it is a time we have already known. It reassures us

of past happiness and accomplishment and, since these still

remain on deposit, as it were, in the bank of our memory, it

simultaneously bestows upon us a certain current worth,

however much present circumstances may obscure it or

make it suspect.

Davis argues that by semi-alienating the self from the present nostal-

gia guarantees the preservation of identity, enabling a person to over-
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come present social discontinuities with an adherence to the self s

'superior* ability to survive past experiences - nostalgia, in other words,

is the optimistic thread of continuity in the sewn fabric of identity. A
person recognizes this alienation with optimism because overcoming

past stressful situations equates a triumph of the self, which (1) guaran-

tees the continuation of identity, and (2) allows the person to confront

discontinuity so that identity may become however necessarily mallea-

ble. By focusing so strongly on the self, nostalgia becomes a necessary

human function of self-individuation and a cognitive technology for

qualifying the self as autonomous and unique. From this emerges what

Davis (1979: 43) calls the "secret self," which "gives testimony to one's

prescience, to a heightened sensitivity and oneness with the deepest

impulses of an age."

If nostalgia guarantees the survival of the secret self, these secret

selves inevitably share experiences with one another to be recontextual-

ized as members of society in presently experienced conscious time, for

it is the appreciative stance of the self in confrontation with social adver-

sities and social relationships that will guarantee the survival and preser-

vation of identity. The exposition to another person of the secret self

occurs within what Davis calls a "nostalgic memory exchange", which

exposes "the wonderment of the revelation of how much more alike than

different our 'secret' pasts are" so that people experience multiple shared

memories "ad infinitum in paradoxical regress" (1979: 43).

For the purposes here, nostalgia can be conceived of as a subjective

state of awareness that appears as social relationships between people

who perceive their interconnecting personal biographies as significant to

the state of awareness itself. However, I argue that the nostalgic experi-

ence and exchange is a process of reification in which subjects mistake

material for social relationships; this is a problematic that has thus far

remained unrealized. That the nostalgic exchange is exposed once sub-

jects have realized the base of their experiences occurs through a shared

relationship with material reality suggests that such a moment of

exchange is reified as a social relationship when it is actually a material

one. This is the predisposition which, in my mind, justifies the industrial

Marxist approach of my research.
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Extracting Reification front Adorno

There is perhaps nobody in the history of music studies who considered

popular music as blatantly ideological as Adorno or who scrutinized

with such cynicism. His infamous attacks against the music industry to

some may prove he knew very little about the genre, for his generaliza-

tions often appear lacking the knowledge of culturally specific improvi-

sational and compositional methods that lend popular music its own

dimensions of interest and sophistication. Indeed, it would be an

expected reaction of open-minded post-structuralists to dismiss Adorno

as exemplifying elitism, especially in statements expressing his predic-

tion that Jazz's decline in popularity will be due to "its own stupidity"

(1933: 497). However, Adorno's arguments become far less benign and

dismissive than immediately perceived because they are legitimated by

his anxiety over the perpetuation of fascism, of which he considered

many forms of music to be legitimate agents of its potential facilitation.

Music, according to Adorno (1945: 384-86), possesses the potential

of perpetuating the fascist state in industrial society by adhering to four

general rules: (1) that "art is essentially a force of manipulation" and fol-

lows a "set ideological pattern"
; (2) that the guaranteed consumption of

standardized commodities "amounts to the line of least resistance against

big business"; and (3) that the trend toward collectivism for its own sake

exemplified in neo-Classical composition (and likely today in postmod-

ern musical references to 'the past') will (4) facilitate the artificial pres-

ervation of historical pre-industrial quaintness of life.

In general, Adorno (1941a: 440-50) regards the genre of popular as

characterized by its difference from and opposition to 'serious' music

because the former is standardized as a commodity whereas the latter

succeeds in transcending its alienated subjectivity by challenging and

expanding upon standardized musical practices; popular music is merely

valued in terms of its exchange, turned into a thing. Assigning music

such an exchange-value (what an object's labour is worth in relation to

other objects) in place of use-value (what an object's use is worth to the

survival of a social group) stems from the Marxist concept of material

production and the rise of the commodity, for according to Marx human

history and consciousness is bound with its material context.

Indeed, according to Marx himself (1887: 257), human survival relies

on material offered by the earth, for even when we build a table out of

wood, "the table continues to be that common, every-day thing, wood";
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within a capitalist context, however, the labour invested in the table's

construction determines its level of value in relation to other commodi-

ties. According to Marx, the commodity is a "mysterious thing, simply

because in it the social character of men's labour appear to them as an

objective character stamped upon the product of that labour; because the

relation of the producers to the sum total of their own labour is presented

to them as social relations, existing not between themselves, but between

the products of their labour."

In other words, the labour invested in the production of an object dis-

appears as it is fetishized with exchange-value, commodified, and exist-

ing in social relationships of value with other commodities. As social

relationships of labourers themselves are misrecognized within the rela-

tionships between things, these things in turn govern the consciousness

of the labourer. As Marx expands, "the relations connecting the labour of

one individual with that of the rest appear, not as direct social relations

between individuals at work, but as what they really are, material rela-

tions between persons and social relations between things" (1887: 258).

Even the labourer becomes a commodity, for it is the labour that he or

she sells which is valued in relation to other commodities, rendering

self-perception of value as being that of exchange.

Ergo, the consequence of this social process of fetishization is that of

being governed by commodity with the illusion of your actions and

existence resulting from free will and autonomous consciousness; the

state of existence as dictated by the relations of material objects remains

unrecognized, unconsciously internalized, and perceived as natural. The

labourer here indeed undergoes the most dangerous aspect of capitalism,

the process of reification, which governs, according to Petrovic (1991:

412), "the worker's 'soul', and more broadly, human consciousness."

Reification, or "the act of transforming human properties, relations and

actions into properties, relations and actions of man-produced things

which have become independent ... of man and govern his life" (1991:

411), can be understood as the consequence of fetishizing commodities,

alienating labourers from each other and from those outside their class.

Reification is a process that presents alienation as a natural human state

while perpetuating the illusion that material relationships are actually

social ones, and operate every day.

According to Adorno, music as a commodity is reified through the

technologies that exist in everyday objects such as the phonograph and
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the radio. That these objects are instilled with a magical power over peo-

ple's consciousness is compelling in Adorno's understanding of the pho-

nograph record, which when drained of the illusion as a transcendent

cipher of musical experience, appears as a "black pane made of compos-

ite mass which these days no longer has its honest name" as a product of

human labour. The phonograph record is just one agent of musical reifi-

cation, for even while it can be considered the "first of the technological

artistic inventions," he states:

... it already stems from an era that cynically acknowledges

the dominance of things over people through the emancipa-

tion of technology from human requirements and human

needs and through the presentation of achievements whose

significance is not primarily humane; instead the need is ini-

tially produced by advertisement, once the thing already

exists and is spinning in its own orbit (Adorno 1934: 277).

The radio, meanwhile, as a commodity guarantees to facilitate the

reification of musical processes as being naturally predisposed to tech-

nological dissemination, as offering a 'unique' experience to the listener,

when in actuality the music is so tailored to the technological parameters

of the radio that its authenticity is trivialized. For example, Adorno

argues (1941b: 252-61) that when a Beethoven symphony is mediated

through the radio it offers "optimum conditions for retrogressive tenden-

cies in listening" by reducing the intensity, concentration, and spatial

uniqueness of symphonic architecture whose purpose is to give rise to a

"suspension of time-consciousness" to a trivial mechanization of

"empirical time", the technical and sonoral limitations of the radio.

For reification to occur, music must sound natural and unobtrusive.

All technologies of its mediation, including its composition and distribu-

tion, must disappear in the act, presenting music as a natural system of

sounds. The very compositional method in popular music is the basis

upon which the chain of reification is initiated, according to Adorno, by

employing formulae that follow the listener's first experiences with

music experienced in early childhood; the psychological grip of popular

music thrusts the listener into a comfortable state from which escape

seems both impossible and undesirable. Adorno offers (1941a: 444):
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... popular music is the sum total of all the conventions and

material formulaism of music to which [the listener] is

accustomed and which he regards as the inherent, simple

language of music itself, no matter how late the develop-

ment might be which produced this natural language.

The listener here embodies a state of existence through popular music

that appears more optimistic and fantastic than the present, which is evi-

denced, according to Adorno, by the fact that part of popular music's

minimum requirement be that it communicates through "baby talk", or

"unabating repetition of some particular musical formula comparable to

the attitude of a child incessantly uttering the same demand" as well as

"the limitation of many melodies to very few tones, comparable to the

way in which a small child speaks before he has the full alphabet at his

disposal" (1941a: 450). The regression to an optimistic fantasy appears

to resemble Davis's discussion of nostalgia as a regression into positive

perspectives of past experiences.

The use of 'children's music' for Adorno is an especially important

manipulative tool of the music industry because it is children's music

that is understood in relatively autonomous melodic units, units which

stand on their own or in relation to any permutation of units within the

corpus of popular music. When these units are combined, they commu-

nicate in such a manner that disallows the listener to perceive a whole

musical structure, arguably a child's perspective of the world. Adorno

argues that inattention to the whole is indicative of the process of reifica-

tion, where the listener is in fact suffering from regression unable to per-

ceive the alienation of the units when they are entirely substitutable,

appearing complex and structurally fixed. Reification here, however

offensive it may seem in Adorno's conception, is achieved because the

childlike experience seeps into the listener's unconscious, rendered

undetectable in objective reality, and borne by the manufacturing pro-

cess of the compositional methods of popular music (Adorno 1938:

306). Further, instrumentation itself is an important medium in popular

music for instilling the childlike state. For example, while the abundant

ubiquity which Adorno sees of guitar, banjo, and accordion is evident of

the simplicity required for it to be communicable (whether banjos and

accordions were really as common as he claims remains uncited, which
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is a common problem in Adorno's writings), simplicity further has an

effect on the complex history of notation: "rationally comprehensible

notes are replaced by visual directives, to some extent by musical traffic

signals" which "confine themselves to the three tonic major chords and

exclude any meaningful harmonic progression" (1938: 307).

That music is a form of regression, that this regression is the state

within which reification occurs, suggests that Adorno's insights into

popular music were contingent upon the intentional use of nostalgia in

popular music production from the beginnings of the music industry.

It should be noted that Adorno does not lay any sort of blame on the

listener, which may increase for some the opinion that he is patronizing.

The rise of capitalist society, according to Adorno, resulted largely in a

re-entering of dominant beliefs and the centrality of religion was dis-

placed by the logic of capitalism. The ability to sell and buy labour

became the medium to retribution and salvation. Traditionally, with reli-

gious centrality, art was a facilitator of dominant beliefs, but as it lost its

religious centre, its central truth value, it was thrown into a "vacuum

ready to absorb the arbitrarily superimposed doctrines of totalitarian-

ism", which has further implications. He states:

The fact that [the listener] has never been swept away emo-

tionally by the tragic forces of [pre-commodified] music

bereaves him somehow of the very life phenomenon of the

humane. It is this lack of experience of the imagery of real

art, partly substituted and parodied by the ready-made ste-

reotypes of the amusement industry, which is at least one of

the formative elements of that cynicism that has finally

transformed the Germans, Beethoven's own people, into

Hitler's own people.

Standardization

According to Adorno, music in the industrial context induces "relaxation

because it is patterned and pre-digested" which "serves within the psy-

chological household of the masses to spare them the effort of that par-

ticipation" thus "permit[ting] an escape from the boredom of

mechanized labour" (Adorno 1941a: 458). Through such musical pro-

cesses as rhythmic obedience and emotional evocation (more strongly

the focus here), popular music reinforces in the former the mechaniza-
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tion of the labour process, the essence of machinery represented through

rhythmic predictability, in the latter, the point of emotional misdirection,

where the anxiety over social alienation as produced by capitalist society

is displaced by the emotional world uttered by the sentimental cultural

expressions in industrial society. On the subject of rhythmic obedience,

Adorno (1941a: 461) offers this eloquent summary:

The cult of the machine which is represented by unabating

jazz beats involved a self-renunciation that cannot but take

root in the form of a fluctuating uneasiness somewhere in

the personality of the obedient. For the machine is an end in

itself only under given social conditions - where men are

appendages of the machines on which they work. The adap-

tation to machine music necessarily implies a renunciation

of one's own human feelings and at the same time a fetish-

ism of the machine that its instrumental character becomes

obscured thereby.

While rhythmic predictability is arguably reified into a person's con-

sciousness by the material form of muscles and movement, emotion is

reified through a form of misdirected fulfillment of wishes. Speculative

as this may seem, historical research reveals that the music industry's

success relied upon the production of sentimental ballads, whose formu-

laic ingredient, according to Shepherd (1982), was the inclusion of a par-

ticular emotion, nostalgia.

Tin Pan Alley referred to an area of New York City between 28th

Street and 5
th Avenue near Union Square which employed songwriters

and music publishers in the late 19 th century disseminated popular songs

on sheet music for vocal and simple instrumental arrangement. Because

of the intensely hot summers, Tin Pan Alley arrangers were forced to

leave open their office windows, out of which bled onto the streets the

sounds of their pianos as they sat arranging, which resembled the sound

of tin pans clashing together, thus the title of the era. This was a very

productive business; Harry van Tizler, one of these arrangers, wrote

3000 songs in 1 1 years, most of them written in efficient time.

Charles K. Harris, a native of Milwaukee, in 1 892 wrote the first pop-

ular song, a ballad entitled After the Ball, that could arguably be called
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the first 'mass consumed' hit as it sold an astronomical 10 million copies

generating $25,000 per week. Following the song's initial success Harris

moved to New York and published compositional methods in his

instructional booklet, How to Write and Sell a Popular Song, success-

fully epitomizing the sentimental ballad as "the staple of the popular

music industry" (Shepherd, 1982: 5). The proven success of the senti-

mental ballad, according to Harris, rested on the criteria that it was writ-

ten in a 'fashionable musical style' while either (a) appearing topical or

(b) appealing to mass emotion, using nostalgia as its platform for emo-

tional evocation.

That nostalgia was a common technology in the fabric of American

life is further exemplified in Key's analysis of Stephen Foster's compo-

sitional methods in his sentimental ballads, which, according to Key

(1995: 145), achieved a "special resonance" that "beckons to our own

more cynical time and becomes a valuable tool for understanding the

cultural forces at work in the first century of American national iden-

tity." According to Key (1995: 145), the national identity appears ideal-

istic in the sentimental ballad. Furthermore, it is interesting to note that

the sentimental ballad's evocative effects appeal even to those for whom
it is under scrupulous analysis.

That nostalgia evokes a longing for this idealization was by no means

co-incidental to the context in which the sentimental ballad was con-

sumed; the domestic sphere, performed most often by women on the

family piano who read sheet music arranged for vocal line and piano

accompaniment (Vallee, 2002). That sentimental ballads communicated

nostalgic affect within the home embodied within consumers the synech-

dochal nature of both the musical form and the emotion that arose from

it, that of living in the present and the past simultaneously; the textual

method for ballad construction was to "offer fertile ground on which to

express feelings of loss and alienation" while living in the experience of

the present, allowing the listener, performer, and (however at a distance)

the 'author' to experience simultaneously the "throes of nostalgia" (Key,

1995: 149). This was ideal music for domestic consumption, to long for

an idealized home while in the presence of the home.

According to Key, the musical material itself employed within the

sentimental ballad had the purpose of being communicable, and there-

fore functioned properly only by communicating simply and effectively,

contingent with Adorno's argument that popular music relies on its use
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of 'children's musical formulae.' Key argues not that the simplicity

resembles children's music, but that it resembles the folk-like character-

istics of nationalities representing the heterogeneity of 19 th century

American heritage. For example, Foster's use of step-wise melodies,

pentatonic melodies, and clear phrases were symptomatic of the Celtic

and folk sounds of Scottish and English music, suggesting that the Celtic

sound within the structural formations of music such as Foster's would

communicate to a listener with ancestry close to the 'home' that was

being alluded to far away. According to Key (1995: 160), alluding to the

past in the context of the present has further implications in Foster's use

of the chorus: "[t]he last iteration of the chorus brings the past into the

present and achieves a nostalgic, rather than dramatic, goal. One might

look at this structure as an 'interrupted narrative' where progress is inev-

itably interrupted by backward glances."

Such regressive standardization indicates that Adorno's speculations

are more legitimate than they originally appear. The question of why the

music industry considered nostalgia to be a profitable emotion could

stand analysis in its own right: the purposeful misdirection of anxiety,

the reification of the alienated state of modernism, even the legitimate

exchange of musical knowledge through its material realities. However,

the use of a positive emotional experience that ensures the survival of

the self in an industrial context is likely what Adorno would have argued

as the purpose of nostalgic evocation. This form of standardization

above is not so much an escape as a moment of re-energization that

guarantees an optimistic outlook toward the anxieties of present day

realities such as alienation and exploitation.

The point of the ideological escapism suggested here as socially con-

structed ideas of authenticity and tradition are symptomatic of the nostal-

gic experience. This is exemplified in the historical preservation and

quaintness of life expressed in neo-classical composition, the context of

contemporary historical simulations and the anthropological preserva-

tion of musical tradition.

Authenticity

That Adorno's critical stance against popular music appears myopic is

no surprise as his arguments tend to lack the empirical ground that could

otherwise support them. If he seems narrowly focused on the popular

music industry in isolation, it should be noted that there is very little
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sacred in Adorno's crosshairs which includes many forms of 'classical'

music; Adorno argues that classical music is equally guilty for causing

the regressive state of nostalgia for the purposes of escapism into the

ideology of authenticity. The main culprit of such a state, according to

Adorno, is neo-classicism that attempts to perpetuate illusions of com-

munity and folklife. Meanwhile, it is the challenging and difficult music

of Schoenberg and the Second Viennese School that represents emanci-

pation from the modern ideology. This music in particular subverts the

hierarchical musical powers that command music of the neo-classical

and popular music tradition. The individual psyche in Schoenberg's

music, for example, struggles against convention, is isolated, and aware

of its own alienation from the mode of production whereas Stravinsky

attempts a temporal escape from alienation into the quaintness of the

past. Adorno argues that while Schoenberg offers a "serious shock to the

listener" in a moment of self-reflexive constitution, Stravinsky exempli-

fies the complete opposite. He states:

[Stravinsky is] an exact antithesis to the master of Schoen-

berg and his school; here the game is opposed to the absence

of illusion; the seductively arbitrary change of masks,

whose wearers are consequently identical but empty, is set

against responsible dialectics, the substratum of which

transforms itself in sudden changes (Adorno, 1945: 403).

Objectivism and its Utopian community-based alienation provides for the

average listener a temporal sort of revolution that deters their actual abil-

ity to execute an emancipation, according to Adorno. The people are so

entertained by the music of the folk as much as by popular music that

they begin to feel disdain for the intellectual, failing to challenge pro-

gressive music with ideas but instead dismissing it as nonsense, assum-

ing in a culturally nostalgic moment that Beethoven's music must have

always been beautiful when in its historical context it was considered at

times difficult to follow.

Neo-classicism stands at an idealistic distance from history, offering

the listener a form of culturally dominant memory or, more properly,

nostalgia. It is, according to Adorno, a technological function which

facilitates the notion that 'historical' music is in need of preservation, a

preservation that trivializes the history and power of classical music to
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the status of knobs and buttons (as mentioned above). Under such strict

parameters, even the 'mighty' Beethoven is subject to commodification:

If an early Beethoven piano sonata were to be played today

as 'freely/ with such arbitrarily improvisational changes,

for example, the changes of the basic tempi of individual

movement as it was, according to contemporary reports, by

Beethoven himself at the piano, the apparently authentic

manner of interpretation would strike the listener as contra-

dictory to the meaning of the work in the face of the con-

structive unity of such movements (Adorno, 1945: 415).

In the 'postmodern' context the preservation of classical music history is

a result of conflicting simulations of traditional life contemporaneous in

a socially impossible context which manufacturers authenticity and tra-

dition. For example, Brennan (1999) argues that a "nostalgic frame of

tourism" is responsible for the success of trendy music festivals who

choose rustic outdoor settings as their concert venue. At the Chamber

Music Festival at Washington's Olympic Peninsula, where the success

of chamber music is dependent on the nostalgia for pre-industrial quaint-

ness of life, conflicting narratives guide attendees through a manufac-

tured authenticity of nostalgic experience. According to Brennan (1999:

12), "nostalgia and narrative work together with idealized visions of

farm life to distinguish people" and "to put some in their places while

asserting the superiority of others," thereby constructing a dichotomy

between the people who live off the rural land where the festival occurs

and the urban people who use the environment as an escape to idealized

life. Indeed, the attendees, the consumers, are exposed to authentic

aspects of rural life, except to the labour of manufacture that remains

alienated from them. Brennan (1999: 18) states:

Farming labor is not completely ignored at the festival, for

the nostalgic idealization of a farm necessarily includes

plowing, milking, and weeding. The audience never actually

sees any of this activity occur on the grounds, nor does it

ever occur to the extent necessary to maintain an actual

'working' farm. However, the festival's barn, pigs, donkeys,

and vegetable garden all suggest that some sort of farming
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takes place. But the labor required to maintain this ideal

farm is left out of the nostalgic frame of tourism (emphasis

added).

The chamber music itself was known to have been played outdoors in

such environments as the London Pleasure Gardens of the 17 th century

for aristocratic diversion and pleasure, but on the farm chamber music

offers a historical authenticity that conflicts with the reality of farm life.

As Brennan argues (1999: 21) "The tourist's nostalgic frame, which

excludes the actual toil and dirt involved in farming, regards the farm

setting as 'right' for classical music because that setting enhances the

conceived timeless nature of such music, providing an escape from the

noise and work of the city." The alienated nature of this context is fur-

ther exemplified when local rural residents who curiously invest interest

are pitied and scrutinized for lacking the 'proper social etiquette'

required for the event. Brennan (1999: 14) has a humorous example,

where some of these locals:

...walk towards the back of the barn, where a door left

unguarded by ushers allows surreptitious access to the con-

cert. I often use it to sneak in and out during the concert. I

think, "Aha! They must have done this before!" I wonder if

they like chamber music. The executive director of the festi-

val, who also owns the farm and usually is onstage with his

viola, stops them before they can enter. I observe as he talks

to them quietly and as they turn around and walk off the

property. The festival director strides towards me, shaking

his head and tells me that they had no tickets and couldn't

pay for them even if they had wanted to. "They're like don-

keys," he says to me, looking from the animals in the pas-

ture to the people walking out of the grounds, "Human

donkeys."

The context is arguably reified through naturalizing traditions that con-

tradict each other and perpetuate the only truly living tradition, that of

the class system. As Brennan (1999: 26) says:
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For many audience members, listening to chamber music in

a barn on the Olympic Peninsula provides an escape from

the noise and work of the city. Many of the images con-

structed around the festival speak of an imagined past

before one had to commute from a house in the suburbs to a

nine-to-five job in an office building in the city.

That nostalgia through music is a medium to the ideology of authen-

ticity becomes even more clear upon the examination of how folklorists

preserve historical traditions of pre-literate cultures who are feared to be

on the brink of 'extinction/ The traditional folklorist's approach has

often preserved not a history in the reconstruction of authentic music,

but an interpretation of 'tradition,' something that has always been but

cannot be identified by written historical record. Cassia (2000) argues

that as tradition is represented through the selection of texts for preserva-

tion, these texts technologize the listener to experience tradition that is,

in fact, mediated by the folklorist's interpretations (interpretations, pace

criticism, with best intentions). Such is the case with folklorists preserv-

ing the Mediterranean singing practice of Ghana, traditionally a form of

teasing song performed by men in duel with one another, later replaced

with more Westernized and passive versions on the topic of cultural his-

tory, which was inscribed by the folklorists who wanted to 'save' their

tradition from industrialization. Today, this calmer culturally preserved

musical expression is perceived as authentic exchange of Maltese cul-

ture.

Because folklorists considered the teaching songs of Ghana as offen-

sive against their mission to preserve cultural continuation and the har-

monious survival of identity, they organized festivals in rural areas that

(a) depicted the pre-industrial farm life of Maltese culture, and (b) asked

performers to pick musical themes out of a hat instead of improvising

the usual vulgarities at one another. As Cassia says, "The subjects of the

songs were influenced by images the elite themselves had of the poplu

(e.g., spendthrifts, henpecked husbands) according to an agenda uncon-

sciously influenced by their perception of what would amuse the poplu

as public spectacle" (2000: 290). Indeed, the decision to eliminate the

vulgarities from the cultural practices of a people is the decision to pro-

vide a history without consequence, guaranteeing cultural survival under

superstructural supervision. Tradition is, according to Cassia (2000:
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291), "neither self-evident nor transparent. It needs to be identified,

packaged, and made the subject of discretion and taste."

If tradition and authenticity are ideological, then they are represented

in material reality through reified processes, and must, by the rules of

nostalgia, express an optimistic sense of the past, a history without con-

sequence, without depravity, for the constitution and preservation of

subjective and cultural identity. Likewise, if 'tradition' implies continu-

ity, and nostalgia is necessary for the preservation of identity through the

subjective and social challenges of discontinuity, then nostalgia appears

to be the technologizing medium of tradition. Nostalgia here affirms

what is natural, in other words, what is reified, and acts as an agent upon

human consciousness.

Ideology Revisited

Pasts are revisited daily, relived through photography, mythology, radio,

in bars, at home, with strangers, media, and family. Nostalgia is such an

important force that it acts as a medium for entire generations to re-expe-

rience their collective pasts, and music plays an important role in

embodying a person's distance from the past in a moment of positive

self-reflection. But tell that to Adorno. The ideological aspects of such a

positive self-reflection could endure expansion and analysis by anyone

interested in the social psychological aspects of nostalgia and reification.

This here is merely meant as a brief illumination.

It could be said that music continues today to not face up to the chal-

lenges of modern society and reification, as 'postmodern' compositions

remain unchallenging to ideology making claims for hybridity, thus rep-

resenting cultural and historical quaintness as ideological. For example,

Stocken (1989: 536-37) describes this quaintness that exists in postmod-

ern music as motivated "not for the sake of duty to the past, or for histor-

ical research, but because in the act of performance, which necessarily

exists in the present, the music is able to speak to a modern audience."

This alludes to Adorno's warnings against the preservation of historical

quaintness for its own sake, and for the sake of a guaranteed consump-

tion by a passive audience. As it was the modest and well-intentioned

attempt in the composition of neo-Classicism and in the preservation of

cultural tradition, today the concerns seem to be the temporal visit to the

exotic, idealized, and individualized, alluding to the conflicting simula-

tion of tradition in a fruitless search for the authentic.
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To turn once again to Adorno, what lies at the centre of his idealisms

is that auratic art expresses not an intrinsic beauty but an unconscious

playing out of social relations. What we hear as beauty is, according to

Adorno, in actuality kitsch, the contemporary cultural facilitator that

assumes the character of a model, or a sketch. It is ideology character-

ized by being devoid of any kind of significant artistic power. According

to Adorno (1932: 442):

[Kitsch] is assigned the task, above all, of eliciting the

impression of collective commitment by means of the pres-

ervation of old and superannuated formal types; of employ-

ing individual means of express—such as romantic

harmonies and today, already, impressionist harmonies—at

a moment when they have come loose from their original

formal contexts and can circulate like a kind of musical

small change; of utilizing melodic arcs that still bear traces

of their former emotional significance conventionally, as

mere phrases.

A philosophy of truth lies at the centre of ideal music, expresses an

awareness of its socially constituted self and the problems associated,

and Adorno would argue that industrial musical production is not philo-

sophical but ideological, as it is a discursive category of entertainment.

Music, according to Adorno, in the humanistic context, operates to its

powerful potential only when associated with the expression of truth—

a

rational logic underlies the music of enlightenment that also underlies

the positivistic quest for rationality and progress. In the industrial era,

however, through mass mediated dissemination of multiple conflicting

musical realities presented as authentic and traditional, the logic of musi-

cal production only benefits the preservation of commodification. Music

serves as an escape from, as opposed to an understanding of, social real-

ity and is, indeed according to Adorno, a force of social control - it is

"what makes for fascism."

I hope to have conveyed that while nostalgia is a legitimate form of

human experience, the music industry historically constructed emotional

subjectivities with precise compositional methods: as music is theoreti-

cally a form of regression itself, its coupling with nostalgia creates a

dangerous situation that alienates the listener from social realities and
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relations. Not to make nostalgia a troubling experience for those who

consider themselves outside of ideology's grasp, but perhaps now some

nostalgic experiences will have greater significance. As Sir Paul

McCartney once said, "Yesterday, all my troubles seemed so far away."
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Articles

Tuning in to Democracy: Community Radio, Free Speech

and the Democratic Promise

Hilary Goldstein

The historical record is rife with demonstrations of abuses that arise

when governments and leaders exploit information and communication

channels. The excesses and horrors of the 20th century have revealed

how press systems have been utilized to spread dangerous propaganda,

instigate conflict, and promote the abuse of human rights. History has

witnessed governments manipulating information to control the aware-

ness of their citizens, imposing restrictions on diversity and choice, and

effectively closing avenues for citizens to seek redress or air grievances.

Guarding against such offenses, at the very least, requires a democratic

understanding of free speech and press, a dedicated civic journalistic

body, and a public service oriented media system. It would logically fol-

low that countries that endorse the value of democratic governance

regard information and communication as essential human rights to be

protected and upheld.

Given this understanding, what does it mean when in one of the most

authoritarian and repressive regimes, a small independent press promot-

ing democracy could—with difficulty—survive and flourish, and in the

alleged democratic leader of the world, a major independent outlet pro-

moting free speech, expression, and diversity was almost crushed?

What does this say about the connections between democracy, free

speech, and communication?

Analyzing the experiences of two media outlets within two contra-

dicting social systems illuminates a definite break between the theories

and ideals of democracy and the reality of their application in the real
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world. One story centers around Pacifica Foundation—America's first

listener-supported, non-commercial radio network—devoted to exercis-

ing free speech and representing diverse and dissenting viewpoints. The

Foundation began as one station in California, formed in the late 1940s,

to provide a contrast to the rising commercialism of mainstream radio

and to promote pacifism. It grew into a network of stations that would

become the model for alternative, community-based radio dedicated to

democratic and participatory notions of media and communication. Pro-

viding a relevant counterpoint is the story of B92, a Serbian radio station

(named for its frequency position) that has endured legal repression,

state censorship, and outright attacks for trying to maintain an unbiased

source of accurate news in an otherwise completely state-controlled

media environment. In the midst of a repressive atmosphere, B92's radi-

cal, pro-free speech stance transformed the station into a symbol of the

potential for a democratic society.

Although these two stations exist within completely different con-

texts and have encountered different obstacles, many of the underlying

issues they both faced are identical. Occupying this common ground is

the realization that the relationship between citizens and governments

continually proves to be the decisive factor in the existence and mainte-

nance of a democratic culture. For democracy to survive, it must not be

left to the devices of governments, but requires the vigilance of citizens

to give rights their weight and substance. Unfortunately, too much of

history demonstrates that our rights to free speech and expression are

only powerful when they are being fought for. In fact, a closer examina-

tion of practical examples of media systems and governmental function-

ing throughout the 20th century reveal how truly vulnerable and tenuous

our hold on democracy is.

The Price ofSpeech

A wealth of scholarly research and critique has focused on how commu-
nication contributes to democracy both from the standpoint of individual

access to free speech rights, and in terms of the role that journalism and

media systems play in the public discourse. 1 The emphasis on journalism

and media systems centers on the need for journalistic integrity to ana-

lyze and critique the decisions and policies of the government and other

power elites within society and to provide a forum for communication
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and discussion among a nation's citizens. "Democracy," as Robert

McChesney notes, "requires a media system that provides people with a

wide range of opinion and analysis and debate on important issues,

reflects the diversity of citizens and promotes public accountability of

the powers-that-be and the powers-that-want-to-be" (McChesney, 1998).

Essential components of a democratic media include journalistic integ-

rity, the journalist as 'watchdog' 2 of the political and economic elite, and

the necessity of an independent press not beholden to this elite group to

dictate content (Curran, 1996:84). Spaces for community input in the

making of media messages form another important—if often over-

looked—aspect to democratic communication systems. Patrick Watson

of the CBC, Canada's public broadcasting system, notes, "People who

equate democracy with the electoral process are missing about 90 per

cent of what democracy is all about. It is really about empowering citi-

zens. And that, in turn, is linked to finding ways to express ourselves and

to see ourselves as part of a community"(Policy Options/Options poli-

tiques, 1995:32).

Interestingly, these specific requirements are more often presented as

Utopian goals than practical realities, even in the most democratically

organized countries. An equal, if not more significant, body of media

research and critique has focused on investigating the constraints pre-

venting media from fulfilling its role as promoter and supporter of

democracy. There is no shortage of academics and critics that have

observed and analyzed these obstacles, underscoring media's frequent

use as a tool of social control; its connection and dependence on com-

mercially-based funding; its configuration as a system that usually oper-

ates in a unidirectional format with little space for community input; and

how it is often wielded as a tool to repress dissent and control social life

(Former, 1993:46-47). The most definitive examples of media's power

are those that demonstrate what happens when media is used to serve the

interests of those in power, in blatant disregard for the human rights and

dignity of the population as a whole.

Media and Power

Marc Raboy's UNESCO report on public broadcasting noted, "In many

parts of the world, the problem is still one of totalitarianism and the

equation of the public interest with the particular interests of the nation

state" (Raboy, 1997:78). Politically, media provides powerful interests a
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potent vehicle to impart controlled information and spread propaganda

to shape public opinion. Dissent is stifled, diversity is sacrificed to bol-

ster conformity and national unity, and lies persist to control public per-

ceptions. For example, no one would argue that the press systems within

the State-Communist structures of the USSR, Eastern Europe or China

were or are open or free.
3 Censorship and self-censorship have domi-

nated the region's media. Information has been tightly controlled; the

leadership, not the population, dictating government policy. But, one

cannot deny that these repressive purposes are not limited to authoritar-

ian regimes (Schramm, 1956:105-46). Noam Chomsky and Edward Her-

man argue "It is much more difficult to see a propaganda system at work

where the media are private and formal censorship is absent" (Chomsky

and Herman, 1988:1). In this sense, the United States is just as guilty.

Propaganda plays a prominent role in the US where it is used to filter

news and even report false information for strategic purposes, applied to

marginalize dissent, and shaped to serve the needs and agendas of gov-

ernment and dominant private interests.

Media in the United States

The trajectory of media development in the US, especially electronic

media forms, has placed media control squarely in corporate hands. It's a

configuration that traces back to the introduction of advertising revenue

as the main source of media funding, resulting in the commercial-based

media system that dominates the American broadcast industry today.4

Advertising Age, a media industry magazine, published the net advertis-

ing revenues (which generates the main source of income) of the top 100

media firms worldwide. The top five: Time Warner, Comcast Corp.,

Viacom, Walt Disney Co., and NBC Universal (General Electric Co.)

each showed 2003 revenues toping 50 billion (Advertising Age Maga-

zine, 2003).

It is an ironic situation considering that, "The press as envisioned by

its American founders—Paine, Franklin, Jefferson—was the antithesis

of the modern corporation. It was individualistic, rebellious, idiosyn-

cratic, and ferociously opinionated. It was expected to poke, pester, and

prod powerful institutions" (Matic, 1999). Instead, a media system run

by corporations, dependent on consumption, tends to swing focus away

from the issues and concerns that might work to counter the underpin-
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nings of such a system, such as media activists, political dissenters, low-

income and other marginalized populations. Political candidates must

purchase slots of expensive broadcast time to air their platforms to the

American public (McChesney, 2003:18). Potential candidates, unable

to secure the million-dollar price tag simply cannot compete. 5 And

media corporations also wield substantial power over elected officials.

For example, between 1993 and mid-2000, media corporations gave

upwards of $75 million dollars in campaign contributions to politicians

in both political parties, providing these companies with the leverage to

push for policy decisions like profitable tax cuts and favorable media

ownership rulings (Center for Public Integrity, 2000). It is questionable

how this media configuration can foster industry diversity, democratic

participation, or an open debate over the issues. It is unclear how this

system works to ensure that the needs and interests of these low-income

and marginalized groups are included in the agenda. In a market-based

environment, the crucial question becomes how and where First Amend-

ment freedoms protected.

According to the First Amendment of the US Constitution, expres-

sion is supposed to be free and uncensored, but because broadcast fre-

quencies were deemed a scarce resource, broadcasters would have to

bear certain responsibilities inconsistent with First Amendment provi-

sions. Through the Communications Act of 1934, Congress created the

Federal Radio Commission, which later became the Federal Communi-

cation Commission (FCC), to regulate frequencies. This would serve to

prevent overcrowding of the limited space on the electronic spectrum

and the intentional and unintentional jamming of other's use of the air-

waves. The airwaves would belong to the people but would be leased to

private companies for periods of time provided that local stations serve,

"the public interest, convenience, and necessity" (McChesney,

1993:245). The term 'public interest' has always remained undefined

though, and the legislation that gave rise to this amorphous concept

offered no accompanying guidelines to measure it (Krattenmaker and

Powe, 1994:34).6 Difficult to define, it is also difficult to enforce, leav-

ing the system open to potential exploitation. Recognizing the danger of

complete corporate control of the airwaves prompted the government to

create an alternative, non-commercial broadcasting system to serve the

public interest over commercial and political agendas.
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Enter the public broadcasting system: federally created to provide a

forum for debate and controversy, to grant a voice to groups that are oth-

erwise ignored or marginalized, and represent the true diversity of the

American nation. A democratic purpose, indeed. But, critics argue that

constant political interference, a highly centralized and conservative

organizational structure, and an over-dependence on corporate financial

support have only undermined this mission. In failing to create a stable

and sustaining funding source for public broadcasting, programs are

increasingly underwritten by corporate sponsors, contributing to the

increasing commercialism of this purportedly non-commercial system.

These sponsors are able to control content by threatening to withhold

financial support if a station airs material that damages their public

image. The fact that the President appoints CPB members solidifies

unavoidable political influence (Barsamian, 2001:10-24). And provi-

sions for diversity and emphasis on chronically underrepresented groups

like minorities and the poor do not exist in a substantial way, limiting the

extent of community participation or coverage (Tracey, 1997:119).

Without adequate funding or regulatory protections, public broadcasting

has been increasingly limited in the range of programming it could pro-

vide and therefore its potential impact has never been realized.

Public Broadcasting in a post-Communist Environment

Despite the limitations of the public broadcasting system, the US gov-

ernment has at least demonstrated some intent to provide democratic

communication systems. When critiquing the pros and cons of public

broadcasting, one must recognize, "in Eastern Europe, in most of Africa,

and in much of the rest of the 'transitional' world, public service broad-

casting is a distant ideal, not a working reality" (Raboy, 1997:78). The

fall of the Berlin wall and the toppling of dictatorships throughout

Europe ushered in profound changes and an open orientation towards

democratic principles throughout the region. But for European countries

transitioning from centralized structures to more socially pluralist con-

structions, democratizing the media has been a challenging process. As

hard as it is for those in control to relinquish their share of power, it is

equally difficult for a population, long denied rights and freedoms, to

claim and exercise these rights or trust that they will be supported and

upheld by a formerly repressive leadership.
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Karol Jakubowicz argues "in a demoralized, deeply suspicious and

skeptical society, where there is no accepted definition of the public

interest, no ideal of public service, no trust in public regulation of social

life and in the institutions called upon to develop and enforce such regu-

lation... the conditions for the emergence of public service broadcasting

can hardly be said to exist" (Jakubowicz, 1997:125). It's a chicken and

egg argument: media is necessary to promote democracy but requires an

already stable democratic society to operate successfully. Jasminka

Udovicki asserts that in Yugoslavia and Serbia, although the country

made initial efforts towards introducing some progressive press policies,

the government still tried to maintain ideological control over political

information. She argues that, nationalism, strongly promoted and manip-

ulated by Slobodon Milosevic's regime, effectively blocked progressive

social and political change and halted any real steps towards instituting

more democratic laws and policies (Udovicki, 1997:6).

Alternative Broadcasting

To introduce new social values, to carry through a progressive agenda of

change, and break through the status quo, requires access to the news

agenda. Where in the former Yugoslavia, the government's attempts to

control political information and debate limited the potential for opposi-

tional concepts to be introduced to the mass public. News broadcasts

contained no position other than that of the government. Whether strug-

gling against government-controlled information or corporate domi-

nance, both countries' media systems provided little room for people

with alternative viewpoints to participate in the public dialogue, to influ-

ence the public agenda, and to realize their right to communicate.

But beyond the mainstream channels, other alternate and community-

based media forms exist to break and bend these boundaries. Clemencia

Rodriguez offers, "even if the information and communication channels

are left untouched, even if the mainstream media structure is left unal-

tered, citizens' media are rupturing pre-established power structures,

opening spaces that allow for new social identities and new cultural def-

initions, and, in a word, generating power on the side of the subordinate"

(Rodriguez, 2001:160). Although corporate media news outlets and

restrictive authoritarian governments may limit the range of perspectives

and issues covered, citizens are not necessarily isolated from other

potential sources of information and perceptions (Darnofsky, 1995: 223-
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232). Just because people live in a totalitarian regime, does not mean

they are unaware of the forces of control around them. It does not mean

that they are unable to create or contribute to alternative understandings

of their social situation, even if such understandings are difficult to build

and maintain. Likewise, not all Americans take "all the news that's fit to

print" in the New York Times as gospel, and often seek out other infor-

mation and alternative ways of knowing and understanding.

In Peter Lewis' study of alternative/community media, he found that

most alternative media projects exist to promote the values of free

speech and expression and work to actualize democratic media (Lewis,

1984:1). The true character of democracy and democratic media in Ser-

bia did rise in large measure through the contribution of local, commu-

nity, and alternative media outlets.
7 These media groups educated the

citizens of an alternative societal structure, awakened them to new rights

and liberties, and invited them to play a role in the shaping of their own
government (Kazmir, 2001:5-38). In Serbia, Radio B92 was one of the

only broadcast outlets bold enough to criticize the government, con-

stantly directing attention towards critics and dissenters who were other-

wise ignored by the state-run news programs. Against brutal force and

incredible odds, B92 became a center of cultural and artistic experimen-

tation and political awakening that was able—for a time—to grow

almost as strong as the state media machine. By promoting free speech

and the principles of democratic governance, B92 was instrumental in

introducing these concepts to communities that had no access to infor-

mation outside of the standard state channels.

Alternative media have also played an essential role in the United

States, by helping to raise awareness of causes from civil rights, to free

speech, to the acceptance of gay and lesbian life-styles. John Downing,

in his extensive research of American alternative media projects, found

that alternative media promote community involvement in media mak-

ing and expand the range of information and dialogue available. They

tend to be more inclusive of voices and opinions of those usually not

represented on the corporate channels and the issues that never seem to

make the mainstream agendas (Downing, 1984:1-54). For example, dis-

sent against the Vietnam War was initially construed as unpatriotic and

not considered a thoughtful critique against government policy. The

Pacifica Foundation was for many years, the only place where this dis-

sent was addressed and voiced. Pacifica's coverage provided the ground-
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work for the anti-war movement to grow and eventually break through

into more mainstream coverage. Always solidly promoting free speech

rights, Pacifica stood up against government repression, and in doing so

helped to discredit that repression.

B92 and Pacifica were able to offer an alternative to corporate or

state-controlled information and contribute to democratic communica-

tion by providing a space for dissent and a critique of powerful societal

forces, whether governmental or corporate. In doing so, they promoted

one of the most important concepts inherent in understanding the value

of democratic rights and freedoms. Namely, it is vital to protect dissent

because democracy is not necessarily about every person having the

exact same opinion or vision. Democracy involves the ability to listen

and appreciate even the most unpopular viewpoints because they can

open the dialogue to expand understanding and help to envision new

possibilities.

The Serbian Context: Radio B92

Serbia's main media sources were traditionally government run and

operated. With information so heavily controlled and filtered through the

eyes of the state, civic journalism projects had little space to grow,

thrive, or reach a widespread audience. What is so remarkable about the

story of Radio B92 is how a small alternative outlet could rise to stand

up and challenge such decisive controls and restraints, and not only sur-

vive, but succeed. A brief examination of the development of Belgrade's

Radio B92 station provides a true testament to the persuasive strength of

the democratic promise.

Yugoslavia 's Transition

B92's existence actually traces back to Yugolsavia's distinct history and

policy development under the guidance of Josip Broz Tito during his 40-

year tenure in office. Yugoslavia was a country structured into six fed-

eral republics: Serbia, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Macedonia,

Montenegro, and Slovenia with two autonomous provinces, Kosovo and

Vojvodina. Within these republics, Yugoslavia's extremely diverse pop-

ulation consisted of five main ethnic groups, three major religions, and

four dominant languages that have tenuously co-existed throughout the
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country's existence (Splichal, 1992:200). When he entered office, Tito

initially sought to align the country with the Soviet bloc, to obtain eco-

nomic and political support for his country. As part of this plan, Tito

organized the country as a bureaucratically centralized state under a

Communist philosophy. Communism had broad appeal, was inclusive of

all nationalities, and therefore served to quell the historic ethnic and reli-

gious rivalries that had caused past internal warfare and conflict over

disputed territories (Bennett, 1995:53). But when the economy lan-

guished, Tito was more than willing to introduce some democratic

reforms to appeal to the growing profusion of Western aid aimed at

stemming the spread of Communism throughout Europe.

Transferring some authority and economic power from the state to

the various republics, Tito began allowing room for the sanctioned rise

of independent, self managed media groups and progressive media laws

that elevated the concepts of free press and expression to the level of

constitutional status (Robinson, 1977:18, 41-43). But despite these dem-

ocratic initiatives, "the government and political parties still tend[ed] to

reproduce the old form of hegemony based on the new, but still exclu-

sive political and nationalistic ideology" (Splichal, 1992:200). The State

interfered in the organization of broadcast media, from controlling who

could obtain a broadcast license to trying to maintain influence over

political news content.

The Center Could Not Hold

One federal economy gave way to eight separate but regionally central-

ized ones, but increasing decentralization only served to splinter both

economic and political power. Efforts to manage an economy from the

center while ensuring flexibility to the changing demands of the market,

proved futile. Ideas of autonomy and self-determination among the

Republics began to take concrete shape, threatening the cohesion of the

Federation as a whole. Nationalistic and ethnic pride surged, paving the

way for the cultural clashes and warfare that would consume the territory

for much of the 1990s. In the various republics, people began to identify

themselves by ethnic category, as Croats or Serbs or Slovenes, instead of

Yugoslavian (Tepavac, 1997:72).

The dramatic pulls between democratization and authoritarianism

could not be sustained. As the Berlin Wall's fall toppled, and Commu-
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nist governments fell throughout Eastern Europe, the Yugoslavian feder-

ation dissolved as the clash between calls for greater democratic

governance and more consolidated nationalistic controls could not be

resolved among the Republics. Capitalizing on the wave of nationalistic

fervor, Slobodan Milosevic took control of Serbia by promoting a strong

rhetoric of Serbian pride while taking aggressive control of political

power and the most important media sources. The media had always

been a political tool, but Milosevic utilized its potential in true opportu-

nistic fashion. Clearly understanding the power of the visual medium,

Milosevic catalyzed support for his political campaign by promoting fear

of other republics and systematically excluding domestic opposition

from media coverage (Gordy, 1999:71).

It was into this environment that a group of students and media activ-

ists launched a bold experiment in democratic media. B92 was the first,

and for many years, the only independent radio station in Serbia. It

began in Belgrade in 1989 as a student-run, experimental station, granted

an initial 15-day license through a connection with the local chapter of

the youth Communist league (Collin, 2001:21). In the beginning it

served as a cultural showcase of alternative popular culture and news to

counter the bland mainstream music and controlled information that

dominated the airwaves. It was a bastion of noisy rock and sub-cultural

posturing, operating as a refuge for the different and unpopular within

society; the world not seen on the state-run channels.

Envisioning its potential, editor-in-chief Veran Matic, sought to cen-

ter its mission on the principles in the Universal Declaration of Human

Rights, specifically those rights that spoke to freedom of expression,

press and personal liberties; rights that were steadily being crushed in

Milosevic's regime. Though not aligned to any particular party or plat-

form, Matic believed that if B92 was to serve as a genuine alternative it

would have to be completely radical. The station began this track by giv-

ing voice to the growing urban resistance against Milosevic.

In December 1990, as Milosevic was confirmed as the president of

Serbia in the first multi-party elections in the Republics, he began to

establish his regime by imposing strict hold over the society from educa-

tional institutions to the courts to the media system (Bennett, 1995:121).

Students, angered over the almost complete exclusion of the opposition

party in the state-controlled news, exploded in protest on March 9, 1991.

Demands for democratic media formed their rallying cry. While armed
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forces ruthlessly suppressed the protests, the state media pronounced

demonstrators destructive and overtly violent. B92 was the only news

outlet besides the independent television station Studio B that covered

the events. As a result, the government shut them both down. Only

allowed back on the air under the proviso that there would be no news

coverage, B92 became increasingly creative, using music to replace

words. Songs like Public Enemy's "Fight the Power" and "White Riot"

by the Clash purveyed the messages of protest and dissent to the listen-

ing audience (Collin, 2001:28). Within a day, B92 resumed operation,

with a renewed strength and altered mission.

Aggressive Alternative

B92 defied government warning and threats of station closures to broad-

cast the 'real' news, and in doing so became the "center of a social

movement: anti-war, anti-nationalism; pro-democracy, pro-human

rights" (Collin, 2001:56). When fighting broke out in Bosnia in 1992

and the state-media ignored it, B92 told the stories and dragged the con-

flict into people's living rooms, at the constant threat of closure and

attack by State police. After the Dayton Peace Accords—signed in 1995

to end the fighting in Bosnia—Milosevic declared himself the purveyor

of peace and savior of the Serb nation. Meanwhile he set about to dis-

qualify the 'democratic' elections that gave a majority of votes to the

party of his opposition (Bennett, 1995:208). The democratic promise

touted by the government was exposed as a facade prompting over

200,000 citizens to take to the streets to demand the validity of their

votes. When the state-media downplayed the protests, B92 aired the

voices and noise of the demonstrations. B92 began to openly promote

ideals of economic reform and ethnic cooperation and kept lines open to

the international community. One listener describing the time said, "we

stopped traveling—we stopped living, actually—so the only contact we
had with the outside world was through B92"(Collin, 2001:104). As the

regime clamped down hard on society, B92's impact began to spread

beyond its fashionable urban liberal audience to become the source of

information for all those opposed to Milosevic.

Milosevic did not take such open signs of dissent lightly, and

attacked B92 repeatedly, arresting and fining journalists, jamming radio

signals, and shutting down the station. To counter the attacks, B92 again
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devised creatively innovative tactics. Though Milosevic had set out to

restrict Internet access to the country, B92 set up an Internet site and

connection through the assistance of XS4ALL, a free speech web portal

in Amsterdam (Pantic, 2001:203). Though the Internet had minimal

impact in the country, it proved a crucial strategy to raise awareness in

the international community. B92 soon became the focus of protests and

demonstrations, not only with Belgrade citizens demanding the return of

their trusted media source, but from international media and human

rights organizations as well. But B92 found a way to reach domestic and

rural territories as well. When shut down, B92 rerouted their broadcasts

through the web. The BBC would download the files and rebroadcast the

programs, via radio, back into Serbia. The growing international focus

and pressure ultimately forced Milosevic to allow B92 to return to the

air.

Inspired to extend the reach of the broadcasts in a more sustained

way, B92 combined efforts with seven other stations across Serbia to

expand the reach of programs and broadcasts across the entire territory.

This collaboration became the Association of Independent Electronic

Media (ANEM). Re-transmitting programs through BBC world service,

ANEM could cover 70% of the country, even connecting with stations in

Kosovo and Montenegro, and "...inspired hopes that a coalition of inde-

pendent broadcasters could seriously rival the previously unchallenged

supremacy of the state media" (Collin, 2001:143). The association cre-

ated the opportunity for collaboration and program sharing between sta-

tions, gave broadcasters the ability to counter misinformation in other

parts of the country, and reached a much wider constituency then their

frequency limits would otherwise allow.

1999 saw an escalation in fighting in the territory from multiple ends.

Milosevic sent troops in to invade Kosovo while the NATO bombing

campaign started its assault on the region, going so far as to violate inter-

national law and bomb Serbia's state media tower. On the first day

NATO bombing strikes began, policemen attempted to silence B92's

broadcasts. They went so far as to actually seize the B92 studio, taking

over B92's frequency and station identification and installing a pro-gov-

ernment staff that mimicked B92's style to a tee. To the casual listener,

nothing had changed in the format or tone of the programs, except for

the fact that the station was suddenly broadcasting state propaganda

instead of critiques of the system (Collin, 2001:153). B92's staff finally
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got back on the air months later, broadcasting as B2-92, utilizing chan-

nel space borrowed from the independent TV station Studio B (Commit-

tee to Protect Journalists, 1999). The station quickly rose to third most

popular news station in the city, garnering around 1.5 to 2 million listen-

ers. ANEM was a vital component in expanding B92's audience share,

and for the first time, independent media successfully and directly com-

peted with state radio. The puppet B92 quickly slid down the ranks

before dropping out completely (Collin, 2001:182). But it was only in

October of 2000, when Milosevic abdicated his rule, that B92 could

finally reclaim its original station and frequency (Committee to Protect

Journalists, 2000).

A Progressive Solution

Milosevic left a failing economy, a war-torn landscape, and tens of thou-

sands of displaced citizens in his wake. The struggle to build the founda-

tion of a new society requires a strong media system, but Serbia lacked

the leadership necessary to monitor its progress. Many media companies

throughout the former Yugoslavia were torn by contradictory impulses.

They hoped to reorient their organizations and adapt their systems to

market forces while developing a new regulatory broadcast legislation to

undo the damage of the previous regime. The goal of this legislation was

to transform Radio-Television Serbia (RTS), the state-run media, into a

public service broadcaster and establish a Broadcasting Agency to regu-

late the communications industry. Despite the initial enthusiasm over the

project, the legislation garnered criticism from media organizations

wanting more democratic provisions, and political groups wanting to

maintain a more centralized media system. With much political harangu-

ing, the finalized legislation did not pass until two years after the fall of

Milosevic (International Federation of Journalists, 2002).

The language of the legislation shows a dedication to upholding some

ideals of a public broadcasting system. In the new Serbian Broadcast

Law, community input is relatively limited but the emphasis on indepen-

dent productions and the requirements that broadcasters serve the needs

and interests of minority groups within society, demonstrates positive

acknowledgment of the need for pluralistic programming (B92 Online -

b92.net, 2002). The language of free speech permeates throughout the

legislation, as does the recognition that the independence of public

media outlets is necessary to guarantee of the overall development of
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democracy and social harmony. The Law goes on to prohibit censorship,

call for principles of impartiality and fairness in political information

and require that broadcasters give free and balanced time to candidates

without discrimination. It also maintains non-discriminatory and trans-

parent procedures for issuing broadcast licenses.

In a clear departure from the American model, Serbian broadcasters

are required to pay a fee for the right to broadcast. This fee is justified by

the understanding that broadcasters benefit from the use of the airwaves,

and should therefore help to provide for their maintenance. As added

incentive, broadcasters pay reduced fees if their programming provides a

public service. Public broadcasting is additionally sustained through a

mandatory fee on owners of television and radio receivers. The public is

required to pay for media, which is not necessarily in accordance with

the goals of universal accessibility, but not too far from proposals that

media funding be included into government tax laws as a public service.

There are specific controls to prohibit media concentration including

limits on the number of media outlets one person or company can own.

Where in the US a broadcaster can own up to 8 radio stations in a single

market, in Serbia the limit is one television and radio outlet per area,

with percentage limits on control and market share of other media in the

same area.

Hesitant Victory

Despite its progressive language, the unfortunate fact is that implemen-

tation of the Serbian Broadcast Law is behind schedule and not being

followed with open disclosure of activities or full adherence to the new

rules. In 2004, debates are still raging, especially over the appointment

of the Broadcast Agency members, who will be responsible for ensuring

the independence of the public broadcasting system (Beta News Agency,

2004). These delays and problems only serve to question how committed

Serbia is to rectifying the legacy of Milosevic's media control. Serbian

authorities seem unwilling to break old practices having taken only mod-

est departures from the former regime's policies of media control. In a

joint statement by ANEM, media organizations throughout Yugoslavia

held that, "neither the political nor the social elite displays a sufficient

grasp of the independent position of media and the importance of this

position for the success of social reform and the pursuit of the public

interest"(B92 Online -b92.net, 2002). Ultimately—though it presents
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well on paper— it will be a matter of time before we can consider with

any validity, whether the Serbian Broadcast Law is or will be able to

contribute to a more democratic communications system and thereby

support the establishment of a democratic government and a culture of

rights.

The American Context: The Pacifica Foundation

While the obstacles facing B92 were easily recognizable and overt, those

plaguing Pacifica were more puzzling and complex because they dealt

with assumed a priori American rights—including access to certain free-

doms and liberties—that are broadly assumed to exist without question.

Pacifica's story reveals the failures of the American public broadcasting

system and the limits of the US's commercial media environment that

have narrowed avenues for oppositional movements and alternative per-

spectives to seek representation and redress. Though it formed before the

advent of the PBS system, the Pacifica Foundation has always stood as

the 'other' model of public broadcasting, an alternative more closely

aligned with the spirit contained in PBS's founding documents.

The nation's first listener-supported and only non-commercial radio

network, the Pacifica Foundation, founded in 1949 in Berkeley, Califor-

nia, was devoted to representing diverse and dissenting viewpoints. The

original inspiration for the station was to create the antithesis of the free

market model of communications increasingly dominating the airwaves.

More specifically, Pacifica operated under a philosophy of broadcast

communication committed to First Amendment freedoms, a Quaker-

inspired pacifism and an effort to provide a true voice for the people

(Downing, 2001:325). Pacifica's Articles of Incorporation contain the

mission: "...to promote the full distribution of public information; to

obtain access to sources of news not commonly brought together in the

same medium; and to employ such varied sources in the public presenta-

tion of accurate, objective, comprehensive news of all matters affecting

the community" (Koch, 1968:1).

The Pacifica Foundation actually began as one station, KPFA, taking

its place on the newly emerging FM frequency. Eventually Pacifica

would grow to a network, five stations strong, with 800,000 listeners,

serving as the largest media outlet on the left, and setting the benchmark

for public-service radio (Dinges, 2003). Pacifica's development as a

community radio station was not an instantaneous inspiration, but actu-
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ally a progressive ladder of experiments. Though adhering to First

Amendment rights would always be the underlying theme, Pacifica

struggled both internally and externally to find its orientation.

Pacifica's founder Lewis Hill, felt the motivation for radio should be

enlightenment and objective information without the influence of a

profit or power motive. He applied this value system not only to content

and programming but also to the structure of the organization. He cre-

ated a radical internal structure by dismantling traditional formations of

staff hierarchy, allowing those who did the broadcasting to make the pol-

icy decisions. Pacifica's self-perpetuating Board members were initially

drawn from station workers (Koch, 1968:1 1-12).

Though KPFA's programs developed with creativity and innovative

style, internally there were major problems. Funding would always

remain the network's Achilles heel. In arguably his most revolutionary

move, Hill rejected an ad-based funding stream as well as the prospect of

government money in order to prevent the influence of the political and

economic elite. But Pacifica still required money to function. Hill finally

decided to follow Gandhi's philosophy, which holds that public institu-

tions should be voluntarily supported by those who benefit from the

offered services. Listener donations became a major income source.

Foundations like the Ford Foundation, which saw Pacifica's potential to

speak to issues and areas not addressed by other media, provided another

significant funding stream (Downing, 2001:328).

Initially, programming was intended to support the politics of paci-

fism through a town hall type format. In reality, the station served more

as a culture of refuge, a safe haven to protect those with controversial

ideas and the most unpopular views. Despite the all-inclusive approach,

relations among programmers were not always harmonious. There was

always a crisis over personality or ideology or the direction and mission

of the station. Combined with the constant budgetary shortcomings and

growing popularity of television that caused an initial downturn in the

FM market, Pacifica was a hotbed of pressure and emotion. Plagued by

these persistent problems as well as personal troubles, Lewis Hill com-

mitted suicide in 1957. Ironically, his death came just before the FM
market rebounded and KPFA was awarded the George Foster Peabody

Award for Public Service, radio's highest award. Two years later two

new stations were added to the Pacifica network, KPFK in Los Angeles

and WBAI in New York, fulfilling Hill's ambitious visions for the future
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expansion of the Foundation into larger and more diverse communities

(Koch, 1968:14).

First Amendment Radio

In the 1960s, infused with the energy of Berkeley's burgeoning student

activism and the Free Speech Movement (FSM), KPFA became a clear-

inghouse of grassroots activist voices promoting democracy and popu-

lism and scrutiny of the status quo. In 1962, WBAI aired an interview

with a whistle blowing FBI agent, the first broadcast attack and critique

of the FBI and Director Herbert Hoover. Though the story became a

major topic in the mainstream news, Pacifica would bear the brunt of

government retaliation. The Senate Internal Security Subcommittee

(SISS) immediately set out to investigate Pacifica for possible Commu-
nist affiliations. In broadcasting the subsequent hearings, Pacifica played

a major role in publicizing the real intent of SISS and The House Com-
mittee on Un-American Activities (HUAC) to a wider audience. It

helped unmask McCarthy's crusade for what it was; an attempt to under-

mine and discredit liberals and radicals more than stem the "red tide"

(Koch, 1968:14).

Surviving these government attacks facilitated a shift in Pacifica's

direction. Before his death, Hill had felt that freedom and individual

rights were the secondary mission of the foundation, and that peaceable

communication among humans was of paramount importance. Forced to

fight for their constitutional rights, the Board shifted this order, and in

doing so, the Pacifica Foundation invented what was to become the basis

of alternative radio-aka First Amendment Radio (Lasar, 1999:165). The

concerns with balanced programming were overshadowed by what was

considered a growing need to supply what was lacking in commercial

broadcasting. They wanted Pacifica to present information that couldn't

be found in other sources, most specifically the voices of dissent. This

was not because they necessarily agreed with these voices, but because

no one else would allow them a fair platform.

This new mission would allow the stations to explore more aggres-

sive critiques of social, economic, and political aspects of public life.

Pacifica opened the door to allow new categories of marginalized voices

and burgeoning social movements an avenue of expression, including

racial minorities, the gay and lesbian movement, and women's liberation

movement, among others. It was a courageous and bold step. Pacifica
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would be among the first to air anti-Vietnam war voices. Chris Koch

from WBAI became the first American to cover the war from Hanoi.

Pacifica broadcast a live interview with Che Guevara before his assassi-

nation. Pacifica claimed to be the only news organization willing to

broadcast Seymour Hersh's story of the My Lai massacre (Lasar,

1999:220).

Competition in a Changing Context

The 70s welcomed two more stations into the fold, KPFT in Houston,

Texas and WPFW in Washington D.C. (WPFW was notable in that it

was meant to establish a black voice in a majority black city). It also

welcomed in a new debate about the mission of the network, its ultimate

purpose. Mike Shuster, a Pacifica reporter in this period noted, "Pacifica

was great in the early seventies, but when the war ended in 1975, and

even before when the antiwar movement petered out, Pacifica began to

grope for what to do. That was when the splinter programming came in"

(Dinges, 2000:5).

The numerous social movements in the 1970s made for an increas-

ingly fragmented sphere of issues and influence. To keep in line with the

times, the foundation's spokespersons shifted the mission once again, re-

defining Pacifica as 'community radio,' where community was not con-

fined to a local geography, but to a diverse array of interest groups, cul-

tural constituencies, and political activists (Lasar, 2003:68). Pacifica's

emphasis on diversity continued to provide an outlet for community

groups and voices still marginalized in the mainstream. At the same

time, the varied mix of programming tended to appeal to increasingly

selective audiences, which actually worked to fragment its base of pro-

gressive listeners, rather then bind them together. This broad orientation

led to worries that Pacifica would just become a soap box stand for any

person or position to air their grievances and travails, but not connected

to a broader picture of social change or civic engagement.

During this third phase, the structure of the communications system

and industry was also undergoing major changes, both weakening Paci-

fica's potential influence as well as reinforcing its importance in the

world of community media. Congress introduced the public broadcast-

ing system and the National Public Radio (NPR) service in the late

1970s, supported by federal funding. All at once, Pacifica no longer held

the franchise on public-service radio (Lasar, 2003:64). NPR created a
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nation-wide noncommercial programming style that appealed to a listen-

ing base confused by the increasingly patchwork nature of Pacifica's

community focus. Facing competition from NPR's more even and cen-

tralized programming, Pacifica would eventually have to receive fund-

ing from CPB, though many within the Foundation would balk at the

concession (Dinges, 2000:5-1 1).

The entrance of cable and satellite systems in the 1980s and the expo-

nential increase in channel choice also resulted in increasingly seg-

mented audiences. The new abundance of choice led the government to

question the viability of public broadcasting because the scarcity ratio-

nale no longer applied to the broadcast space (Krattenmaker and Powe,

1994:217-218). Seeking to quantify impact, audience numbers began to

prove the significance of public broadcasting. In the mid-80s, NPR pro-

duced a report, the Audience-Building Task Force Report, which called

for public radio stations to build audiences by professionalizing formats

(Goodman, 2003). CPB began to gradually increase audience require-

ments for public radio stations to receive funding, resulting in the chan-

neling of federal dollars towards the larger stations. Smaller stations,

most specifically those serving minority and rural communities, were

increasingly swallowed up by the bigger players (Dunaway, 2002:67). It

would soon become almost impossible to create more listener-supposed

radio stations in an urban region (Lasar, 2003:64). Audience share had

never constituted a central concern at Pacifica, but now it stood as the

critical measure of Pacifica's impact and relevance.

The most immediate effect of pressures for audience and financial

independence translated into the hardening of formats into proven

money-makers to appeal to educated, suburban, and middle-class listen-

ers with future donation potential (Barsamian, 2001:27-35). In the face

of declining government funding, many community broadcasters would

resort to introducing more corporate underwriting and replacing niche

programs with more mainstreamed fare, like NPR news programs. The

problem with NPR is that it is an expensive resource that doesn't provide

the representation or diversity one would expect from a non-commercial

and alternative media source. The cost to air NPR news programs runs

upwards of $50,000 a year, a prohibitive expense for many low-budget

community stations even despite high audience demand (Goodman,

2000). Fairness and Accuracy In Reporting (FAIR) conducted a report

on urban public radio stations and NPR programs and discovered trends
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similar to corporate station formats. The FAIR study found that host and

news anchors were primarily white (87%) and male (69%), and did not

reflect the diversity of the metropolitan areas the stations serve (Rendall

and Creeley, 2002). In contrast, Pacifica offered news and public affairs

programs and satellite distribution services at a much lower cost. A
growing number of community and grassroots radio stations turned to

Pacifica as a more affordable alternative. In doing so, they bolstered the

impact of Pacifica programming by broadcasting its shows to a larger

audience (Dinges, 2000:10).

Pacifica remained a vibrant media source because it was one of the

few major venues open to community-based broadcasting. But in this

kind of environment with the shift in public radio programming priori-

ties, there grew a scarcity of space to provide for the influx of alternative

and minority, cultural and political groups wanting airspace, especially

those with smaller overall constituencies. Trying to appease all sides led

to internal tensions and power struggles among Pacifica' s programmers

because no one wanted to lose time for their own broadcasts. To contain

the mounting problem, Pacifica tried to centralize its organizational

structure. While many felt that this was a step back from an ideological

commitment to a democratic configuration, it allowed the station to try

some innovative experiments, including the creation of nation-wide pro-

grams. In the rush for audience share, the hope was that this new pro-

gram venture would compete with NPR and attract more listeners. One

such program, Democracy Now!, a nationally-based, independent public

affairs and news program, spearheaded by Amy Goodman, quickly

became one of the most popular, respected, and recognized programs on

the network (Lasar, 2003:65). "The project resulted in the most dramatic

increase in audience in Pacifica Radio history, expanding its potential

audience to 25 million households" (Democracy Now—democracy-

now.org). At the same time, the new centralized orientation would ulti-

mately set the stage for the most severe dilemmas to affect the station.

The Politics ofDeregulation

During this time, changes in the larger United States media environment

applied another set of pressures onto Pacifica and other community

broadcasters. Despite the government sponsoring the development of

public radio, new legislative developments would relax requirements for

commercial broadcasters to program in the "public interest." One major
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loss was the Fairness Doctrine; a FCC legislation that had stood as the

cornerstone of public interest broadcasting. This legislation encapsulated

a journalistic, ethical code of balanced and objective information to

guide decision-making. In many ways, it stood, "as a symbol of what

Americans hope for (and many demand from) the broadcast industry:

neutral, detached presentation of significant public issues," that would

educate and enlighten the population without manipulating voter deci-

sions or values (Krattenmaker and Powe, 1994:239).

As with the public interest concept, the Fairness Doctrine was left

open to broad interpretation and application, which had actually pro-

vided a powerful tool for organizations to obtain media access. For many

years the legislation was employed by environmental and health groups,

among others, to "ensure voters had the information they needed to

make informed decisions at the ballot box" (Krinsky, 1994). In 1987,

Congress and the Senate had actually voted to make the doctrine law,

which would legally require the FCC to make sure media groups were in

compliance with the legislation. But in a 1987 court case, Meredith

Corp. v. FCC, the courts declared that enforcement of the Fairness Doc-

trine was subject to the FCC's discretion. Months later, the Congres-

sional vote was vetoed by President Reagan, part of a long line of anti-

regulation actions during his presidency. These events ultimately gave

the FCC the power to dissolve the doctrine, which it did later that same

year (Encyclopedia of Television).

The passage of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 (also known as

the Telecom Act) solidified the trend to dismantle programming in the

public interest while profoundly changing the shape of the media land-

scape. This landmark antitrust legislation, ironically, opened the doors

for corporate broadcast outlets to rapidly consolidate their share of the

media market under the impetus that competition provides the best

incentive to offer the widest range of fare. In 1983, Ben Bagdikian,

author of The Media Monopoly, wrote that American media production

was dominated by fifty companies whose control extends across the

board from television and film to newspapers, magazines and book pub-

lishing. While his prognosis was dim for the future of communication

access, he was criticized for not having faith in the free market system to

provide numerous alternatives. With every following edition though, the

number shrank, bottoming out at a mere five companies dominating the

mediascape by his latest edition, released in 2004 (Bagdikian, 2000:viii).
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Despite the variety of media types and outlets available to citizens and

consumers, this consolidated ownership only provides the illusion of

choice, diversity, and competition.

The most powerful rationale behind the removal of the Fairness Doc-

trine and the introduction of the Telecom Act was the addition of new

media forms, namely cable in the 1980s and the Internet in the 1990s,

which brought an exponential explosion of new media outlets and ven-

ues to the scene. The argument held that the sheer amount of media

channels now available allows citizens infinite access to a diversity of

media and therefore government intervention in the market is no longer

warranted. The scarcity rationale that inspired the legislation in the first

place seemed to no longer apply. But many channels don't translate into

more diversity.

Contrary to popular opinion, the Internet is plagued with the same

staggering consolidation by the same media conglomerates that control

information offline. According to Nielson/Netratings—the self-pro-

fessed global industry standard for Internet audience analysis—over

90% of Americans use the following search engines to maneuver

through the Internet; Google, Yahoo, MSN, AOL, which are owned,

operated by, or maintain close partnerships with one or more of the top

five media organizations (Sullivan, 2004). According to Hindeman and

Cukier's studies of Internet usage patterns, "Relying on links and search

engines, most people are directed to a few very successful sites; the rest

remain invisible to the majority of users"(Hindman and Cukier, 2004).

Though the Internet does provide important access to information and

innovative ways for activists to organize and communicate, the question

is whether the Internet can break through the dominance of the corporate

mediated websites to alter way the majority of Americans access news.

The elimination of public interest requirements is the most funda-

mental problem in the current US media system. 'Public interest' was

important enough that it was listed over 100 times in the Communica-

tions Act of 1934. Now these requirements hardly exist, resulting in a

marked decrease in program standards. Even some commercial broad-

casters agree. According to Barry Diller, creator of FOX broadcasting

and former head of media giants including Paramount and ABC Enter-

tainment, "If we had said in this Communications Act of96 that we
would actually impose real public service obligations on broadcasters

and not tossed them out, much of this consolidation would have (still)
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happened, but it would have allowed other voices to come in. The public

service quotient gave some sense of responsibility at least to remind

broadcasters that the airwaves still belong to the public. There was some

measure of balance involved" (Movers, 2003). Without even the sem-

blance of required standards, public affairs programming is on the

decline and information and news content is increasingly combined with

entertainment that spotlights sensationalism over the ongoing issues that

more materially affect the way people live.

Corporate dominance over media outlets has not only affected con-

tent but has lead to the increasing restriction of citizens' access to radio

broadcast space. Virtually every local radio market is dominated by only

a handful of firms. The largest four firms in most small markets control

90 percent of market share or more. One company, Clear Channel, offers

the most extreme case of consolidation. After the 1996 Telecom Act, the

company's ownership of stations grew from 40 radio stations to 1,240.

Potential competitors don't even control a fourth of this number

(Toomey, 2003). Interestingly, a New York Times study found that in this

same period, the listenership for community and public radio had been

growing at a remarkable rate from less than 10 million in 1985 to almost

20 million in 1995 (Dunaway, 2002:65). This study provides clear evi-

dence; as consolidation and commercialism grows unbridled, people

want an alternative.

Pacifica's National Board claimed that in this rapidly changing media

environment it was necessary to appeal to a broader audience and to

become more profitable in order to better demonstrate Pacifica's rele-

vance. They wanted to get rid of the checkerboard programming and

focus more on national programs that would air on affiliate stations and

bolster Pacific's overall audience share. The more traditional and long-

time supporters of the Network contended that this new strategy could

only work at the expense of Pacifica's mission, its programming man-

date, and the integrity of the network. They claimed that it would only

contribute to the increasing containment of the airwaves (Dinges,

2000:6). Despite their stated intentions, the Board ultimately employed

tactics that triggered a crisis, and almost destroyed the network in the

process.
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Crisis on the Dial

The crisis began when the Pacifica Foundation Board began to systemat-

ically remove democratic processes from the organizational structure,

creating a more Board-centralized power dynamic. The Board disman-

tled the Local Advisory Boards that had previously served as the major

vehicle for community feedback and participation. They also withheld

the minutes from Board meetings, which violated Pacifica' s policies, as

well as the dictates of the 1934 Communications Act. On March 31 st

,

1999, the Foundation's Executive Director, fired KPFA's long-time gen-

eral manager without notice or community consultation. This action was

swift and shocking and prompted immediate protest. A number of coali-

tions all representing various constituencies formed to organize demon-

strations and file various lawsuits against the foundation for breach of its

mission. With names like Save Pacifica and Committee for a Demo-

cratic Pacifica, outraged listeners projected the general sentiment of

Pacifica as a sinking ship. They contended "democracy is more than a

word you put on a mass mailing to get someone to send you a cheque"

(Lasar, 1999:1).

These Board actions proved to be a stark contradiction to the Paci-

fica's founding principles. Dennis Bernstein, a long time broadcaster for

Pacifica News Network described the Board's tactics as more closely

resembling a corporate takeover. The Board hired lawyers experienced

in fighting unions, security firms specializing in 'hostile terminations'

and a PR firm to handle public reception of the changes. Bernstein

asserted that the government also played a role in that these actions,

"took place with the connivance of the government's Corporation for

Public Broadcasting, which worked closely with the top Pacifica man-

agement and encouraged the move away from local oversight" (Bern-

stein, 2000).

The Board countered the protest with claims that their aim was to

bring more diversity to the network and to better allocate Pacifica's

already scare resources, a factor that they felt justified the rapid turnover

of staff and program content. But this explanation seemed to contradict

their actions including purging the stations of representatives of people

of color, including the head of KPFA's Third World department. When a

memo detailing plans to sell KPFA or WBAI was accidentally inter-

cepted, it left no doubt in many minds that diversity was not the only

motivation for the many changes. The memo insinuated that the Pacifica
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Board intended to sell either of the stations, worth upwards of $50 and

$80 million respectively, at the time, in order to endow the Foundation

and to help deal with financial and budgetary shortcomings (Dinges,

2000:3). Though the Board denied any serious consideration of the pro-

posal, the leak led to a quick loss of credibility for the Network.

Concerned with rising tensions within the station, the Board hired

armed security guards to patrol the offices and called in union busting

firms to fragment the network of employees and volunteers at the vari-

ous stations. They also maintained a gag rule to prevent staff from dis-

cussing the policy issues over the air. Those staff unwilling to leave their

audience in the dark found their programs shut off. Over 1 00 staff at the

smaller stations, KPFK, KPFT, and WBFN were fired for violating the

rule despite the fact that the issue was a major topic in large papers like

the Los Angeles Times and Washington Post (Buffa, 2002). An on-air

confrontation between armed guards and a talk show host, who openly

defied the gag rule, broadcast the conflict to a wide audience and

prompted a new round of listener protests. The Board used the display to

justify shutting down all broadcasting, boarding up the KPFA studios,

and suspending the staff without pay. The lockout lasted three weeks

until a mass demonstration of over 10,000 forced the Board to relent

(Solomon, 2002). It was the largest mass demonstration in Berkeley

since the Vietnam War, and one of the first major demonstrations

demanding the preservation of a free speech media outlet.

Protest and demonstrations also grew within the Pacifica network.

Stringers for Pacifica News Network, another Pacifica banner public

affairs program, began to boycott their own programs to protest the man-

agement-generated censorship. Taking advantage of the growing Inter-

net revolution, they created Free Speech Radio News, an alternative

news webcast that would connect a network of community radio stations

to fill the "urgent, unmet demand for a wider range of alternative media

choices than those offered by an increasingly bureaucratized Pacifica

Foundation" (Solomon, 2002).

Other programs would follow suit. In December 2000, the Pacifica

board took another round of decisive action, this time against New
York's station, WBAI, in what was to become know as the Christmas

Coup. Three veteran staff received word that they were fired, without

cause or previous notice, including Juan Gonzalez, co-host of Democ-

racy Now', the most popular show on the Pacifica network. Feeling that
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the environment at WBAI was no longer safe, Amy Goodman moved the

operations off site. Though Democracy Now\ continued producing daily

shows, Pacifica no longer aired them, suspending the staff without pay

(Barsamian, 2001:77-78). The loss ofDemocracy Now!, the staff purges,

and listener protests proved to be the final straw, prompting affiliate

community radio subscribers to break their connection and withhold

subscription fees to the foundation. In April 2001, Pacifica dissenters

formed WBAI in EXILE (WBIX.orgj, a web-based version of many of

WBAI's most popular shows that had been removed from the airwaves

(Lasar, 1999:6).

But ultimately, the intensive protest and lawsuits filed by listeners

and advisory boards finally and successfully settled. In December of

2001, the Board bucked under the pressure and national focus and

resigned their positions. But, the initial triumph was quickly dampened

when news surfaced that Pacifica was on the brink of financial ruin

(Buffa, 2002). An audit revealed that the National Board had been

spending excessive amounts of money to clamp down on the network.

Auditors found huge sums spent on public relations firms, security

patrols, and over $200,000 in unpaid banking fees, revealing multiple

levels of fiscal mismanagement. The legal battles alone racked up fees

totaling $1.4 million. By the conclusion of the crisis, the network's debt

had racked up to a total of $5 million, networks with grassroots media

were shaken, and the future of the Pacifica Foundation was uncertain

(Douglas, 2002).

Having won the most pressing battles though, listeners and staff

forged ahead with a renewed vigor. A new interim governing body

formed which included members of the old majority, members elected

through local advisory boards, and five dissidents. This interim Board

immediately set to reinstate fired employees and institute new by-laws

requiring listener elections of local advisory boards at all of the stations.

They ordered all five stations to spend two hours per week with pro-

grams directly covering the governance and by-law changes (Save Paci-

fica - Savepacifica.net, 2002).

After heated negotiations, mainly focusing on costs, Democracy

Now! eventually came back to Pacifica. The affiliate stations have also

started to re-connect to the station, hopefully to begin rebuilding a more

stable and widespread audience. These events have led many media

activists in the United States to claim the victory at Pacifica as a victory
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for a progressive media movement. But, as David Adelson, chair of

KPFK's local advisory board aptly noted, "if we just treat winning Paci-

fica as the endpoint, it's a loss. Reclaiming Pacifica has got to be used as

a driving wedge for the fight to win more democratic media" (Buffa,

2002).

The crisis has passed, but a closer inspection reveals that the root

problems remain. The non-commercial broadcasting domain is full of

thousands of radio programmers and community groups who urgently

need more space for their visions and work. At the same time, there are

thousands of commercial stations owned by just a handful of corpora-

tions. And these corporations actively work to keep community radio

programs from draining their audience share and their access to potential

consumers. This leaves the community stations in a race against one

another, struggling to prove their relevance and to compete for a limited

supply of funds. Representation and diversity is sacrificed, as the sta-

tions increasingly seem to resemble one another by buying into the same

national programs in the hopes of building stable audiences. Although

audience share is an important factor in determining relevance, this stan-

dard is not necessarily indicative of radio's potential reach. It is impor-

tant to recognize that not all media must be large and overwhelming to

provide an impact and that homogeneity does not provide appropriate

space for dialogue and debate.

Today Pacifica remains alone in a hostile and prohibitive media envi-

ronment, still retaining the pressure of being one of the few wide-reach-

ing venues for progressive and alternative voices, underserved

communities, and fringe identities. Lasar rightly offers that what

occurred at Pacifica cannot be dismissed as an internal squabble within

the left. "The conditions that precipitate this conflict - 20 years of sys-

tematic hacking away at the public sector - have created a tense, over-

crowded non-commercial domain that cannot be micro-managed without

causing havoc" (Lasar, 1999:7). Unfortunately this broader connection

has yet to be made by the majority of media activists, or even many pro-

grammers within the Pacifica Foundation itself.

There is still the question of Pacifica's ability to incorporate both the

input of community voices and the need to restore and enhance the rele-

vance of Pacifica's overall programming. Given the near close demise of

the Network, finding the answers is an urgent necessity, especially con-

sidering that Pacifica has a potential audience share that almost matches
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NPR's. The issue is not whether the Network should appeal to a wide

core of listeners or continue to narrowcast programming towards a small

core of supporters. The question is how to balance both agendas without

losing sight of the greater need for democratic media.

The Medium and the Message

In July of 1999, Radio B92 and ANEM sent a message of solidarity to

Radio KPFA in Berkeley, and WBAI in New York. It stated:

The similarity of the media situation in our two nations,

which differ in many things, demonstrates that the character

of media repression is virtually the same under openly total-

itarian dictatorships as it is under democratic systems which

are increasingly influenced by conservative structures (Free

B92 and ANEM, 1999).

Despite the differences in their social and political environments the

similarities between the Pacifica Foundation and Radio B92 are remark-

able. Both are community radio stations dedicated to the principles of

free speech and expression as essential human rights. Both understand

that the protection of these rights cannot be sustained or maintained by

dependence on market forces that see audiences as consumers or politi-

cians who seek to control information to achieve certain political ends.

They both sought to expand the reach of an alternative base of communi-

cation, while building networks that would transcend their own geo-

graphic locations. In doing so, both contributed to movements to

democratize communication within their respective countries. Both also

survived attacks from their respective governments who used legislative

tools and legal means attempting to discredit their media organizations.

Both were shut out of their own studios and had powerful forces trying

to dictate the scope of their programming. And when attacked, both

attracted huge demonstrations of support from their own communities,

revealing the effectiveness of their programming and demonstrating the

desire for alternative voices in the media landscape.

Media and Democracy

Even with these many similarities, the differences between the stations

are still glaring. Where B92 is the ultimate tale of the underdog rising
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against an uncompromising obstacle, Pacifica's story raises puzzling

questions about the extent of free speech within an already democratic

society. But it is precisely because the B92 case study stands as such an

extraordinary counterpoint to the Pacifica story, that it is ultimately able

to provide significant insight towards understanding the greater environ-

ment of the United States' media infrastructure.

Initially, pre-Milosevic leaders introduced certain progressive poli-

cies to Serbia. They instituted a self-managed media system to facilitate

the country's proposed shift towards a more socialist-democratic orien-

tation. But in Yugoslavia, in the wake of a political culture that worked

to centralize control of information, this transition would have to be

more than a process of changing laws. A democratic society is not estab-

lished only through the adoption of certain values, but also depends on

how these ideals intersect with a country's historical and cultural tradi-

tions. For a citizenry long denied the ability to speak their own views,

critique the workings of their government, or live outside certain pre-

scribed codes of accepted conduct, true democratic transformation

requires a complex shift in social understanding. One must first develop

openness to a wide range of political thought, and cultivate some mea-

sure of trust in the process of democratic governance.

In controlling the extent of political communication, the Yugoslavian

and Serbian governments effectively denied political debate, and in sup-

pressing a pluralism of ideas they reduced the legitimacy of the demo-

cratic model. For Milosevic to have claimed the existence of some kind

of democratic structure is laughable. The events that occurred in Serbia

counter every facet of democratic communication, and in doing so high-

lights all the more forcibly, the importance of having independent

voices.

But the inevitable question remains: How could so many of these

repressive constraints also occur within the Pacifica Foundation, in a

country where democracy is assumed to be more than words on a docu-

ment encased in glass? Why would it be so difficult to sustain a commu-
nity-based media outlet in a country where free speech is protected,

promoted, and celebrated? The ultimate crisis that threatened Pacifica's

survival can be dismissed as an internally based problem; a division

between the ideological commitments of the staff and the management

of an organization. But this explanation misses a very large portion of

the equation. A glimpse of the surrounding economic, political, and
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social spheres emphasizes the corporate media environment and the dis-

solution of broadcast regulations as having a direct impact on Pacifica's

trajectory.

Over the last twenty years, the U. S. government aggressively limited

citizens' access to the airwaves. As Lasar argued, "The systematic

assault on public and locally accessible noncommercial media in the

United States has left Pacifica isolated. The network shoulders the bur-

den of being too many things to too many people, within the context of

too little space."(Lasar 2003:66-67). But instead of directing efforts to

address government media policy and to invigorate and strengthen an

alternative, noncommercial, broadcasting sector, "the network's leader-

ship had clearly chosen to capitalize on its possession of the last big sig-

nal, noncommercial, independent airspace in America" (Lasar, 1999:2).

The result has been a tense, heated, and overcrowded media system,

where any attempts to shift programming could be construed as an ideo-

logical attack.

In some ways this situation mirrors the ethnic squabbles that erupted

in Serbia. During Tito's reign, ethnic groups lived together peaceably,

side by side. When filled with fear, prompted by factors such as an

aggressive use of propaganda and societal cohesion manipulated by the

political leadership, harmonious ties were broken. It is in this context

that the internal conflicts should also be addressed. Pacifica's struggle

illustrates the problems that will always exist in trying to find common
ground and harmony among people with conflicting ideological commit-

ments. What Pacifica should have done, was focus attention on problems

in the overarching media environment; the containment of the airwaves,

the endless pursuit and competition for an ever-larger audience. Instead,

the leadership internalized the struggle and thus made no strides towards

a larger project of media democratization. In the process, Pacifica lost

sight of the mission that made the network of stations such an important

and unique part of the media landscape.

Rule by the People

If one important difference can be highlighted between these two case

studies, it is the fact that in Serbia, the people knew, and have always

known that their government controls information. Milosevic's reign is

less a story of a man publicly supported and advocated by the people,

and more a public situation of habit and/or apathy. "Deprived of alterna-
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tives, people opposed to the regime are condemned to political resigna-

tion and escape into private life, while the lack of enthusiasm of regime

supporters hardly matters"(Gordy, 1999:22). Though democratization

was the rallying cry of post-Communist development throughout Eastern

Europe, it seemed less important to the majority of Serbians. For exam-

ple it was hard to convince the population of the value and power of a

citizen electorate. For most Serbians, voting did not mean choosing lead-

ership or affecting government decisions, considering the futility of past

election attempts. True societal transformation would require more than

the seemingly superficial symbols of democratic governance.

An important factor in the relationship between democracy and free

speech is the desire and willingness of citizens to play their role in soci-

ety and not acquiesce to the interests of powerful forces. In The Culture

ofPower in Serbia, Eric Gordy found that, "those people inclined to be

satisfied with the information readily available to them from regime-

controlled sources do not have the motivation to seek other sources or to

be bothered by questions of objectivity or balance. Such effort likely

interferes with the comfort they achieve by trusting, or pretending to

trust, that they are already adequately informed" (Gordy, 1999:97). This

was especially true for older, rural, and less educated Serbians who
formed the majority of support for Milosevic's regime. It is not strange

that under these circumstances that the force behind Radio B92 and other

alternative outlets was a discontent but educated youth, not as willing to

live under the same restrictions as their parents (Collin, 2001: 200). For

those seeking for better information, who wanted to debate the issues to

search for options, independent alternative media provided a sense of

connection to a much larger community.

The regime was most successful at establishing its control in the rural

areas, precisely because there it was easier to suppress alternative

sources of information and prevent people from gaining an understand-

ing of realities external to Serbia. But such intense government control

only last so long. Faced with severe economic hardship, the visible

effects of the war and the eventual bombing of their cities, dissent grew

among the Serbian population. The more that Milosevic's democratic

promises fell flat, people who had once discounted B92 now turned to it

as their trusted source of information. And ANEM's efforts broadcast

B92 to a larger constituency was an influential factor in spreading alter-
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native information to areas previously only served by regime media

(Gordy, 1999:206).

In the United States, although the media system has been steadily

reduced to a shadow of a democratic one, most Americans would believe

their media is free and that their First Amendment freedoms are strong

and protected. It may be easy to say the American public is naive, but

such a simplistic answer ignores a complex set of contributing factors,

for instance, the weakening of journalistic integrity in US media. News

and public affairs programming has declined only to be replaced by an

influx of sensationalistic news and entertainment-based fare. The

absence of public interest requirements has left little space or incentive

for diverse programming. News stations are increasingly reliant on gov-

ernment sources for news with reporting taking place more in press

pools or with 'embedded journalists' than in actual on the spot reporting

(Darnofsky, 1995:228). The civic project ofjournalism is losing ground.

Powerful forces-both political and economic-are increasingly control-

ling information, as strongly as any propaganda issued out of Serbia. It is

perhaps ironic, that considering the history of the media structure within

Yugoslavia, and Serbia in particular, that the current broadcasting legis-

lation adopted post-Milosevic, contains more safeguards and protections

of free speech, expression, and diversity than the American system, at

least rhetorically.

In addition to the shortcomings of the media industry are the system-

atic ways that civic engagement in politics and participation in public

dialogue have become relegated to the sidelines. Avenues for citizen

input have eroded, and people tend to feel resigned to the culture at

hand, comfortable enough in America's high standard of living to not

readily oppose fundamental flaws in the way society has come to be run.

Dismal voting rates within the United States speak to a high degree of

citizen apathy. People are consumed with the burdens and struggles of

daily life, which can seem far removed from the larger ideological prin-

ciples of media consolidation. Robert Hackett finds, "given marketing

and cultural pressures towards social fragmentation, many consumers

want fewer voices and less complexity in their daily media fare, not

more. Many consumers also identify with the branded images, products,

programs, and celebrities that constitute the corporate mediascape"

(Hackett, 2001). Given the popularity of mainstream media and the

amount of channels and choices that now exist, it becomes difficult to
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convince someone to question the familiarity and viability of NBC or

CNN.
But studies show that as citizens become more aware of these issues

they overwhelmingly tend to disagree with media consolidation and

view it in a negative light. The Telecom Act and the more recent 2003

FCC regulation reviews occurred with few if any kind of public forums

or debates of the issues, with little word from Congress, and understand-

ably even less coverage in the news media. In February 2003, the Project

for Excellence in Journalism found that 72% of Americans had heard

absolutely nothing about the FCC's plans to further deregulate already

controversial media ownership rules (Schmeizer, 2003). But by July of

2003, a Pew Research Center for People and the Press report found that

nearly half the American public knew about the issue, and of that num-

ber, a marked 70% had a negative opinion of the proposed changes (Pew

Research Center, 2003).

This increase in public awareness can be attributed to the education

efforts of a variety of organizations. Now back on the Pacifica airwaves,

Amy Goodman, has been consistently providing strong political com-

mentary on the dangers of consolidation in her Democracy Now! pro-

gram. Organizations like MoveOn.org, a community of activists who
work to energize democratic participation by collectively determining

their issue priorities, have placed media reform at the top of their

agenda. To many people's surprise, even historically conservative

groups like the National Rifle Association (NRA), have become media

activists. Both MoveOn and the NRA collected hundreds of thousands of

signatures on petitions demanding that the FCC keep the ownership rules

intact. Another public-interest group, Common Cause, launched a

$250,000 advertising campaign against the FCC's proposed changes,

placing ads in the New York Times and Washington Post to raise public

awareness (Ahrens, 2003, A01). These efforts helped contribute to the

unprecedented Congressional rejection of the proposed changes, which

was followed by rejections in the Senate and a US Appeals Court in June

of 2004 (Squeo and Flint, 2004, A3). But the fight is not yet over as the

FCC is working to redraft a new version of the legislation and will con-

tinue pushing for their proposed changes.

These examples illustrate that the commitment to the principles of

free speech does in fact exist. But it is important to realize that it is

mainly during strained and oppressive times that rights and freedoms
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take on their greatest significance. Robert Hackett aptly notes "demands

for participatory communication are historically more frequent in times

of revolutionary upheaval when people's stories, actions, and protests

are prominent in public communication" (Hackett, 2001). It is therefore

not surprising that both Pacifica and B92 could design their most robust

ideological commitments in the face of repressive forces. Likewise the

recent surge of interest in media reform is closely connected to the local

and global turmoil since the attack of September 1 1, 2001, the ongoing

war the US has waged against Iraq, and the dampening of domestic civil

rights under the guise of security concerns.

In the wake of September 11
th

, we witnessed broadcast and cable

news audiences jump to record highs not seen since the first Gulf War
(Kovach, 2002). We saw audiences reach out for Pacifica, NPR, and

other public radio outlets in search of accurate and reliable information.

During this crisis, and in response to tangible threats from both terrorists

and the State, the need for journalists to resume their role as purveyors

of news and the public interest became stronger than it had been in

decades. But we also witnessed the government openly telling journal-

ists not to ask certain questions, not to challenge government policy, and

to follow the government's lead in deciding when and where to broad-

cast certain information. We saw the Patriot Act pass through Congres-

sional review with little debate, even though the legislation blatantly

attacks basic civil rights. We have seen incredible censorship aimed

mainly against people critiquing the government's reaction to the cam-

paign against Afghanistan, and later Iraq. In this charged climate, dissent

and critique have been punished rather than protected, precisely at a time

when we need to truly question the motives and judgments of our lead-

ers.

In this repressive environment, Pacifica and other alternative media

organizations have stepped up to the challenge of maintaining a space

for dissent, allowing the disagreements, debates, and the claims of the

anti-war movement to break though to the mainstream in a more sub-

stantial way. These media groups have analyzed the actions of our lead-

ership and asked the critical questions while the mainstream media

acquiesced to the government line. And as the war progressed without an

end in sight and the death toll of Iraqi civilians and US soldiers climbed,

these media groups helped to give voice to the dissent and disapproval

that was increasingly expanding beyond traditional activist circles. They
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helped fuel the growing discontent with the mainstream media coverage

of the issues.

Lessons Learned

That alternative media exist to provide this service is an essential factor

and warrants preserving independent voices in the media landscape. An
important lesson from Pacifica's history though, is that efforts to pre-

serve space for these independent media outlets cannot remain too nar-

row in focus or we risk losing the momentum that could bring a larger

media reform struggle to the next level. In the case of KPFA, though

protestors came out to support the station, in numbers not amassed since

the demonstrations against the Vietnam War, the root of the problem

was not being addressed. Listeners spent endless effort and energy to

protect a somewhat fringe alternative media outlet, while corporate con-

solidation continued its profound altering of the media landscape.

Today, the growing attention and frustration over the shortcomings of

the media industry could set the perfect stage upon which to really build

a large-scale media reform movement in the US. The recent triumph in

the battle against the FCC, and the variety of organizations stepping into

the fight are important components. They are joining long-running

media watchdog organizations like FAIR and the Institute for Public

Accuracy, and advocacy groups like the Center for Digital Democracy

and the Media Alliance Project, to name a few, who have been out at the

forefront of media activism. But the real obstacle to building this move-

ment is that there is not enough substantial coordination and collabora-

tion between these groups to make media reform a national agenda

priority. These groups need to abandon diverse agendas and competition

over funding and join together in the struggle for a common goal that

can reach American citizens everywhere. And the way to do that is to

present the issue in a way that everyday people can understand and relate

to it. Robert McChesney and John Nichols believe a real movement can

only form if media activists, "reach out to and involve organized groups

that currently are not very active in media reform, but are seriously ham-

pered by the current media system... organized labor, teachers, librari-

ans, civil libertarians, artists, religious dominations, and civil rights

groups" (McChesney and Nichols, 2002:2). The movement needs to

connect with people to the extent that they can understand how media

reform affects their daily lives, on par with other civil rights and free-
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doms such as voting. At least for the time being, there is ample upheaval

in America's political system to direct people's attention towards these

important issues. Whether a movement will be able to grow and sustain

itself beyond the country's current state of instability, remains to be

seen. The challenge is for a media reform movement to translate that

growing awareness and discontent into positive momentum for change.

If we really want to talk about the relationship between free speech

and democracy, perhaps apathy is the biggest threat; a significant com-

ponent being the failure of citizens to truly understand and appreciate the

underlying principles of free speech as essential human rights. If media

outlets are to promote democratic communication, it cannot be only in

times of turmoil. It is in the quiet moments, when people are less apt to

pay attention and question the workings of powerful groups, that these

rights must also be fought for. The cases of B92 and Pacifica provide

important lessons for ensuring a strong press able to preserve and sup-

port the public interest. B92 reveals that the government cannot be too

involved with the media industry, especially in terms of guiding and

influencing political content. The potentials for abuse are many. As in

Serbia, if journalists are prevented from carrying out their watchdog

duties, they are rendered incapable of contributing to the formation or

legitimacy of a democratic culture. Broadcasters cannot serve the public

interest if they are utterly dependent on the government to guide their

path and provide the parameters for what is suitable for discussion.

American news media, on the other hand, are clearly dominated more by

what sells than what is in the interest of the public. Too much substance

is sacrificed to appeal to corporate interests, and then citizens are ren-

dered unable to make truly informed decisions. The need for public

interest programming is vital enough to require that the government not

step too far away from regulating and controlling media. But the most

fundamental lesson from both cases is that democratic media requires

decisive controls that cannot be left to the devices of political and eco-

nomic elites to protect its functioning in moments of political quiet.

In order to guarantee a powerful and functioning democratic media

system it is vital to reinvigorate the concepts of public interest and pub-

lic service by bringing back useful measurements like those found in the

Fairness Doctrine. It is necessary to create concrete policy to guard

against media monopolization while creating higher standards for public

accountability of media organizations. Attention must be focused on bal-
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ancing the financial sustainability of non-commercial media enterprises

with the need to maintain a level of diversity and competition in a mar-

ket environment. Media organizations need to operate according to prac-

tices that are fair, non-discriminatory, transparent, and open to public

input and consultation. And democratic media requires a critical journal-

istic body to examine, analyze, and question the policies of the govern-

ment, to guard against the dangerous effects of rumor, gossip, and

propaganda, and to not sacrifice this duty for fear of being labeled unpa-

triotic.

At the same time, it is too easy to lay the burden of responsibility on

mass media for the democratic well being of a nation's citizens. Ulti-

mately it was through the sustained protest of Pacifica's listeners

—

through the people themselves standing up and demanding rights and

responsibilities—that a true representation of dissent could be demon-

strated and lead to change. An essential component of democracy is an

active citizenship. This requires that people be continually reminded of

what the principles of free speech really entail, not the expression of

coinciding opinions, but the protection of even the most minority view-

point. Citizens need to understand that critique and debate enhance our

understanding of issues rather than hinder or manipulate public opinion.

We must maintain the right to petition our own government when we
disagree with its policies. We must re-exert our position and power as

citizens, because democracy is ultimately rule by the people for the peo-

ple. We must acknowledge that Pacifica and B92 and other alternative

and noncommercial stations are vital to maintaining a space for dissent,

a place for community input, and a forum for dialogue. But we must also

recognize that the battles for these stations are only the first steps. The

task of building a viable reform movement still lies ahead. If these sto-

ries teach us anything it is that this movement is critical to ensure the

continued presence of democracy and to sustain people's access to their

share of rights and privileges.

Notes

l.McQuail, (1987), Chomsky and Hermann (1988), McChesney (1993, 1998,

2003), Atkinson (1997), Curran and Gureritch (1996) are a few notable

scholars in the field of media studies.
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2. James Curran's "watchdog" function of media forms the "key element of the

ideology that legitimates the printed press" in both the US and the U.K. By
exposing wrongs, analyzing actions, and questioning policies, journalists apply

pressure and provide information to ensure the exercise ofjustice and to prevent

the misuse and imbalance of power whether political or economic

(Curran,1996).

3. According to Wilbur Schramm's Communist Press Theory, Communist mass

media functions specifically to mobilize, proselytize, indoctrinate, and persuade

the public toward the purposes of the government (Schramm, 1956).

4. Robert McChesney notes, "it was only in the late 1920s that capitalists began

to sense that through network operation and commercial advertising, radio

broadcasting could generate substantial profits"(McChesney, 1997).

5. McChesney found that an astounding 90% of campaign contributions toward

elections are made by the wealthiest 1% of Americans (McChesney, 2003).

6. In a famous speech, FCC Commisioner Michael Powell noted his own
confusion with the concept when he "waited for a visit from the angel of the

public interest" which never appeared. He likened the concept to modern art in

that its meaning rests on the eye of the beholder, which he claimed was not a

sound foundation for determining a legal standard (Powell, 1998).

7. In Velimir Curgus Kazimir's documentation of the citizen resistance in

Serbia, he notes that media forms promoting democratic concepts of rights and

information equality would lay the groundwork for introducing a new reality.

(2001).
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Queering 'Madness': Possibilities of Performativity

Theory

Nadine J. Quehl

'Performance,' whatever else one may say about it, is, "an essentially

contested concept" (Gallie 1964, cited in Carlson 1996:1). Performance

theory, consequently, is contested in that there are many different

approaches to performance and performativity, making an attempt to

understand this theory/philosophy somewhat bewildering. Thomas Csor-

das (1997:158) offers a helpful account of the three schools of thought

on performance in anthropology, which he suggests constitute an "ade-

quate" theory of performance, when synthesized. Leaving aside the

question of whether there are, in fact, only three approaches to 'perfor-

mance,' and what such an over-simplification might mean for an under-

standing of this complex theory, the schools include the cultural

performance approach of interpretive anthropology, the performance-

centred approach stemming from sociolinguistics and folklore, and the

performative utterance approach taken from the philosophy of language

(Csordas 1997:158-9). This essay will focus on the last of these

approaches as it has been developed by Judith Butler, and the way Csor-

das has included performance as 'act' into his 'synthetic theory of per-

formance.' Subsequently, I explore how one might apply this theoretical

approach to the study of mental illness.

Origins ofPerformativity Theory: The "Ugly Word"
In "Performative Utterances," Austin (1961:220) assures us, "you are

more than entitled not to know what the word 'performative' means. It is

a new word and an ugly word, and perhaps it does not mean anything

very much." Yet we must reject this entitlement and investigate the 'ugly

word' since the theory of performance I am tracing begins with his

notion of performative utterance. Austin (1961:222) explains that some-

one who makes an 'illocutionary' utterance, "is doing something rather
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than merely saying something." He gives various examples including the

response, 'I do' in a marriage ceremony, saying 'I apologize,' christen-

ing a ship and making a bet: "in saying what I do, I actually perform that

action" (Austin 1961:222). 'Perlocutionary' speech acts, on the other

hand, lead to certain effects that are not the same as the speech act, itself

(Butler 1997:3). Austin also draws attention to the infelicity, which

occurs when a performative is unsatisfactory, as well as the forces of

utterances.

In addition to Austin's speech act theory, performativity theory

emerged out of anti-structuralist critiques made by followers of practice

anthropology, difference feminism and resistance studies (Morris

1995:571). Butler also follows Foucault, as her analyses are genealogi-

cal, tracing the processes that construct identity, and the subject itself, in

language and discourse (Salih 2002:10). This Foucauldian approach is

evident in Butler's (1990:23) questions concerning identity. She states:

to what extent do regulatory practices of gender formation

and division constitute identity, the internal coherence of the

subject, indeed, the self-identical status of the person? To
what extent is 'identity' a normative ideal rather than a

descriptive feature of experience? And how do the regula-

tory practices that govern gender also govern culturally

intelligible notions of identity?

A partial answer to these questions can be found in Excitable Speech,

where Butler (1997:159) cites Bourdieu to suggest that the performative

should be re-thought as an act that official language-users perform to ini-

tiate already authorized effects, and, "precisely as social ritual, as one of

the very 'modalities of practices [that] are powerful and hard to resist

precisely because they are silent and insidious, insistent and insinuat-

ing.'"

While Butler (1999:122) recognizes the importance of Bourdieu's

work, she critiques his analysis of performative speech acts; he assumes

that the subject uttering the performative is fixed on a map of social

power, and the performative will be felicitous only if the subject is

authorized to make the performative work by her position on the 'map.'

This is simply not the way that the 'social magic' of the performative is

animated, according to Butler. Not only does Bourdieu fail to realize that
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social positions are also performatively constructed, but he fails to

understand that a subject's social abjection is performatively instigated

from various locales that are not always 'official' discourse (Butler

1999:122). Moreover, by insisting that performatives will work to the

extent that subjects are authorized to perform speech acts, Bourdieu

unintentionally blocks the possibility of agency that comes from the

margins of power (Butler 1997:156). Butler (1999:123) argues that it is

"precisely the expropriability of the dominant, 'authorized' discourse

that constitutes one potential site of its subversive resignification."

Butler and Performative Power

Butler develops her theory of performativity in Gender Trouble where

she insists that gender is not something one is, but something one does:

"gender proves to be performative - that is constituting the identity it is

purported to be. . ..gender is always a doing, though not a doing by a sub-

ject who might be said to pre-exist the deed" (Butler 1990:25). This

statement reveals an essential difference between performance and per-

formativity: the former assumes a pre-existing subject, while the latter

contests the very idea of a subject (Butler 1990:33). Butler effectively

points out that since gender identities are constituted by language, there

is no gender identity that precedes language. In fact, sex is performative;

when a doctor pronounces, 'it's a boy/girl!,' he is not simply describing

what she sees, but is assigning a sex/gender to a body that can have no

existence outside of discourse.

The doctor's performative utterance brings us to a discussion of

'interpellation,' by which Butler means the way subject positions are

conferred and assumed through 'hailing:' "to be hailed or addressed by a

social interpellation is to be constituted discursively and socially at once.

Being called a 'girl' from the inception of existence is a way in which

the girl becomes transitively 'girled' over time" (Butler 1999:120). Per-

formatives, then, are both generative and dissimulating, as they compel

particular behaviours by obscuring the fact that no natural sex to which

gender can refer exists (Morris 1995:573). So this 'girl,' once interpel-

lated, is compelled to 'cite' the norm to maintain her status as a subject:

"femininity is the forcible citation of a norm" (Butler 1993:232). Butler

follows Derrida in his use of 'citation' to refer to the ways in which

ontological norms are used, forcibly or not, in discourse (Salih 2002:90).

'Citational grafting' occurs when one places signs between quotation
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marks, cites, grafts and reiterates them in ways that diverge from the

speaker's or writer's intent (Derrida 1972 cited in Salih 2002:91). Sub-

versive practices occur when gender performatives are 'cited,' or grafted

into other contexts: "the contentious practices of 'queerness' ... exem-

plify the political enactment of performativity as citationality" (Butler

1993:21).

Returning to Butler's insistance that the expropriability of the domi-

nant discourse constitutes a possible site of its subversive resignification,

let us explore further how this may occur. Using Althusser's classic

example of the policeman's call, 'hey, you there!' which leads to one's

subjectification upon turning around, Butler notes that such an interpel-

lation can be an infelicity. For example, the performative may not effec-

tively enact what it names, as the subject may respond to the law in such

a way as to undermine it. Indeed, the law itself gives us the conditions

for its subversion; when hailed, there is more than one way of 'turning

around' and recognizing oneself (Butler 1993:122). Using Spivak's con-

cept of "an enabling violation," Butler (1999:122-3) explains that the

subject who opposes its construction gains agency by being involved in

the power structures it seeks to oppose. Or as she puts it in Excitable

Speech:

the terms by which we are hailed are rarely the ones we
choose ... but these terms we never really choose are the

occasion for something we might still call agency, the repe-

tition of an originary subordination for another purpose, one

whose future is partially open (Butler 1997:38).

This possibility of resistance is highlighted in " Performativity 's

Social Magic," where Butler (1999:123-4) wonders whether using a per-

formative 'improperly' can produce the effect of authority, and whether

this misappropriation could expose dominant forms of authority and the

exclusions by which they continue. In less abstract terms, she asks, what

is the performative power of calling for the end to racism when the "we"

who call have been disenfranchised from making such a call? What is

the performative power of appropriating the terms by which one has

been abused to rid the term of negative associations, or derive affirma-

tion from that degradation, such as revaluing the category 'queer?' (But-

ler 1999:123). The appropriated terms, however, cannot take on rigid
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meanings, as the possibility of subversion lies in unstable identities and

misrecognition. We should not try to solve the crisis of identity politics

by focusing on who has power to define identity; rather, we must "prolif-

erate and intensify this crisis" and "affirm identity categories as a site of

inevitable rifting" (Butler 1990:121, cited in Carlson 1996:183).

Such ambivalence and ambiguity is a hallmark of resistant perfor-

mance, where identities become markers in an ironic play with the goal

of questioning representation itself, and asking what is at stake in the

performance of identity. In the slippage between claiming an identity

and questioning the cultural assumptions that legitimate that position,

alternate possibilities for identity positions outside the "authenticated"

ones, can be found (Carlson 1996:183). This doubleness of performativ-

ity is described well by Jackson's (1989:2) understanding of 'lived expe-

rience,' which, involves, "both the 'rage for order' and the impulse that

drives us to unsettle or confound the fixed order of things ...accommo-

dates our shifting sense of ourselves as subjects and as objects, as acting

upon and being acted upon by the world, of living with and without cer-

tainty..." So when Butler (1999:125) makes the disconcerting statement

that "the performative is not merely an act used by a pregiven subject,

but is one of the powerful and insidious ways in which subjects are

called into social being..." we must not despair. For social performatives

are also an important part of the political contestation and reformulation

of subjects.

Performativity a la Csordas

Like Butler, Csordas draws on speech act theory, although as we have

noted, performance as 'act' constitutes only one part of his tripartite the-

ory of performance. In The Sacred Self, Csordas (1994:48) makes clear

his understanding of performative utterances, when he explains that, "the

prayer of command is a performative act in the strict Austinian sense, an

utterance in which a demon is, 'in the name of Jesus,' commanded to

depart. In theory, the 'saying' is the 'doing'..." In practice, however,

despite the fact that demons cannot refuse the command since they are

under the authority of the divinity, the performative is not always suc-

cessful, particularly if the minister lacks confidence or experience. Fur-

ther, the performative's failure may point to the absence of spirits, and

the presence of psychiatric disorder (Csordas 1994:174). Finding sup-

port for Levin's (1987, cited in Csordas 1994:272) argument that narcis-
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sism, schizophrenia and depression are not limited to psychiatric

disorders, but are ontological facets of our society, Csordas cites the

Charismatics' view of demonic origins in psychiatric disorder, cosmol-

ogy and the self. One of the conclusions drawn is that demonology and

deliverance are resources against the forces of nihilism - the nothingness

of the self (Csordas 1994:272). These points will be addressed later as

they have potential significance for treatment options of individuals with

'mental illnesses.'

Csordas' (1994:45) use of performativity is unique in that he also

applies the Austinian formula to nonverbal acts, such as 'laying on of

hands' and 'resting in the Spirit,' which are two of many ways of doing

things crucial to the healing process. Similarly, in Language, Charisma

and Creativity, he argues that the applause of loud praise actually creates

charisma (Csordas 1997: 145). Furthermore, Csordas (1997:162) argues

for an expansion of the idea of the performative act to include the perfor-

mance of metaphor. One way to understand the performance of meta-

phor is to look at another key idea: the vocabulary of motives. This term

refers to a group of words with specialized meaning, which rely on one

another to complete their meaning, are constantly circulated in genres of

ritual language, and are strategies for action as well as inducements to

action (Csordas 1997:194). Returning to the idea of metaphor, "through

performance the motives are metaphorically predicated onto selves"

(Fernandez 1974, cited in Csordas 1997:196). Building on earlier studies

that showed how performance of metaphors effects a qualitative trans-

formation from lack of identity to specificity, Csordas (1997:221) dem-

onstrates how metaphors can be cycled back into performance with new

implications for understanding motives, which creates the possibility of

new metaphors.

Ultimately, like Butler, Csordas understands the performative as a

social ritual, albeit one of a very different nature: the performative utter-

ances that make up Charismatic ritual language creatively transform the

'self into the 'sacred self (Csordas 1997:178) While Csordas

(1994:276) demonstrates that healing is the creation of this sacred self,

his approach is similar to Butler's in that he stresses the ambiguous and

elusive nature of the self: "there is no such 'thing' as the self. There are

only self processes, and these are orientational processes." Like Butler

and Foucault, Csordas aims to trace the processes of orientation and

engagement in which people become subjectified. While Butler
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(1999:115) calls Bourdieu's distinction between the social and the lin-

guistic into question because performativity can be thought of as an

embodied activity, Csordas (1997:236) goes further in emphasizing the

embodied nature of language. Indeed, following Merleau-Ponty, Csor-

das (1994:4) grounds culture and the self in 'embodiment.' Similarly, he

stresses the embodied 'otherness' of language, which creates a sense of

sacred otherness, in that discourse is experienced as originating outside

its speakers and giving a special message to its listeners (Csordas

1997:234).

Applications ofPerformativity Theory: Queering 'Mental Illness?
'

Turning from how performativity has been understood by Butler and

Csordas, we will now reflect on how one might apply this theoretical

approach to the study of 'mental illness,' or the experiences of those

diagnosed with 'mental disorders.' 1 While this project may initially

seem like a misguided leap, other researchers have found that Butler's

notions of performativity can be applied fruitfully to issues of race, as

well as gender. Butler (1997), too, writes of "hate speech" in terms of

racism, as well as homophobic utterances. So it follows, that when one is

called 'psycho,' 'schizo,' 'mental,' or 'crazy,' the utterance is performa-

tive in that one is subjectified in turning around. Butler indicates, how-

ever, that there are multiple modes of 'turning around,' when one is

hailed in such a way. For example, at a 1997 British conference work-

shop on 'positive aspects of madness' 2 a man was asked what he would

do if someone called him a 'nutter.' On video camera, he replied, "I'd

thank them for noticing. I am different. I'm proud of my differences -

they're part of me" (Sayce 2000:29).

Such a response lends support to Sayce's (2000:132-3) comment that

"one can be 'disabled' and positively different - exactly as one can be

'mad and proud.'" This revaluing of madness recalls the reclaiming of

'black,' 'queer' and 'cripple' by other social movements. And as Butler

(1997:158) reminds us, there is performative power in the appropriation

of the very terms by which one has been abused. Conversely, the notion

that one can be both 'mad' and 'proud,' needs further consideration in

light of Dumont's (1983:260, cited in Corin 1990:183) insistence that,

"if the advocates for the difference call together for it equality and recog-

nition, they call for the impossible." Dumont is referring to the ambigu-
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ous nature of 'individuality,' which signals both the promotion of self-

realization and a uniform notion of what individuals should be; hence,

'identity,' 'individuality' and 'equality' are closely connected, resulting

in the subordination of differences (Corin 1990:183). Corin (1990:183)

notes that a tolerant attitude acknowledges differences and accepts or

transcends them, but the attitude of North Americans toward marginality

is 'indifference,' which sees little value in differences.

Still, Butler's work has been very influential in queer theory, and it

may be possible to 'queer' mental illness. According to Halperin

(1995:62), "queer is by definition whatever is at odds with the normal,

the legitimate, the dominant. There is nothing in particular to which it

necessarily refers. It is an identity without an essence." Queer theorists,

including Butler, affirm the indeterminacy of all gendered/sexed identi-

ties, and point to the subversive possibilities in destabilizing and misrec-

ognizing identities; it is somewhat paradoxical then, that a similar

performative power can be found in what can be described as an 'anti-

queer' or 'normalizing' strategy. For example, Schneider (2001) notes

that a number of her informants stressed the 'normalness' of schizophre-

nia itself, and not only does such normalizing talk help individuals to

create a more positive personal identity, but it also contributes to the def-

inition and re-definition of the boundaries and meanings of the very cat-

egories of mental disorders. While Butler would likely eschew such a

strategy of normalization, it is significant that its effects are similar to

those that Butler promotes, in that 'schizophrenia' becomes an identity

category marked by 'inevitable rifting,' as the boundaries are continually

redefined.

A few of my informants, including Dee, 3 who was diagnosed with

schizophrenia, queered or revalued 'mental illness' by insisting that it

was not 'illness.' Dee stated:

I just have faith that it's going to come to light that there's a

lot more happening in mental illness than it just being an ill-

ness. Really, it could be part of a sixth sense that's not

developed in... an understanding environment, and some

day it will come to light that it's a very valuable part of the

evolution of humankind.
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And during a group interview, Dee told us about a physics professor who
has bipolar affective disorder. When he was manic his students wrote

down his ideas, and found that twenty percent of them were intelligent

and opened a new area to explore in physics. It is likely that she was

referring to Scott Starson who was also featured in a recent article enti-

tled, "Brilliant man in an asylum fights doctors to top court" (Makin

2003). This physics expert has been in Penetanguishene Mental Health

Centre, located in Penetang Ontario, Canada, for the past four years, and

insists that he would rather be locked up for life than be medicated to

'improve' his life. The Supreme Court will decide this year whether psy-

chiatrists can forcibly medicate Starson, who insists, "here, I'm basically

dealing with the bottom of your species ... Your species deals with force

so much. Force is not the way science operates. And the worst religion

on the planet is psychiatry" (cited in Makin 2003). A revaluation of men-

tal illness, is evident in Starson's bitter comment during one of his hear-

ings: "Being 'normal' would be worse than death for me, because I have

always considered normal to be a term so boring it would be like death"

(cited in Makin 2003). However, there are problems inherent in his

attempt to 'turn around' in a subversive way, including the following

Catch-22: "if he admits to a serious illness, it opens him to being treated

against his will. But if he denies it, psychiatrists can conclude that he

lacks insight and forcibly treat him" (Makin 2003).

Such a dilemma raises the question of how much agency those diag-

nosed with mental disorders really have to appropriate the terms by

which they have been abused, as they are often positioned outside the

domain of 'speakability.' Starson is a physics expert with many endorse-

ments of his abilities by other physicists, including the dean of physics at

Stanford University, who considers his ideas to be ahead of his time.

Most people affected by mental illness lack such illustrious careers, and

would not likely have gotten as far as Starson in his efforts to cause 'mad

trouble,' to paraphrase Butler. For example, the following "normalizing"

strategy had the effect of causing rifts in identity:

I personally think everybody has bipolar illness: some are in

the middle with their chemistry, some definitely get blue,

short term, some get happier than others. But in our case,

we're more bipolar Is or 2s or 3s, which is just a different

range of it. But I think we're just a bag of water and chemis-
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try, eh ...and I think it's within the human range. And I

think we've been given labels to all these things ...

However, when his psychiatrist believed that Lyle was manic, he hospi-

talized him against his will. Two other psychiatrists assessed Lyle and

agreed that he was having an illness episode, leaving him to empathize

with Nathaniel Lee: "they called me mad, and I called them mad, and

damn them, they outvoted me" (cited in Whitaker 2002:21 1).

"Making It Crazy: " Performativity as Theatrical

Performativity theory can also be used to address the illocutionary force

of the utterance, "you have schizophrenia," made by a psychiatrist. In

the interpellation, the doctor is assigning a 'disorder' to a mind that can-

not exist outside of discourse. To paraphrase Butler (1990:25), "there is

no crazy identity behind the expressions of 'madness;' that identity is

performatively constituted by the very 'expressions' that are said to be

its results." This notion is explored by Estroff, who examines the ways

of 'making it crazy' in a Wisconsin community treatment program. By
'making it crazy' Estroff (1981:38) is referring to the fact that because

clients are diagnosed and viewed as 'crazy,' they also make or produce

craziness. On another level, 'making it crazy' refers to how clients' iden-

tities as 'crazy' people are the means by which they 'make it,' or sur-

vive. In other words, once hailed into being as one who is 'crazy,' one

must cite the 'norm' of craziness to maintain one's status as a subject,

albeit a subject who is crazy. Finally, 'making it crazy,' refers to treat-

ment: "certain processes and factors, while intending alleviation of psy-

chiatric disorders and suffering, may perversely be stabilizing,

maintaining, and perpetuating them" (Estroff 1981:39). A Butlerian

approach would have emphasized that performative utterances can cre-

ate, as well as maintain mental illnesses.

Still, Estroff s work, which is rooted in a symbolic interactionist

framework, has much resonance with performativity theory, which

emerged later. For example, she points out that clients suffer, but are

also capable of manipulating and maneuvering, evident in the notion that

prolonging craziness could qualify clients for permanent, guaranteed

income (Estroff 1981:229). In a sense, once the performative utterance,

'you are schizophrenic,' is uttered, one is subjectified into this identity,

but one can respond in various ways: one can 'make it crazy,' and
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receive benefits by performing craziness, or one can 'make it without

craziness,' which calls into question the idea that mental illness is the

forcible citation of the 'norm.' Estroff s main emphasis is not the illocu-

tionary force of utterances, but by highlighting how and why craziness

and normalness are performed, her work coincides with Butler's

(1990:xxv) theory. According to Estroff (1981:229):

[this theory] waffles between understanding performativity

as linguistic and casting it as theatrical... the two are invari-

ably related ... a reconsideration of the speech act as an

instance of power invariably draws attention to both its the-

atrical and linguistic dimensions.

Another example of the way performativity has been used to study

mental illness, can be found in Orr's (2000) research. While she had

experienced panic disorder in the past, she was not suffering from the

disorder when she 'performed' her fieldwork, as a research participant in

a clinical trial comparing Xanax and another drug for the treatment of

panic disorder and depression. Leaving aside the ethical questions about

such a deceptive approach, Orr's research constitutes a unique applica-

tion of performativity theory. While she had not yet read Butler's (1990)

explanations of how performative, repetitive, bodily acts constitute the

gendered body, before 'performing' her fieldwork, Orr (2000:58) notes

that Butler's writings gave theoretical grounding to her theatricalization

of the panicked body. The following understanding of how performativ-

ity can be applied to issues of mental illness is informative. Orr states:

gender is not the only - perhaps not even the most transgres-

sive-social identity to engage in 'cross-dressing.' The

healthy body in 'drag,' impersonating the drama of embod-

ied dis-ease, has been historically perceived as a subterra-

nean threat to both the epistemology of medicine and the

social ethic of productivity (Orr 2000:58).

The 'sick body,' real or performed, was perceived as a possible resis-

tance to the performance of one's social role; however, by funneling that

'deviance' into the performative constraints of the 'sick role,' sickness

also worked as social control.
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The attempt to perform the "revenge of the sick role" involves the

wish to disrupt the workings of the dominant mental orders not by resist-

ing the hailed identity, but by rehearsing it with a vengeance, and staging

it against its rites of containment. By gaining access as a healthy body/

mind to the realm of medicalized and individualized 'cure' through per-

formance of dis-eased submission, the sick role may incite the contagion

of social dis-ease (Orr 2000:56-7). Butler's (1990:271, cited in Orr

2000:58) project intersects with this "revenge of the sick role:" "If the

ground of. ..identity is the stylized repetition of acts through time... then

the possibilities of. ..transformation are to be found ... in a different sort

of repeating, in the breaking or subversive repetition of that style." For

example, this citation of norms to undermine their essences can be

readily seen in 'drag' performances.

Orr's performance recalls an earlier one by Rosenhan (1973:251) and

seven other 'sane' people, who approached twelve different psychiatric

hospitals. The only symptom of abnormality performed prior to admis-

sion, was the hearing of voices that said 'empty,' 'hollow' and 'thud.'

Nevertheless, all 'pseudo-patients' were admitted and eleven were diag-

nosed with schizophrenia and one was diagnosed with bipolar affective

disorder. Their next task was to get out of the hospitals, and all were

very motivated to do so; even though they were there as participant

observers, and felt that they did 'not belong,' the researchers found

themselves caught up in the process of depersonalization, which Rosen-

han (1973:256) suggests results from the ambivalent attitudes of fear of

the mentally ill, and benevolence, in addition to the hierarchical structure

of the hospitals. The illocutionary force of diagnoses is evident in the

fact that while all twelve people behaved 'normally,' it took them an

average of nineteen days to get out of the hospitals, with the longest hos-

pital stay being fifty-two days (Rosenhan 1973:252). While many of the

'real' patients voiced opinions that the pseudo-patients were journalists,

or 'checking up' on the hospitals, the staff continued to believe that the

pseudo-patients were severely mentally ill. Even when released, they

were labeled, "in remission," leaving Rosenhan (1973:257) to conclude,

"we now know that we cannot distinguish insanity from sanity."

Psychiatry and Other Vocabularies ofMotives

While Csordas' work initially appears limited because of his failure to

deal with issues of power, there are important conceptual tools that can
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be gleaned from his use of performance theory. For example, his 'vocab-

ulary of motives,' can be usefully applied to issues of mental illness.

Recalling the meaning of this term as a group of words with specialized

meaning, which rely on one another to complete their meaning, are con-

stantly circulated in genres of ritual language, and are strategies for

action as well as inducements to action (Csordas 1997:194), one can

suggest that psychiatry itself is merely another vocabulary of motives.

One could even compare Csordas' (1997:169) major genres of Charis-

matic ritual language to parallel genres in the psychiatric realm. For

example, 'sharing' is comparable to what is sometimes known as 'group

therapy,' while 'teaching' is similar to the 'life skills' courses offered to

psychiatric patients.

'Prayer,' then, could parallel the genre of 'confession,' otherwise

known as psychotherapy that occurs with psychiatrists. There is poten-

tial for the performative power of 'prayers of command' to be used in

treatment, as the successful casting out of a 'demon' could prevent fos-

silizing the disorder in the individual through the stigmatizing diagnostic

label. Levin's (1987, cited in Csordas 1994:272) argument that narcis-

sism, schizophrenia and depression are not limited to psychiatric disor-

ders, but are ontological facets of our society, give support to an option

that would ground such disorders in the social instead of the individual.

'Prophecy' can refer to the diagnosis - the prediction that one is 'bipo-

lar,' for example, and that one will never be 'cured,' but will always

need 'meds.' Orr (2000:63-4) has an interesting understanding of how
pills assume the role of prophecy in a "strange teleological spectacle," in

which they are used to, "give visibility to a particular cluster of symp-

toms which disappear after pharmaceutical treatment, and then to con-

firm the validity of a diagnostic category (based on . . . that symptom-

cluster) by 'predicting' the effectiveness of that drug in treating that

diagnosis."

Another vocabulary of motives may be found in the speech of those

diagnosed with mental disorders. As Estroff (1981) found, groups of

words with specialized meaning were found in the domains of subsis-

tence, medication and the division between 'normies' and 'crazies.' Yet

another vocabulary of motives may exist in the 'voices' that 'crazies'

hear. The illocutionary force of these 'voices' is unquestionable, and

powerfully clear in the following description of "the affliction of Mar-

tin," which is believed to be demon-possession or mental illness. When
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Martin's healer followed God's instruction to 'confront' the evil spirit to

discover its identity, "it reacted violently with the telepathic message

that it was going to 'knock Martin out.' Peggy tried to get him to sit

down, but suddenly he fainted" (Csordas 1992:130). Csordas'

(1997:234) notion of the embodied 'otherness' of language, which cre-

ates a sense of sacred otherness, in that discourse is experienced as orig-

inating outside its speakers and giving a special message to its listeners,

is also relevant. The 'voices' heard by some of those diagnosed with

mental disorders are experienced as originating from without, and the

special messages are often strategies for action and inducements to

action.

Csordas' (1997:221) notion of metaphors being cycled back into per-

formance with new implications for understanding motives, creating the

possibility of new metaphors, is relevant to the way some theorists are

examining conditions like 'depression' and 'self-mutilation.' The

cycling of metaphors back into performance is explicit in the following

speculation: "can the cultural production and reproduction of the idea -

'cutting' - play a role in how it becomes a possible action?" (Fee

2000:75). Fee (2000:85) argues that 'depression' is a similarly reflexive

process of identity construction, as expert knowledges are now social

objects taken up as what people recognize as depression. Once restricted

to psychiatrists, discourses of depression are now widely available in

magazines, self-help books, television shows, films, radio, the Internet,

and more. This cultural metaphor, then, cannot avoid being cycled back

into performance: "depression... is one of many 'psychological com-

modities' now available for reflexive consumption.... depression is

something taken up as an object of self-understanding and decision-mak-

ing" (Fee 2000:88). However, with this process come new implications

for understanding motives, as depression also constitutes a site of self-

production. The more we talk about (and are told) what depression is

and how it affects our lives, and the more we 'perform' these metaphors,

the more we add to what Fee (2000:76) calls its "discursive life," and

consequently, its 'performative life.' In doing so, we may also confuse

normative medicalized and clinical understandings.

The illocutionary force of utterances is clear in Karp's (1996 cited in

Fee 2000:90) explanation that the feelings, perceptions, and patterns of

depression are indeed real, but they, "arise and become real because they

are derived to a significant extent from someone named depressed, and
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thus from someone occupying a socio-cultural position." However, the

interpellation can be infelicitous, as those diagnosed with 'depression,'

may feel the need to continually cite the 'norm' of depression:

[I] spent so much time trying to convince people that I really

am depressed, that I really can't cope...now that it's finally

true, I don't want to admit it... not so long ago... I was a lit-

tle girl trying out a new persona, trying on morbid depres-

sion

... now here I am, the real thing (Wurtzel 1995:232, cited in

Fee 2000:82).

This statement also underscores the threatrical nature of performativity,

which is even more explicit when Wurtzel (1995:326, cited in Fee

2000:84) explains how she had constructed a melodramatic identity: "it

had, at times, all the selling points of madness, all the aspects of perfor-

mance art." The problem, however, was that once she had produced this

particular self, she was afraid to let go of her depression, thinking that it

constituted her entire self, and not knowing how (or even who) she

would survive as her "normal self (Wurtzel 1995:327, cited in Fee

2000:84).

Wurtzel' s experience with mental illness differs from that of many
others who attempt to 'pass for normal,' to avoid stigmatization. The fol-

lowing statement by user/survivor4 leader, Joe Rogers (cited in Sayce

2000:26) at a 1996 public demonstration, gives a sense of how people

diagnosed with mental disorders have been closeted, metaphorically and

literally: "twenty years ago we wouldn't have come out on the streets

because we were afraid. We've been hidden away in closets and

attics... Well, we're not going to be locked away any more... We're

going to stand up and demand our rights as citizens." While some user/

survivors find 'coming out' liberating, others face stigmatization by

friends, family, co-workers and employers. On the other hand, attempt-

ing to 'pass for normal' is also a challenge if one takes psychiatric medi-

cations that cause visible side-effects.

There are a number of ways that the survivor movement has

attempted to 'queer' mental illness. For example, the Chair of Survivors

Speak Out signed his letters, 'Glad to be mad,' and this was taken up in

1998 as a slogan and linked to the notion that the user movement could
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become Britain's next movement for civil rights (Sayce 2000:31). But-

tons on sale at the 1995 conference of the National Association of Rights

Protection and Advocacy (NARPA) read, 'You bet I'm non-compliant

and inappropriate/ and 'Go manage your own case and get off mine,'

reflecting one of the aims of the conference: to put an end to forced psy-

chiatric treatment (Sayce 2000:116). An interesting example of perfor-

mative power occurred when user/survivors in Philadelphia pushed for a

decently resourced, single-stream-funded, managed care service for

mental health, and when it was threatened, they protested in the Capital

building: "the Governor's 'I shall have order' statements were met each

time by the response 'We shall have disorder', until the user/survivor

organization won its case" (cited in Sayce 2000:141).

Just as heterosexuality requires homosexuality, and 'whiteness'

requires 'blackness,' to constitute their coherence and confirm their

boundaries, reason requires madness. However, reason or normalcy can

be destabilized through queering, just as heterosexuality and 'whiteness'

can be destabilized: "queering is what upsets and exposes passing; it is

the act by which the racially and sexually repressive surface of conversa-

tion is exploded, by rage, by sexuality, by the insistence on color (Butler

1993:177). One example of how 'normalcy' has been destabilized is

found in the Aidan Shingler's unusual art, which is inspired by his expe-

riences of madness. Beneath water-filled wine glasses set on a picture of

the globe, Shingler (1996 cited in Sayce 2000:216) writes, "I believed

that the moon was directly controlling my mind ... the moon affects the

oceans... and human beings are composed of 80% water. Therefore my
deduction was that the moon affects mind and body. During this phase I

drank enormous quantities of water." Viewers are drawn into the strange

logic, and 'mad' thinking seems plausible, everyday, yet jarring to so-

called 'common sense' (Sayce 2000:216).

Interpellation Sans Speakers and Problems and Possibilities of

Performativity

I have examined how one may be hailed as mentally ill, by 'hate speech'

or the diagnostic discourse of psychiatrists. Butler (1997:34) notes that

the interpellative name can also come about without a speaker, for exam-

ple, on medical records. A few of my informants had not experienced the

illocutionary force of the utterance, 'you are schizophrenic,' from their

nurse or doctor. However, the interpellative name did arrive, as William
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explains, when, "the nurses put a brochure in my bag that said, 'Face it,

you have schizophrenia.'" Similarly, Rebecca recalled with some indig-

nation, that a psychiatrist gave her a sealed envelope to give to her fam-

ily doctor; Rebecca and her mother opened the letter, which stated that

she has schizophrenia. Butler (1997:34) explains that in such cases, the

disciplinary diffusion of sovereign power produces a field of discursive

power that works without a subject, but still constitutes the subject.

The subjects in question, those labeled 'mentally ill' and divested of

numerous rights and privileges because of this interpellation, must be

kept in mind when deciding how or even whether or not to use performa-

tivity theory to understand them. What are the implications, moral and

otherwise, of suggesting that depression, or any mental disorder for that

matter, is 'performative?' While the ethical implications of this approach

to mental illness must be considered further, it is also necessary to reflect

on the ethical implications of the way mental illness has traditionally

been medicalized, individualized, pathologized, and stigmatized, as well

as the ways in which the sick role is perpetuated in our society. It is also

necessary to explore how performativity is applicable to this field since

it is a framework that has already been taken up by some advocacy

groups and consumer/survivor groups, in order to revalue differences in

a more positive light. A recent article in The New York Times stated that

a new type of disabilities movement is arising where those, "who deviate

from the shrinking subset of neurologically 'normal' want tolerance, not

just of their diagnoses, but of their behavioral quirks. They say brain dif-

ferences, like body differences, should be embraced, and argue for an

acceptance of 'neurodiversity' (Harmon 2004). Those who argue that

their condition includes heightened creativity refer to those who have so-

called 'normal' brains as 'neurotypicals.'

Similarly, Antze (1999:35) demonstrates how some websites for

those who are affected by Dissociative Identity Disorder stress that their

condition is not a disorder at all, but another way of being human, and

use phrases such as 'multiple household' and 'gift of plurality' to under-

line their claim to normalcy. The following statement illuminates the

presence and the potential of performativity theory:

Multiple Personality Disorder arrived on the scene bearing a

new identity for precisely those patients whose personal

experience of selfhood was most diffuse and fragmented . .

.
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gave them an identity based on their trouble with identity.

But in doing so it opened a new site for dissociative mime-

sis, for a theater of identity that has led to troubling ques-

tions about the diagnosis itself. (Antze 1999:36)

A final example that tries to cause 'mad trouble' is the 'Hearing Voices

Network,' whose members attempt to validate and normalize the voices

they hear, which they view as a site for spiritual development (Blackman

2000:63). By viewing 'voice-hearing' as a normal variant of behaviour,

members are able to adopt different relations to their voices leading to

different ways of thinking and acting. Blackman's (2000:71) concern

with "the ways in which new forms of subjectivity are being created in

the gaps, contradictions and silences which surround the fiction of

autonomous self-hood," echoes the above comments by Antze, and give

a sense of the positive potential of performativity. My explication of

these various groups is not intended to suggest that there is no risk of

harm in applying performativity theory to mental illness - indeed, such

ethical implications must be assessed on an individual basis. Rather than

being a radical approach, however, performativity theory is already

being taken up by a number of groups, and as such, warrants critical

examination.

Returning to the question of the possibilities of performativity theory,

Butler suggests that subversive possibilities are found in unstable identi-

ties and misrecognition, leading one to wonder how easy it is to destabi-

lize or misrecognize the stigmatized identities that seem to accompany

the myriad of diagnoses outlined in the Diagnostic and Statistical Man-

ual of Mental Disorders (2000). Further, some have argued that Butler's

notions of the performative subject and parodic subversion would not

produce the 'rifts' she hopes for; by relieving the pressure of exclusion,

performativity may, "short circuit the forces that create new identities"

(Digeser 1994:671).

And what of those individuals who have found solace in the stable

identity of 'schizophrenia,' for example, those who can now claim that

their condition is no fault of their own, because it is biochemical in

nature, akin to having cancer. For example, Andrew seemed to find com-

fort in the way psychiatrists had explained the nature of his condition,

which he reiterated during our interview:
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like they say, a disorder of the brain - problem with some of

the chemicals in the brain which affect your thinking...

a

physical thing - there's something wrong with my brain -

the chemicals don't quite work right... don't know what

caused it... It could have happened to anybody...

Such statements lend support to criticisms of Butler's performativity the-

ory that suggest that by stripping the notions of gender and sex (and in

this case, mental disorders) of any essential content, an important source

of unity for marginalized groups is also eliminated (Digeser 1994:668).

It is important to remember that misrecognition and destabilizing iden-

tity categories can occur without the explicit attempt to subvert or

'queer' the norm. Indeed, as Schneider (2001) has pointed out, by

emphasizing the normalness of their conditions, people with schizophre-

nia are using a normalizing strategy, but in doing so, they also contribute

to the redefinition of the boundaries of schizophrenia, itself.

Whether we can even speak of the 'illocutionary force' of the 'mad-

woman's' speech is questionable, if it is "impossible speech," as Butler

(1997:133) has called the words of the 'psychotic,' which are produced

by the rules that oversee the field of speakability. Still, there seems to be

potential in the use of performativity, since a performance approach to

sickness can foreground the sickening social order, while still paying

attention to individual distress (Lock 1993:143). An example that

reflects this potentiality is Orr's (2000:58) 'performance,' instigated not

by her individual symptoms, but by her feeling that psychiatric discourse

has abdicated the difficult job of curing, in order to chase after pharma-

ceutical effects. By unmasking this sickening microcosm of the social

order, she was able, to a certain extent, to incite social dis-ease (Orr

2000:57).

There is also potential for performativity theory to be applied to men-

tal disorders, such as 'dissociative identity disorder' (DID) and 'border-

line personality disorder' (BPD), both of which rest on the assumption

that the 'normal' self is a unified, coherent and singular being. Butler,

however, has successfully deconstructed the notion of a 'self existing

prior to the discursive effects of interpellation. Since individuals diag-

nosed with DID and BPD already have identities that can be character-

ized as 'inevitably rifting,' this 'abnormality' in the medical realm may
constitute an advantage in the performative sphere. Butler (cited in Salih
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2002:135) explains that, "the ambivalent Self marked by loss is tenuous

at best, but agency lies in giving up any claim to coherence or self-iden-

tity by submitting to interpellation and subversively w/srecognizing the

terms by which we are hailed." Agency, or as Butler puts it, "something

we might still call agency," may be more available to those who already

lack a coherent self-identity. In contrast, it could be argued that the

intense ambivalence and powerlessness following child abuse experi-

enced by many individuals diagnosed DID and BPD would paralyze

these individuals rather than making them agentic. Indeed, it is crucial to

include the daily realities or 'lived experience' of those diagnosed with

serious mental disorders, so as to avoid romanticizing either the experi-

ence of mental illness, or the value of performative approaches. How-
ever, ambivalence is also the hallmark of resistant performance, and

Butler (1997:156) insists that the possibility of agency comes from the

margins of power, as well as locating the possibility of subversion in

such unstable identities. Such agency is clearly evident in the groups

studied by Antze (1999), noted above. Few comments are required on

the potential use of performativity theory in terms of 'gender identity

disorders,' as Butler has so thoroughly detailed the performative nature

of both gender and sex.

Of the attempt to apply performativity theory to the study of mental

illness, we could say what Austin (1961:239) has said about his analysis

of performative utterances:

And is it complicated? Well, it is complicated a bit; but life

and truth and things do tend to be complicated. It's not

things, it's philosophers that are simple. You will have

heard it said, I expect that over-simplification is the occupa-

tional disease of philosophers, and in a way one might agree

with that. But for the sneaking suspicion that it's their occu-

pation.

Performativity is complex, and in applying such a framework to issues

of mental illness, the complications multiply. And while I am not con-

vinced that anthropologists suffer from the same occupational disease,

(and Butler certainly cannot be accused of over-simplification), this

essay is clearly one example, as I have had to over-simplify the theories

of both Csordas and Butler, in order to understand how the originary
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subordinating performatives of 'madness' may be repeated, "for another

purpose, one whose future is partially open" (Butler 1997:38). While

there are risks inherent in this repetition, there is also what Butler

(1997:161) calls, "the political promise of the performative," and the

task of this politics is as follows: "to compel the terms of modernity to

embrace those they have traditionally excluded, and to know that such

an embrace cannot be easy; it would wrack and unsettle the polity that

makes such an embrace." In moving toward this future that cannot be

anticipated, we also move into what Foucault has called, 'a politics of

discomfort.' Foucault's argument is ethical, as he claims that we have a

moral duty to attempt to exceed the identity labels that have been applied

to us.

In terms of mental illness, it seems that there has been some move-

ment in this direction, as users are articulating a model of 'social inclu-

sion' that rejects the notion of 'fitting in' and acceptance based on ability

to 'pass' as 'normal.' Rather, 'madness' and other facets of mental ill-

ness are to be included as an experience that is part of our society; peo-

ple who have these experiences are to be valued, and the contribution

madness can bring is to be recognized (Sayce 2000:31). Still, this vision

of the future is haunted by Dumont's warning that those who advocate

for the difference who also call for it identity and recognition, call for the

impossible. If we can remember Butler's (1997:87) point, though, that

there is a disjuncture between utterance and meaning, and this is the con-

dition of possibility of repeating the performative while simultaneously

reformulating it, there is hope (as well as anxiety) that 'madness' can be

'queered.' This can occur through both linguistic and theatrical

approaches, including novel ways of 'turning around,' citational graft-

ing, new metaphors that are cycled back into performance, new vocabu-

laries of motives, and even 'normalization' strategies that can cause rifts

in identity categories. It will be interesting to follow Starson's 'mad

trouble' and see what results. While his mother hopes that the Courts

will decide to medicate her son, as he has no 'insight' into his condition,

her next words of exasperation can be read in another way, one in which

possibilities of performative power are rich: "He can rationalize any-

thing. He always insists that he isn't crazy - you are" (Makin 2003).
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Notes

1. For the purposes of this paper, I follow the definition of 'mental disorder' as

outlined in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-
IV-TR) (2000:xxi). It sates: "a clinically significant behavioral or psychological

syndrome or pattern that occurs in an individual and that is associated with

present distress (e.g., a painful symptom) or disability (i.e., impairment in one

or more important areas of functioning) or with a significantly increased risk of

suffering death, pain, disability, or an important loss of freedom." Accordingly,

'mental illness,' refers to the experiences of those affected by mental disorders.

2. 'Madness' is the colloquial term for 'psychosis.' In the DSM-IV-TR
(2000:297-298) 'psychotic' refers to the presence of particular symptoms: "in

Schizophrenia, Schizophreniform Disorder, Schizoaffective Disorder, and Brief

Psychotic Disorder, ... delusions, any prominent hallucinations, disorganized

speech, or disorganized or catatonic behavior. In Psychotic Disorder Due to a

General medical Condition and in Substance-Induced Psychotic Disorder,

psychotic refers to delusions or only those hallucinations that are not

accompanied by insight... in Delusional Disorder and Shared Psychotic

Disorder, psychotic is equivalent to delusional." It is also important to note that

psychotic features can occur in Major Depressive Disorder and Bipolar

Disorders (DSM-IV-TR 2000:371, 383).

3. Dee, and later in the paper, Lyle, William, Rebecca and Andrew, are

pseudonyms of 5 of the individuals diagnosed with schizophrenia or bipolar

affective disorder whom I interviewed during my fieldwork in 2001 for my
master's Thesis, "Meanings in 'Madness:' A Phenomenological Study of

Mental Illness and Spirituality."

4. "User/survivors" or "consumer/survivors" are individuals who have had

psychiatric treatment and spoken out about the abuses of the system and

mobilized to make changes so that others will not have to endure similar

experiences; 'survivor' refers to the fact that they 'survived' psychiatric

treatment, often including involuntary hospitalization (Davidson 2003:37).
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The Vanishing Point: Humanity, Vision, and Value

Theory in the Age of Economic Globalization

Riaz Tejani

Theorists of value in the Marxian tradition have placed heavy emphasis

on the metaphor of 'vision.' Vision is the sensory experience that allows

things to be converted into objects, collected items to be read as texts,

and putative structures to be read as such by way of heuristic representa-

tion. Additionally, vision allows nature to be converted into capital,

exchange to be seen as participating in an 'economy', and representa-

tions of that economy to be read (i.e. per cultural studies) as 'texts'. The

pursuit of vision as the inaugural metaphor in many "scattered specula-

tions" on capital have, however, only partially completed the task of a

Marxian critique of modern social relations. To terminate at the conclu-

sion that capital operates on a particular mode of looking and that it is

the reproduction of this kind of vision that ideology keeps as its raison

d'etre, is to neglect one remaining implication: to fail to envision the

economy in the manner that allows its reproduction is to fall outside of

'society ' and thus humanity itself In this paper I capitulate three exam-

ples in which Marxian theorists indulge the specular component of value

theory. Subsequently, I engage several authors who have illuminated the

question of the production and reproduction of notions of value, notions

that are in their different ways equated with culture, ideology, myth, or

desire. Finally, my discussion makes recourse to the 'crisis of value' as

experienced at the global level. While economic globalization certainly

does not instigate this crisis, it is one very important dimension of it.

Therefore, the kind of crisis wrought by Capital encounters with various

forms of local culture illustrates potential outcomes of the failure to
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envision value according to standards necessary for Capital's own repro-

duction. In sum, I wish to argue that the failure to espy value in accor-

dance with the reproductive tenets of Capital renders actors (who cannot

then be called human subjects) beyond the pale of humanity. That is, to

fail to adequately value is to fail to be subjectivized. It is not that value

exists a forteriori in pristine form to be recognized by those prescient

enough to be deemed human. It is that value becomes legible from very

narrow subject positions, and thus the reproduction of value is inextrica-

ble from the reproduction of subjects.

The import of vision is central to Castree's (1997) argument about a

possible "third way" between hard-line Marxists' emphasis on system-

atic political economy and so-called postmodern Marxists' emphasis on

overdetermination and difference within any putatively closed system.

Castree's third way is to look at heterogeneity within value theory

through a kind of incision made by Spivak. The latter moves to view all

economic representation as text, and thus as available to multiple read-

ings (Castree, 1997: 69). Through the incision this makes on the surface

of all value renderings, Castree argues that the potential to envision

value multiply is the basis for a synthesized modern/postmodern Marx-

ism. He states:

This "envisioning of the economy" through value is, I

argue, an essential epistemological move because it reaf-

firms vision as a key faculty for Marxist economic theory at

a time when the Right has so effectively hidden the exploit-

ative and despotic social relations of global capitalism from

view. If Marxism is to reclaim reality from the Right then it

must, I suggest, use this visualizing "power" of theory to

show critically that the world is structured in this way rather

than that (1997: 48).

By taking on the question of value, Castree tells us theorists can delin-

eate by way of economy an entire cosmology that allows something to

qualify as real or not. The very constructedness of reality is betrayed

accordingly by the question of value. And, no doubt, the neo-liberal pol-

icies of those responsible for architecting globalized "free-markets" do

indeed conceal the contradictions latent in the mode of production they
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seek to disseminate; a change in vantage is also a change in perception

and thus Castree is right in suggesting that the specular is the level on

which to begin to unmask those contradictions.

One problem with this argument, however, is its neglect to account

for its own timing. What about the current moment makes such an argu-

ment possible? While several of the so-called postmodern Marxists

would likely say that the kernels of a postmodernist position can be

located in Marx's more humanist writings such as the Economic and

Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844, there remains the fact that its elabora-

tion did await some very fundamental changes in both the material and

ideological arrangements of Capitalist production. The most obvious

implication of this caveat is that the historical inability for the "visualiz-

ing power" to curb or alter the progression to further stages in Capital

might be related to the consequences such re-envisioning would bring to

its agents. Castree's argument neglects to consider the ramifications of

alternative visions; these might include social marginalization, politico-

legal persecution, and gross violations of so-called human rights. The

modern and the postmodern, then, may not be so easily reconciled. It is

only relatively recently and specific culturally (even still rarely on that

account) that one can find in broad daylight politico-economic dissent,

by which I mean overt challenges to the organization of social reality.

And it is likewise possible that the key concept of heterogeneity in post-

modern theory is merely a multiplication of the existing subject posi-

tions (i.e. technologies of multiple selves in fashion, cyberspace, etc.)

that have fostered the rise, spread, and evolution of Capital social

arrangements. I am not convinced, therefore, that the heterogeneity of

value opened up with recourse to the specular provides a workable "third

way" if by that we mean anything other than a reformist conciliation.

Additionally, though perhaps more capriciously, is the possibility

that Castree is able to commit such an elision because he rests too

heavily on a red herring. By relying upon Spivak, the most vociferous of

speaking subalterns, he may transmit the impression that the subaltern is

well disposed to offer a re-envisioning of value. Without a doubt, certain

subalterns are accordingly well endowed. These include most obviously

the intellectual circle of the "Subaltern Studies Collective" including

Guha, Chatterjee, and others. But—and this is what makes their posi-

tions dubious ones from the start—the relatively powerless in whose

name they attempt not to speak but to theorize are as powerless to cor-
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roborate their spokes-intellectuals as they are to refute them. The subal-

tern, then, is not just a voiceless mass of Third World subjects; it is a

category partially reified by the efforts of those who theorize their condi-

tion. Castree may be right in pointing toward the margins for a fresh look

at the question of value, but he may not have found the margins he was

looking for in the work of Spivak. Speaking in the name of the margins,

subaltern studies has the outcome therefore of difference, of differing

that which it means to represent (see Derrida). A look at what I am call-

ing the "real" margins—real perhaps in the sense that their inhabitants

do not have the symbolic power of a Spivak, Guha, or Chatterjee—may
reveal actors with their own dissident notions of value and who are cir-

cumscribed outside the social field of a global system that entertains

some but not all discussions on the notion of value (see Lacan). What I

am calling here the "guru-ification" of the apparent margins, the ascrip-

tion of almost shaman-like prescience to the subaltern, may be counter-

productive.

A second issue with respect to vision in the functioning of Capital

was anticipated above in Castree' s use of Spivak on text. The represen-

tation of economy in textual and graphic form was central to the devel-

opment of the Capital system. This point is not my own, but rather

comes from the interesting work of Buck-Morss (1995). Representations

of the Capital economy passed through several phases including the

'physiocratic' in which the economy is depicted as an organic body that

demands the same kind of homeostatic flows as a human or animal body

(1995: 443-4). A product of these efforts was the representational form

of economic maps or pictures. The importance of mapping lay in its

effort to envision the economy as though from the outside looking down
on, or in on it. Buck-Morss explains:

Because the economy is not found as an empirical object

among other worldly things, in order for it to be "seen" by

the human perceptual apparatus it has to undergo a process

crucial for science, of representational mapping. This is

doubling, but with a difference; the map shifts the point of

view so that viewers can see the whole as if from the out-

side, in a way that allows them, from a specific position

inside, to find their bearings. Navigational maps were proto-
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typical; mapping the economy was an outgrowth of this

technique (1995: 440).

This effort to depict an economy in graphic form better allowed for both

its assessment and manipulation. Representation of a supposed system

(i.e. discourse) is, Foucault reminds us, precursor to its domination.

Thus, the discourse employed by liberal economists in the Capital sys-

tem including such representational techniques were crucial to their abil-

ity to subordinate entire classes below the property-interested

bourgeoisie. For this reason, the attention Buck-Morss directs to the rep-

resentation of capital is crucial.

Nevertheless, representation of the whole system 'as if from without

is not unique to the physiocrats and actually underpins much of social

theory. Levi-Strauss' representative models of kinship, myth, and

exchange, were at the foundation of structural anthropology and have

been criticized by Bourdieu (1977) for depicting systems objectively as

if they were wholly apparent to the actors participating in them at the

time of their participation. Likewise, decades earlier, Marx in Capital

introduced a structuralism whereby the economic subject could envision

him/herself in a total system of sociality premised upon the arrange-

ments of production. Prior to that intervention the economic subject was

simply one that, by its own labor or using the labor of others, produced.

After Capital the economic subject is envisioned to be one that reaps the

material/social rewards of production—generally not the laborer her/

himself. However, the contradiction entailed by the non-producer serv-

ing as the subject of economy was also the target of a critical assertion

that reality had become inverted, that the worker was in fact the real eco-

nomic-historical subject. Thus, the ability to envision the economy as a

closed whole from without was central to the ideological struggles over

material conditions. The plane on which the Marx-inspired struggle

began was indeed the specular; it was an all-new structural map of what

Capital looked like from outside in order to give agency to those caught

on the inside.

Finally, in order for Capital to convert raw material into use-values, it

had to approach its material as in the first place "raw". It had to envision

nature as an object contrary to the pre-modern visions of nature as sub-

ject alongside man. Berger's (1980) text "Why Look at Animals?"
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describes the evolution of humankind's approach to the animal world

(which we, significantly, sometimes call a "kingdom"). Whereas in pre-

modern times humans could as likely be the object of the animal's gaze

as the subject gazing upon it, the advancement of biological sciences

relieved the animal of its ability to look back upon humans and thus,

depicted in art and in literature of the day, the animal is relegated to the

"wilderness" further and further from everyday human practice (1980:

15). This distanciation of animals into the wild does not correspond to

humankind's organic evolution out of a state of nature. Rather, as culture

becomes further rationalized, so too does a notion of nature as distin-

guishable from the domain of humans. Thus, and Berger makes this

clear, "nature is also a value concept" (1980: 15). It is viewed as much
through the prism of cultural institutions as society itself is. Indeed,

anthropologists such as Mary Douglas (1984) have made a strong case

that in so-called primitive cosmologies there can be found symmetries in

the way the social and the natural worlds are envisioned. Thusly, indige-

nous tribes were found to metaphorize social hybridity (neither in group

nor out group = pangolin) with hybridity found in the animal world

around them, thus ascribing similar characteristics to transients of both

spheres. With the development of Western science premised upon Carte-

sian rationalism that cleaved mind (culture) from body (nature), animals

come to be objects of the latter order viewed by the former. In this way
animals become materials for production in the twofold sense that they

are both tools of operation and they are the crude matter on which pro-

duction operates. Berger writes, "In the first stages of the industrial revo-

lution, animals were used as machines. As also were children. Later, in

the so-called post-industrial societies, they are treated as raw material.

Animals required for food are processed like manufactured commodi-

ties" (1980: 11). The way in which human beings looked upon nature,

with a greater degree of scientism after the European enlightenment,

allowed nature to be objectified in a way that represents a distinct rup-

ture from any previous modes of production.

But this shift is not as straightforward as I have so far recounted. In

theory, the circumscription of "society" surrounded by a ring of objecti-

fied, raw nature should give rise to a universal notion of humanity: 'all

that which is not animal, plant, or elemental, is human'. Instead of this

conclusion, the obj edification of nature is accompanied by two develop-

ments in the realm of human social relations one of which Berger men-
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tions, the other he does not. The first is the rationalized obj edification of

human labor. This development, often attributed to Taylor's influential

"time-motion studies", reduced the human body to a mechanical, pro-

ductive instrument in the labor process.

This reduction of the animal, which has a theoretical as well

as economic history, is part of the same process as that by

which men have been reduced to isolated productive and

consuming units. Indeed, during this period an approach to

animals often prefigured an approach to man (1980: 1 1).

This reduction of the human to machine in the labor process effectively

divided the human population of modern societies into at least two cate-

gories that can both be placed under the heading "class" . One class, the

proletariat, plays its role in the production process by reducing its move-

ments, its bodily technique, to the bare minimum required to procure the

commodity. The other, the owning bourgeoisie, is freed, I am suggest-

ing, from physical production to pursue whatever body techniques its

"culture" deems necessary and politic. Historians of culture have por-

trayed the ramifications of this division, one of which is the rise of the

"moral panic". In cases where the laboring class appears to engage in

bodily movements that far exceed the normative minimum needed for

optimum production—I am thinking for instance of swing, jazz, rock

and roll, and hip hop dancing all of which arose first in the working class

African-American population and were only later co-opted to the main-

stream—a moral panic ensues and the bourgeois Right swings in to

descry the irrational behavior of its impecunious counterpart. Mean-

while, the popularity of "charm schools" after the cold war in which

bourgeois youth women were educated in the vestigial tradition of "man-

ners" did not seek to minimize bodily movements at all. They rather had

to rehabilitate behavioral patterns that American industrial society had

already been forgetting—ostensibly for their futility. The hiatus between

the moral panic arising from the excessive movements of one segment of

the population on the one hand, and the intense efforts to rehabilitate

baroque patterns of behavior for another segment on the other, is one
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ramification of the shifting vision of the labor-yielding human body as

an instrument in the production process.

A second ramification of the obj edification of nature is more directly

related to anthropology. The enumeration of surviving "archaic" societ-

ies (i.e. ones not yet colonized by the logics of Capital or Socialism)

allowed administrators of the colonies and postcolonies to deem those

societies as closer to Nature and thus further from Culture. I capitalize

'nature' and 'culture' here because from the vantage of an administrator

in the modern era there would be only one Nature and thus only one Cul-

ture—the culture of the metropole. Objectifying nature as the raw mate-

rial of production, the logic of Capital would more likely place societies

'closer in nature to Nature' in the category of raw materials. In other

words, and to take a less-than-hypothetical example, the indigenes of the

Amazonian rain forest might be considered by a lumber or mining firm

as but another "natural" obstacle to the extraction of wealth from the

feral environment. If the former example of movement and repression

could be considered the embodiment of class, the one I mean to empha-

size here is the embodiment of race. To be racialized in this sense, fol-

lowing the implication of Berger's chapter, is to be placed on a

continuum between culture and nature. Members of both the working

class and racialized groups had to be envisioned, objectified as such, and

Berger's chapter indicates that the beginnings of this process may have

roots in the distanciation of humankind from animals.

The preceding sections of this paper have explained that 1) the econ-

omy must be envisioned, 2) that this vision comes to be represented in

the form of maps 'as if from the outside, and 3) that ways of looking

allow both nature to be utilized as material for production, and groups of

people to be excised from culture and relegated to a position close to

nature. All three of these points suggest plainly that to be a subject of the

Capital economy is to be able to envision it properly. To envision it

"properly" is not, in fact, to view it as the authors above have; they are

themselves critics who, by pointing to specularity, mean to emphasize

"social constructedness". Rather, "properly."

envisioning Capital means not envisioning it at all, at least not in any

way reflexive enough to tell the subject he/she is doing a specific job of

looking. The subject is not to know that if he or she is a subject, it is only

because of the commensurability between his or her way of looking and

the Capital system before his or her eyes. In this regard, it would seem
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that vision is merely a metaphor for the successful end result of ideolog-

ical formation. But with reference to the empirical observation of nature,

as well as the cartographic enterprise of the physiocrats, the above dis-

cussion shows the literal salience of vision in the articulation of value.

Ideology does not offer one the faculty of seeing, but rather conceals that

act insofar as it is done properly. Vision is not a subsidiary result of ide-

ology, but that subjective act which ideology seeks to mask as objective.

Indeed, as Althusser writes, "ideology has no history" (1971: 159).

The affinity between a subject's way of looking and the object he or she

gazes upon is thus beyond the scope of history, culture, sociality. How
does this occur? Several theorists provide answers. Althusser himself

draws attention to so-called ISAs, ideological state apparatuses which

amount to social institutions such as the church, schools, and media,

which serve to transmit "proper" visions of political-economy to suppli-

cants in the form of culture. The ISAs are engaged in, put crudely, the

reproduction of the conditions of production. They pass on the ruling

ideology to subjects-in-formation using both the carrot and the stick

—

ideology and repression. Althusser comments:

... it is essential to say that for their part the Ideological State

Apparatuses function massively and predominantly by ide-

ology, but they also function secondarily by repression,

even if ultimately, but only ultimately, this is very attenu-

ated and concealed, even symbolic. (There is no such thing

as a purely ideological apparatus.) Thus Schools and

Churches use suitable methods of punishment, expulsion,

selection, etc., to 'discipline' not only their shepherds, but

also their flocks. The same is true of the Family... .The same

is true of the cultural IS Apparatus (censorship, among other

things), etc (1971: 145).

The pedagogical work of the ISAs is never completed. As Althusser

writes, even the shepherds are in need of constant discipline. By con-

stantly forming subjects who are never fully formed, the apparatuses of

ideology also ensure that their order cannot be upended. This ongoing

process Althusser calls interpellation. Interpellation, as its etymology

suggests, quite literally means the act of calling upon (1971: 1 74). But, it

is the calling upon of subjects who do not come into existence until the
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moment of their being called upon. Hence the subject of the Capital

economy, the producer understood as either laborer or owner of the

means of production, only exists as that subject from the moment he/she

buys into the ideology that affirms his/her place in it. As it happens, the

moment of "buying in" occurs very early on: from birth individuals are

trained, educated, in the correct modes of recognizing value, recognizing

abjection, etc. In the Bourdieuvian sense, this amounts to the transmis-

sion/uptake of "social capital" (1977). In terms more familiar to this dis-

cussion, it amounts to an education in the proper ways of envisioning

value. For instance, the instillation of "good taste" in a young West Afri-

can woman, which might include an education on the fineries of luxury

items such as champagne or gemstones, is also the instillation of value or

"good values". She is from then on interpellated as a bourgeois subject

not on arrival in the metropole France, but from the very beginning in

the postcolony itself. It is precisely on these lines that colonialist ideol-

ogy and bourgeois ideology overlap and often slip in and out of one

another. Ideology and the social apparatuses that transmit it to subjects

always in formation are one manifestation of the reproduction of produc-

tion.

A second example is the commodity form itself. The product of Cap-

ital, it has been argued, is not use-values, but rather surplus-value. Use-

values have come and gone under other modalities of production, but

under Capital the extraction of surplus from the gross outcome of

exchange means that something more than the production of use-value is

required to ensure the ongoing growth of the system. Commodity aes-

thetics, the term coined by Haug (1986), are an answer to this problem.

They correspond, not to actual use-values, but to the representation of

use-values which is something quite different. By shifting the represen-

tation of a particular use-value, advertisers are able to multiply the mar-

kets available to consume their products. Moreover, by altering the

perceptions of use-value among potential consumers, advertisers also

alter the material desires of the consuming population. This manipula-

tion may or may not change any material objects, but it does change the

"means of valorization" (1986: 15). Says Haug (1986: 16):

From out of the contradictions of use-value and exchange-

value thus distributed between individuals, there appears a

tendency time and again to modify the commodity-body.
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i.e. its use form. Henceforth in all commodity production a

double reality is produced: first the use-value; second and

more important the appearance ofuse-value.

This double reality makes it possible to manipulate the needs of a con-

suming population. Through the technique of shifting representations of

use-value, a process that evolves with the emergence of new media

forms (see Graham, 2002), consumer needs can be portrayed as better

served by certain products over others. This gives the consumer a sense

that one product may be able to satisfy his/her wants better than an iden-

tical one. Notice, therefore, the duality to this manipulation. From a

"reaP' need, a fabricated one is created. Haug States:

Manipulation could only be effective if it 'somehow'

latched on to the objective interests of those being manipu-

lated. 'The masses', I maintained, 'are being manipulated

while pursuing their interests. Manipulative phenomena,

therefore, still speak the language of real needs that are now
estranged and distorted beyond recognition. (1986: 6)

Haug's criticism here presupposes the existence of "real" needs, and

then proceeds to account for the fabrication of illusory need. In the latter

effort, his work is no doubt seminal. The difference between a use-value

and the representation of use-value opens up, like Spivak's textualiza-

tion of economic forms, the possibility for critique on the basis of heter-

glossia. Nevertheless, the first portion of his effort, the positing of

pristine need prior to interruption by a "culture industry", does not sit

well with other theorists of consumption.

Namely, Baudrillard is against the notion of any 'real' need and

insists rather on the ongoing emptiness of object desire. Writing on Gal-

braith, he criticizes the rationalism behind such statements as 'Needs are

in reality the fruits of production' (1998: 74). Man, writes Baudrillard, is

not a rational economic actor; his economic activity is mediated by the

unconscious. As such, need does not spring from the production process,

it springs from the depths of the human psyche. Baudrillard (1998:76-

77) stated:
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...outside the field of its objective function, where it is irre-

placeable, outside the field of its denotation, the object

becomes substitutable in a more or less unlimited way

within the field of connotations, where it assumes sign-

value. Thus the washing machine serves as an appliance and

acts as an element of prestige, comfort, etc. It is strictly this

latter field that is the field of consumption. All kinds of

other objects may be substituted here for the washing

machine as signifying element. In the logic of signs, as in

that of symbols, objects are no longer linked in any sense to

a definite function or need. Precisely because they are

responding here to something different, which is either

social logic or the logic of desire, for which they function as

a shifting and unconscious field of signification.

The substitutability of object for need means that desire is never satis-

fied. This introduces a problem in the argument that any "real" need can

be posited. It also contributes to the point I am raising in this section: the

reproduction of production is not only crucial to the progression of Cap-

ital, it is crucial to the subjectivization of the individual. If the link

between need and object can be so arbitrary as Baudrillard suggests

(arbitrary like the sign itself), then the fixation of certain objects to cer-

tain needs must be the result of a profound pedagogy generally invisible

to the eye of the consumer-subject. Ideology, says Althusser, has no his-

tory. So too, then, is the object's need-satisfying capability without his-

tory. Or rather, its history is concealed from view. Again, the gravity of

the specular. The bildung that forms the consuming subject is an educa-

tion not only in proper ways of seeing, but also in the proper ways of not

seeing.

Given the work required in the production of the economic subject, it

would seem likely that cosmologies of value that oppose the logic of late

Capital would come under pressure from the broadening influence of

global Capital. However, there is some disagreement as to the outcome

of conflict in the realm of value theory. Yang (2000) contends with what

she calls a "Eurocentric" critique of global capital that considers it a kind

of behemoth that arrives in new cultural spaces and destroys indigenous

economy as well as community social relations. "I will suggest here,"

Yang states, "that capitalism can be altered, subverted, or appropriated
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by, made to accommodate to, and even itself absorb preexisting socio-

economic forms" (2000: 481). This argument is one of "economic

hybridity", the idea that systems as disparate as market economy and

"ritual expenditure"—which Yang describes is the case of Wenzhou
province China—can form a dialectical third and sustain an altogether

distinct form of economy. She states:

Rather than the unidirectional penetration of global capital-

ism, what has been unfolding in post-Mao rural Wenzhou is

a new phase of economic hybridization in which an inter-

rupted native tradition of household and market economy

and the introduction of overseas capitalism have released

the forces of a ritual economy which had been curtailed and

almost abolished in the Maoist era. In this new hybrid one

can faintly detect a logic of peasant economy, inflecting the

market economy with its distinctive voice and standpoint

and helping to unmask and undermine the larger economy's

hegemonic principles (2001 : 486).

According to this argument the opposition between two modes of valua-

tion, one premised upon the exchangeability of goods in a market, the

other premised upon the ritual destruction of goods in ceremony, are in

the end not contradictory but complementary. For Yang, the conflict

over value gives rise to a hybridized notion of value that allows the sub-

ject of Wenzhou culture to coexist as a Capital economy subject. But,

just how generalizable is this conclusion? Is there no instance in which

the influx of Capital logic to non-Western spaces yields conflict that is

not so easily reconciled?

The case of Wenzhou China has its own specifics that make it espe-

cially suited for fusion with the market economy. In India, by contrast,

despite the longstanding effort to liberalize the economy, the influence

of Capital has been markedly destructive. Several South Asian public

intellectuals have commented on the toll wrought by Western economy

on the Indian population. The environmental activists Vendana Shiva
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explains, for instance, that starvation is the result of market arrange-

ments on the subcontinent.

Starting with globalization and trade liberalization pres-

sures, India has been prevented from allowing food to reach

its people. The government expenditure involved in moving

grain around the country from areas that produce lots to

areas that don't produce as much has been treated as a sub-

sidy that must go. Unfortunately, as a result of this, govern-

ment expenditure has decreased because the World Bank,

that miraculously made 250 million Indians disappear from

being poor and devised a whole new poverty line by creat-

ing a new calculus that made poverty disappear, even

though it hadn't, changed the universal right to access to

food into a targeted scheme (2001).

The question regarding access to food is, of course, whether it is or is not

a universal right. While it cannot be argued that the "Indian subjectivity"

is one that views access to food a universal right—indeed there is no

such subjectivity except as a form nationalist ideology—it is true that the

privatization of crucial food stockpiles was a result of World Bank pol-

icy. Here, the opposition emerges between Western schemes for regulat-

ing economic exchange, and the local need for subsistence that demands

exchange be treated differently; the poor and starving, after all, are not in

a position to enter a bidding war over subsistence resources.

A second impact of the Western economic system on India is the

abatement of diversity in the marketplace. Patenting schemes described

by Shiva and her counterpart Arundathi Roy have taken relatively sim-

ple, agricultural products and turned them into corporate intellectual

property. In a country as populous as India, monopolizing a natural

resource holds potentially lucrative power. But it is also a cooptation of

local culture:

There is such grandeur in India and so much beauty. I

don't know whether they can kill it. I want to think they

can't. I don't think there is anything as beautiful as a sari.
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Can you kill it? Can you corporatize a sari? Why should

multinationals be allowed to come in and try to patent bas-

mati rice? People prefer to eat roti and idlis and dosas rather

than McDonald's burgers. Just before I came to the U.S., I

went to a market in Delhi. There was a whole plate of dal,

lentils. Tears came to my eyes. Today, that's all it takes to

make you cry, to look at all the kinds of dal and rice that

there are, and to think that they don't want this to exist

(Roy, 2003).

This process whereby Western companies have patented Third World

resources is confronted by the activism of people like Shiva and Roy.

But, it is related more generally to the encounter between two or more

cosmologies of value. The corporate interests enter with their own

notions of value that say a natural resource—seeds, water, mineral—can

be made into private property and sold back to the people who depend

on them. The local cosmology is one that sees the value of these

resources in precisely their common, public nature. While I have done

no original ethnographic work to support the last statement, it is one that

has been written of in the context of many indigenous cultural struggles

across the world. In many cases, the inability of indigenous peoples

(here I am lumping Indians with indigenes but with awareness) to value

their resources in accordance with the logic of Capital has led to the

dehumanization of those peoples. American Indians, to take one more

example, experienced expulsion from their native lands on the basis that

they could not convert that land into viable, surplus wealth. Finally, in

the late 20 th Century, once First Nations realized casino gaming could

provide them with a last ditch source of income, much of the North

American majority was perturbed by the sight of these ex-humans mak-

ing a late entry into the "great equalizer" of market economics.

The crisis of value on the global scale results—and this is a histori-

cally longstanding process—in the dehumanization of local populations

unable to adhere to the cosmology of value required for the reproduction

of Capital. Thus a turn to reconcile modern with postmodern Marxism

by considering the subaltern must realize that the erasure of most subal-

terns, save for the few (call them hybrid 'subaltern-elites') who are able

to at least negotiate Western value systems, precludes them from ever

speaking on the matter. Thus, value does not correspond to a substance
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or a product. It is a positioning of the subject. The subject, in turn, is

brought into existence through the education in and recognition of spe-

cific modes of value. The individual who ceases or fails to recognize

value where it lies in specific contexts—though the context of Capital is

growing less and less specific—also ceases or fails to be a human unless

that context can sustain radical dissent from its predicative culture. Such

a conclusion has stark implications for the study of human rights: how
we even understand the term "human" is tied to a whole string of other

issues. The economy then, as Mauss once so presciently suggested, is

indeed a total system. It forms the basis on which humanity itself stands

to gaze upon all its others.
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The Other Side of the Market: social governance in

neoliberal world order and the economy of passive

mitigation

Kevin Young

With the widely acknowledged rise of neoliberalism, which explicitly

uses market discipline to influence the social and economic decisions of

states, firms and individuals, understanding the role of the market in

shaping world order has become increasingly pertinent. Many theorists

allude to the structural importance of the discipline of the market on

state policy, developmental strategies, and economic outcomes. How-
ever, the other side of the market remains neglected: the market's abili-

ties to produce a non-disciplinary form of social governance to manage

some of the very social adversities that neoliberalism stimulates. When
some of the qualities of neoliberal restructuring produces a social adver-

sity, that same process may often stimulate a new commodity relation

which substitutes for the political deliberation that adversity might other-

wise provoke. Urban pollution has stimulated a burgeoning market for

indoor air purifiers; the deterioration of access to public goods such as

water utilities has meant the growth of new markets for private goods,

such as bottled water; increased mental anxiety has meant new markets

for pharmaceuticals and self-help literature and so on.

This article argues that it is possible to envision an 'economy of pas-

sive mitigation' which substitutes for the active agency of states, institu-

tions, and transnational classes in reproducing neoliberal world order by
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mitigating some of the manifestations of capitalist contradiction. As pro-

cesses of intensive market expansion colonize what Fernand Braudel

called the sphere of "material life," rather than simply abusing this

sphere, an economy of passive mitigation works to mitigate the adversi-

ties that are experienced therein. The dispersion of various markets for

treatment which work together to produce such an economy of passive

mitigation act as substitutes for other forms of social governance under

neoliberal world order. They efficiently serve to mitigate social adversi-

ties through which capitalism resolves its crisis of extended reproduc-

tion: through the intensive expansion of markets.

This argument will be made in five sections. Section 1 briefly

reviews the ways in which many Marxists understand social governance

to operate under capitalism, and attempts to highlight the lack of atten-

tion paid to the role of the market in facilitating social governance. Sec-

tion 2 discusses how market dynamics serve to mitigate some of the

manifestations of capitalist contradictions through markets for treatment.

Section 3 examines the ways in which markets for treatment are unique

to capitalism and can be understood in terms of a general economic

dynamic of the capitalist mode of production. This will highlight the

existence of an economy of passive mitigation which acts as a dynamic

form of social governance. Section 4 uses the Braudelian concept of

"material life" to demonstrate how in colonizing previously uncommod-

ified spheres of life, the economy of passive mitigation expands both in

size and scope but most importantly as a form of governance. The final

section discusses the strengths and weaknesses of the economy of pas-

sive mitigation as a form of social governance, and its corresponding

strengths and fragility.

Forms ofsocial governance and the market

The historical uniqueness of liberal capitalist societies stems from the

division of the moment of enforcement and the moment of appropria-

tion, such that they constitute two distinct but complementary spheres:

the state and capital itself (Wood, 2003a: 17-18). Thus, while capitalist

societies certainly share the practices of "extra-economic" coercion of

many pre-capitalist societies, the burden of appropriation is usually

shouldered through market forces. What this has historically meant since

the emergence of capitalism in England is that while coercive power has
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remained, the force of market imperatives acts as a historically unique

form of coercion (Wood, 2002; Brenner 1977). Market dependence

ensures that the relative propertylessness of producers, and the competi-

tive environment of appropriators drive the former to sell their labour on

the market and the latter to engage in rigorous profit maximization strat-

egies of various types.

The separation of the moments of enforcement and appropriation

produces its own unique ideological corollary: the corresponding separa-

tion of "the political" from "the economic" (Wood, 2002:17-18).

Although such an artificial separation in popular discourse has been the

locus of diverse forms of resistance to the will(s) of capitalist accumula-

tion, the ideological milieu that flourishes as a result remains the most

persistent and powerful ally of capital. As well, this separation remains

the most formidable nuisance to those seeking transcendence of capital-

ism's contradictions. Economic relationships between people are seen as

contractually and voluntarily based, between free and equal autonomous

individuals, rather than as relationships involving individuals and groups

with asymmetrical access to both market and state power. Furthermore,

the fetishism of the concept of the market economy as a power-neutral

terrain of mutual contract between individuals also denies the fact that

the whole of social life continually becomes something over and above

the individuals actively working to create it at any given time, since what

each individual historically inherits is contaminated with the forms of

domination of the past. Boaventura de Sousa Santos has rightly pointed

out the separation of the political from the economic has made possible:

...the naturalization of capitalist exploitation and the neutral-

ization of the revolutionary potential of liberal politics two

processes that converged to consolidate the capitalist mode
of social relations (De Sousa Santos, 1985:306)

Despite the unrelentingly persistent facade that "the economy" is a sepa-

rate, "non-political" sphere of social interaction, resistance to capitalism

has been as old as such a conceptual separation. Nevertheless, resistance

to capitalism has usually not been as complete or as persistent as many
have hoped. It has not produced "its own gravediggers" (Marx and

Engels, 1998) as efficiently as many early Marxist scholars predicted.
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This problem has been a pivotal issue for Marxist scholarship for some

time. Overall, the general understanding of social change as influenced

by "self-consciousness itself [...] changed by the relations of production

men enter into independent of their will" (Wright Mills, 1963) has not

been discarded. Yet most explanations of the resilience of capitalism

have emphasized the conditioning of consciousness by superstructural

factors, the roles of ideology, the relative autonomy of the capitalist

state, the importance of certain civilizational discourses, and the embed-

dedness of certain ideologies in norms and practices of daily life. The

emphasis on such factors represents an important development that con-

tinues to advance a better understanding of how capitalism perpetuates

itself amidst seemingly endless contradictions, crises, and opportunities

for transcendence.

As useful as many of these developments are, most existing scholar-

ship that focuses on capitalist contradiction and the mechanisms of

social governance suffer from a marked lack of attention paid to the role

of markets and systems of economic compulsion as a way to help under-

stand capitalist resilience. The increased exposition of the terms "market

economy" and "free market" in Neoliberal discourse has encouraged a

proliferation of literature that brings to attention the relationship between

the market and social governance. The renaissance of Karl Polanyi and

Fernand Braudel are a testament to this intellectual movement (Polanyi,

1957; Braudel, 1977; McQuaig 2001; Birchfield, 1999; Burawoy, 2003;

Germain, 1997; Helleiner, 1997). Other explicitly Marxist scholars, such

as Robert Brenner and Ellen Meiksins Wood, have elucidated the rela-

tionship between market imperatives, the historical specificity of capital-

ism, and its current trajectory (Meiksins Wood, 2002, 2003b; Brenner,

2003). Much of this literature is interesting and persuasive. It empha-

sizes the use of the market as a medium by which the dominant classes

exercise their social power through reproducing a set of structural imper-

atives codified in law. Yet it reflects a general tendency in the critical

political economy literature assessing the dominance of neoliberalism

which emphasizes the disruption and damage done by market forces,

without recognizing the capacity for those market forces to address the

problems that such disruption and damage creates. The vast majority of

Marxist-inspired analysis assumes that markets act as a disrupting force

on social relations, and serve to undermine the legitimacy of states, or at

least certain forms of state (Meiksins Wood, 2003a; Panitch and Gindin,
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2003). Those who focus on the hyper-discipline of international finan-

cial markets also allude to the markets ability to invoke crises of state

sovereignty and even "threaten the political and economic wealth of

nations" (Harmes, 2001; Sinclair, 1994). Ellen Meiksins Woods recent

work on capitalist empire emphasizes that the compulsions of competi-

tion, accumulation and profit-maximization within the current capitalist

empire "constantly threaten to disrupt the social order" (Meiksins Wood,
2003b: 16). The "ravages of the market" produce "disruptive tendencies"

which must be addressed actively and consciously by states in order to

prevent the political outcomes of capitalist contradictions (Meiksins

Wood, 2003b:25). The Neo-Polanyianism of many other scholars within

international political economy (IPE) literature also reflects this concern

with the socially "disembedded" markets ability to disrupt and wreak

havoc on "active society" (McQuaig, 2001; Birchfield, 1999; Lacher,

1999). Even Jiirgen Habermas, through his recent intensive engagement

with cosmopolitan legal theory, has made similar arguments regarding

globalization trends and their effect in disintegrating and "opening" the

collective "lifeworld" (Habermas, 2001:82-88).

Yet paradoxically, at the same time that the compulsions of competi-

tion, accumulation and profit-maximization "constantly threaten to dis-

rupt the social order," those same compulsions produce the means by

which some of those problems are addressed. The composition of what is

being produced, exchanged and consumed on the market is conditioned

in itself by the social disruption that capitalism generates. Some insight-

ful theorists within IPE have recognized that the micro-political compo-

sition of the global polity itself is changing due to the increased

penetration of the market into spheres of everyday life in liberal capital-

ist societies. Indeed, this has been a critical point of issue within critical

social theory since at least the late publication of Marx's Philosophical

Manuscripts. Both Stephen Gill and Adam Harmes, for example, have

alluded to the emergence of a "market civilization" whereby capitalist

norms and practices are increasingly becoming culturally embedded into

the structures of peoples everyday lives (Gill, 1995; Harmes, 1998). Oth-

ers within the field of IPE, such as Kees van der Pijl, revisit the Marxian

notion of the intensive expansion of capital, but continue to assume that

such a process of deepening produces the "exhaustion" of the "social and

natural substratum sustaining reproduction" (van der Pijl, 1998:37).
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Those theorists who put the intensive expansion of markets into the

forefront of their analyses can offer a great deal to the existing IPE liter-

ature. While many are quick to reject Michael Hardt and Antonio

Negri's Empire thesis (see, for example, the many excellent critiques

featured in Balakrishnan, 2003), their insights into intensive market

expansion provide some useful insights into the dynamic nature of mar-

ket expansion (Hardt and Negri, 2000).

Making use of such a dispersed literature that puts intensive market

expansion at the forefront of its analysis, this paper makes the argument

that it is possible to envision an economic dynamic unique to capitalism,

an economy of passive mitigation, which both feeds off such intensive

market expansion and acts as a form of social governance in mitigating

some of the manifestations of capitalist contradiction. Such a phenome-

non is consequential both in terms of helping to understand the way that

neoliberal world order reproduces itself, and also in terms of helping to

understand how such non-disciplinary forms of social governance

unleashed by the market create a hidden potentiality for transformative

political change.

The conclusions regarding the disruptive effects of the market are not

contested here. Yet as the social relations of liberal capitalist societies

adjust and evolve, it is necessary to develop a "constantly renewed cri-

tique of the analytical instruments designed to understand it" (Meiksins

Wood, 1995). Such a critique necessarily involves both drawing from

some of the insights of scholarship emphasising intensive market expan-

sion, and creating new conceptual categories that facilitate understand-

ing.

The hard discipline and imperatives of the market are not sufficient

alone to provide a holistic understanding of the reproduction of neolib-

eral world order. An understanding of the ways in which markets serve

to alleviate the adversities of neoliberal restructuring, and how markets

expand and deepen, is needed to help explain such resilience. Such a

process reveals an economic dynamic which, although touched on by

some, has not been successfully elaborated into a coherent theory. The

remainder of this paper explains and elaborates such a theory.

Markets for treatment

A subtle, yet increasingly important dynamic within liberal capitalist

societies is the market's function as a form of non-disciplinary social
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governance in which the psychological, social, and environmental adver-

sities generated by neoliberal restructuring actually stimulate economic

activity, and the growth of new markets. The reaction of people faced

with situations that they feel are undesirable often creates a market

opportunity for someone to supply a commodity to medicate or treat the

adversity experienced.

It is possible that changing relations of production, which may
sharpen the effects of alienation felt by working people, may serve to

make critical social theory tractable, and thus provide impetus for

change through political action (which may, if effective, address the

source of that alienation).
1 Interestingly, however, the manifestations of

peoples alienation also present opportunities for capitalists to profit from

the situation; a new commodity is produced and consumed that treats the

alienation experienced, which acts completely without intention in polit-

ical terms as a substitute for the stimulus to political action. For instance,

the drudgery of post-Fordist production, the unstable nature of deregu-

lated labour markets, and a depreciating connection to a sense of com-

munity in North American society can stimulate the markets for anti-

depressant drugs such as Prozac. As some of the critical Green political

economy literature has also pointed out, even environmental devastation

produces new markets for environmental cleanup, stimulates all kinds of

economic activity, and contributes to the GDP (Halstead and Cobb,

1996:197-206). Some groundbreaking work in theoretical criminology

has recently explored how the perception of violent crime in many com-

munities has created a new market for private security companies (Riga-

kos, 2002; Shearing and Stenning, 1993; Tinsley, 1999). The ways in

which private security provisions have manifested in situations of inter-

national conflict also speaks to this issue of "disorder" creating new mar-

kets (Shearer, 1998a; Shearer, 1998b; Shearer 2001; Singer, 2001/2002;

Shepard, 1998; Davis, 2000).

The market activity in all of the above examples is not politically

neutral; indeed, the changing composition of what is being produced,

exchanged and consumed on the market is increasingly explicitly ori-

ented toward treating the adversities that are themselves produced by the

intensification of market imperatives that is characteristic of neoliberal

world order. While a number of different examples of such market

dynamics could be invoked, the market for treating mental anxiety is the

most striking. Whether or not the authors have made explicit connec-
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tions between mental depression and a Marxian understanding of alien-

ation, it is perhaps instructive that a diversity of mainstream political

economy scholarship alludes to a connection between serious mental

health disorders and changing relations of production. The International

Labour Organization recently reported a rising "world epidemic" of seri-

ous mental health disorders, and linked them to increased stress in the

workplace (ILO, 2000). Daniel Cohen's work on the "new nature of cap-

italism" posits mental "burnout" as a significant component of "Our

Modern Times," stating that in "todays world, it is not longer machines

that break down; it is men and women" (Cohen, 2003:40). One should

also not forget Alan Greenspans comments in 1997 when he heralded the

feelings of fear and insecurity of the US population and the way in

which those emotions allowed for labour market tightness beyond the

NAIRU levels (Chomsky, 2000: 507).

While a great deal of ink can be spilled over the particularity of the

causes of this trend and its various manifestations, it is hard to deny that

the pharmaceutical industry responding to a latent demand to treat peo-

ples disorders, has had a placating effect on this development. This is

evidenced in the fact that every year, 30 million US citizens take anti-

depressant drugs, and that in the course of the 1990s, antidepressant drug

use grew by 800 percent (Levine, 2002). Without a doubt, these and

many other disorders are not purely reducible to a single common cause,

and it should also be emphasized that there are powerful discursive artic-

ulations that give added market power to large pharmaceutical interests.

However, inasmuch as some pharmaceutical activity can be attributable

to the problems associated with neoliberal restructuring suggested

above, there is a very interesting dynamic at play.

Since such market activity serves a particular social governance func-

tion of treatment, (however unintended), it is possible to speak of differ-

ent markets for treatment. The creation of new markets and the growth

of existing markets in capitalist society can be seen as a result of the dia-

lectical tension between certain manifestations of capitalism's contradic-

tions and people's desire to improve their situation rather than

identifying, or acting on, the source of those contradictions. The market

for Prozac is essentially a market for treatment, as is the burgeoning

market for professional advice, self-help books, relaxation systems and

so on, that are designed and marketed explicitly to help people cope. 2

The markets for water filters and indoor air purifiers to filter environ-
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mental pollution from domestic environments are other examples of

such a market for treatment.

But although the aforementioned examples depict a dynamic of mar-

ket clearing where demand (for alleviation of some adversity) is met by

the supply of a new commodity to treat such felt adversities, such a

dynamic should not suggest that the effects of alienation, environmental

disaster, or community insecurity are actually corrected by such a mar-

ket dynamic. Indeed, most often the most practical (and normatively

desirable) option is not the production and consumption of new com-

modities, but rather political action that may address the causes of the

adversity experienced. However, in the absence of popular and effective

counter-hegemonic strategies, such an option remains relatively hidden

from view. In such a political milieu, and because of the naturalized cul-

ture of consumerism, people look to the diverse possibilities of con-

sumption as a way to manage many of their problems.

The fact that markets for treatment only serve to be partial correctives

does not mean that people will choose the optimal solution of taking

political action, with all its risks and uncertainties. 3 As much of the criti-

cal literature on consumerism has pointed out, many people simply feel a

"dull compulsion to consume," which can be understood as an addictive

impulse (Warde, 2002:19-20). A great deal of literature suggests that the

culture of consumerism has caused the simple act of purchase to be sym-

bolically loaded with abstract meaning (Morris, 2001:10-1 1). Looking to

the market for solutions to ones sense of lack is thus understood as being

embedded in the logic of consumer culture, something that many critical

theorists and green political economists have pointed out is an important

element of the global neoliberal advance (Morris, 2001; Daly and Cobb,

1994: 373; Klein, 2000). Mark Neufeld also points out that the related

naturalization of the culture and practices of "possessive individualism"

are integral to the intersubjectivities that sustain Neoliberal reproduction

on a world scale (Neufeld, 2001:100-101; Macpherson, 1962).

The phenomenon of markets for treatment highlights an important

dynamic that speaks to the way in which social governance is increas-

ingly facilitated by the market itself. Such a development indicates that

attenuating the manifestations of capitalist contradictions does not have

to be facilitated through the active, politically conscious direction of a

capitalist state, a transnational ruling class, or a dominant hegemonic

bloc neutralizing dissent through a mix of concessions and coercion. In
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all of the above examples, of markets for treatment, the burden of miti-

gation is handled primarily by market forces and little else. Just as the

Gramscian concept of hegemony has proved a useful tool within social

theory to understand how social governance is effective because it

appears banal (Gramsci, 1999; Cox, 1996), so too can an understanding

of the significance of markets for treatment be useful because of its

appearance as a politically neutral dynamic. This is not to say that mar-

kets for treatment are more effective or more important than other forms

of social governance that assist with the reproduction of neoliberal world

order. On the contrary, such markets for treatment may be relatively

minor when the total burden of social governance is considered. The

point, however, is that markets for treatment act as substitutes for other

forms of governance to some degree. As the next section will demon-

strate, markets for treatment are held together by dynamics specific to

the capitalist mode of production, and therefore, cannot be spoken of in

terms of simple market activity, but rather should be understood as an

economic dynamic unique to capitalism, which can be called an econ-

omy of passive mitigation.

Marketsfor treatment and the historical specificity ofcapitalism

The pressing questions evoked by the trend of markets for treatment are

why such a phenomenon is occurring and how it is related to capitalism.

Have markets not always existed to mitigate people's sense of alien-

ation? The obvious and correct answer is yes. As many scholars (such as

Karl Polanyi, Fernand Braudel, and Ellen Meiksins Wood) have pointed

out, markets of some form have usually been an important feature of

human societies, although in significantly varying degrees of social

embeddedness. One may add that historically, markets have facilitated a

function not only of what an economist might call need or want satisfac-

tion (Firat and Dholakia, 1998:22-23). They have also acted as outlets

for the effects of alienation as those effects express themselves through

consumption. The longstanding market for alcohol is one obvious exam-

ple.

Despite the reality that markets for treatment have long been with us,

there are several reasons why the extent of the role of markets in facili-

tating social governance is unique to capitalist societies, perhaps increas-

ingly so as market-penetration and processes of commodification
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become more intense under neoliberal world order. First, the forms of

alienation that people experience in capitalist societies are often more

intense and diverse than in previous epochs, and thus provide for more

market niches to be filled, and more demand for treatment. Secondly,

only in capitalist societies is the economic perceived to be separated

from the political, which may be important in allowing markets to pene-

trate into spheres of life without much social resistance. Last, and per-

haps most importantly, in contrast to non-capitalist modes of production,

capitalism is distinct in that markets act not simply as a source of oppor-

tunity and discretionary interface, but rather act as an imperative. This

last point deserves explicit attention. As Ellen Wood has succinctly

pointed out:

Capitalism differs from other social forms because produc-

ers depend on the market for access to the means of produc-

tion (unlike, for instance, peasants, who remain in direct,

non-market possession of land); while appropriation cannot

rely on "extra-economic powers of appropriation by means

of direct coercion such as the military, political, and judicial

powers that enable feudal lords to extract surplus labour

from peasants but must depend on the purely economic

mechanisms of the market (Wood, 2002:2).

Since both producers and appropriators are governed by market

imperatives, in capitalist societies the search for and acquisition of prof-

its becomes the operating dynamic for economic organization, indeed

for the whole society. This means that the capitalists' werewolf thirst

for profit makes them eager to both revolutionize the relations of produc-

tion in a way that extracts the most surplus value from labour. It also

necessitates the organization of some form of countervailing mechanism

to address the structural inevitability of ineffective demand problems.

One way in which the problem of ineffective demand and the extended

reproduction of capital latent in capitalist production is overcome is

through the geographic/extensive expansion of markets. Since the early

20th Century, this has been a pivotal explanation for understanding capi-

talist "imperialism" within Marxian literature. (Hobson, 1978; Lenin,

1939; Luxemburg, 1968; Brewer, 1989).
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A growing amount of recent Marxist scholarship also refers to a pro-

cess of intensive/social expansion that is related to this dynamic. Both

Stephen Gill and Adam Harmes, for example, have alluded to the emer-

gence of a "market civilization" whereby capitalist norms and practices

are increasingly becoming culturally embedded within the structures of

peoples everyday lives (Gill, 1995; Harmes, 1998:113-14). Michael

Hardt and Antonio Negri rightly point out that "capitals thirst must be

quenched with new blood, and it must continually seek new frontiers,"

and that these frontiers are social and at intimate levels of human experi-

ence (Hardt and Negri, 2000). Similarly, Jason Read alludes to the fact

that because of capitals precarious hold on "living labor," capitalism

must become increasingly "all pervasive, running through all dimen-

sions of life" (Read, 2003: 159). Read argues persuasively that the real

subsumption of living labour to capital has taken on a new intensity:

Capital no longer relies on cooperative networks of the

reproduction of subjectivity that are exterior to it; instead, it

directly produces and profits from the production of subjec-

tivity... The reproduction of the worker as healthy, skilled,

and docile is no longer left outside the circuits of capitalist

production in the home or the state but has become directly

productive for capital, paving the way for a whole new

series of businesses and interests (Read, 2003:158-9).

Similarly, Hardt and Negri argue that capital no longer looks outside but

rather inside its domain, and its expansion is thus intensive rather than

extensive (Hardt and Negri, 2000:271-72). Whether or not one agrees

with Hardt and Negri's overall Empire thesis regarding the disappear-

ance of modern sovereignty, the idea of the intensive expansion of capi-

talism is certainly a novel and important one. It is this intensive

expansion that helps facilitate the role of markets as a mitigating agent

which facilitates specific types of social governance. It is through such

intensive market expansion that the phenomenon of markets for treat-

ment grows, both in size and scope, and also in importance as a form of

social governance. Since such a dynamic grows alongside the ways that

capitalist reproduction is facilitated, it is possible to characterize this as a

dynamic characteristic of the capitalist economy, which can be called an

economy of passive mitigation.
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The abuse, and colonization, ofMaterial Life

Existing Marxist scholarship that attempts to understand the importance

of the intensive expansion process has highlighted how such a process

both sustains the power of capital, and eventually undermines it. Trying

to understand the processes of capitalist reproduction on a global scale,

Kees van der Pijl theorizes the intensive expansion of markets, and

declares that:

... in the constant quest for unpaid labour in its social stra-

tum, and once a major deposit is found in its social sub-stra-

tum, it seeks to raise the rate of exploitation in the actual

labour process; until at some point the social and natural

substratum on which capital feeds, which it penetrates and

transforms, begins to show signs of exhaustion [emphasis

added] (van der Pijl, 1998:36).

Van der Pijl's assertion that the process of intensive expansion leads to

the eventual exhaustion of "the social and natural substratum" is impor-

tant here, because it reflects a common understanding amongst Marxian

theorists that intensive expansion leads capitalism into new avenues of

contradiction. For Marx, although there was a level of the formal subor-

dination of labour to capital, workers could still "live" between the harsh

world of the formal production process and the relatively non-commodi-

fied sphere of life to recover from the effect of formal work. When this

reproductive sphere becomes itself subject to the profit maximization

strategies of capital, then labour is subordinated to capital even more

intensely. Marxists like van der Pijl argue that this process leads to a sce-

nario whereby:

... recovery/regeneration itself becomes subject to commod-

ification and exploitation, and this leads to the eventual

exhaustion of the social and natural substratum sustaining

reproduction (van der Pijl, 1998:37).

Marx's observation that the English bourgeoisie would have undermined

the basis of their own wealth through the "unrestricted waste of human
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life"" resulting from the "unnatural extension of the working day" is rele-

vant in this regard (De Sousa Santos, 1985:313). The "passion of capital

for a limitless draining of labour power" was overcome by the capitalist

state acting as an arbitrator to the problem of collective action faced by

English capitalists, with the ten hour day legislation and the Factory Acts

(Panitch, 1977:5-6). With the intensification of economic competition

and the "internationalization of the state" under conditions of Neoliberal

world order, the states capacity to solve such collective action problems

has diminished (Cox, 1987: 253-65). This is significant today because

according to van der Pijl, the relative increase in the powers of capital

means that people are working longer hours, getting less sleep, experi-

encing the break-up of household bonds, and experiencing increased

atomization and alienation (van der Pijl, 1998:46-8).

To those who focus their attention on the disruptive nature of inten-

sive market expansion, this process leads to something akin to social dis-

order, which, if channelled properly, can lead to political pathways for

change. The explanation for why this does not happen typically invokes

the fact that the discipline of the market (which causes the social disor-

der) is accompanied in practice by more traditional forms of social gov-

ernance, whether disciplinary (the use of physical coercion) or non-

disciplinary (the use of a hegemonic strategy of consent generation cou-

pled with real material concessions). Consider, for example Colin Leys

recent depiction of the "commercialization of everyday life," whereby

he explains "little serious resistance" because of the entrenchment of "a

general market-based ideology" in Britain and the United States (Leys,

2001:54-5).

Increasingly, however, the ravages of the market need not be supple-

mented by such traditional forms of social governance, such as that con-

ducted by states or dominant classes. To use Fernand Braudel's

conception of material life (Braudel, 1977:6-8; Braudel, 1981; Braudel

1967:ix),4what many Marxists claim has been as a broader conceptual

tool to replace the term "the social and natural substratum sustaining

reproduction." Using the term material life for conceptual convenience

then, what many Marxists claim has been an ongoing occurrence in cap-

italist societies is akin to the pillaging and abuse of Material Life which

serves to undermine social stability in capitalist societies.

Countervailing this assumption is a new perspective emerging in

Feminist sociology. What Arlie Russell Hochschild has observed is that
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in addition to simply pillaging and abusing material life, Neoliberal

restructuring has meant that material life is increasingly colonized by

market forces. In her analysis of elaborating the pathways by which the

true costs of production are shifted onto the domestic sphere, Hochschild

alludes to the ways in which the logic of commodification has accompa-

nied the ways that social disruption of material life are managed. People

are increasingly looking to the market as ways of resolving their prob-

lems and the market is responding. Unlike van der Pijl's analysis, the

manner in which the colonization of material life occurs is seen to facili-

tate capitalism's persistence, not its social degeneration. Furthermore,

while other forms of social governance are important (patriarchal

notions of the family, for example), increasingly, the market mechanism

facilitates a social governance function.

Hochschild's conception of the expanding "commodity frontier"

stands in strong proximity to the aforementioned dynamic of markets for

treatment. Primarily interested in how families in liberal capitalist soci-

eties manage changes brought on by changing relations of production,

Hochschild explains that:

The commodity frontier, Janus faced, looks out on one side

to the marketplace and on the other side to the family. On
the market side it is a frontier for companies as they expand

the number of market niches for goods and services cover-

ing activities that, in yesteryear, formed part of unpaid fam-

ily life. On the other side it is a frontier forfamilies that feel

the need or desire to consume such goods and services

(Hochschild, 2003: 35-6).

Drawing on her previous work on the "Time Bind" (Hochschild, 1997),

Hochschild notes that Neoliberal restructuring places stress on the func-

tioning of households, and that this process creates opportunities for new

markets to produce commercial substitutes for what was previously

unpaid labour by family members. In other words, material life is first

abused, but then colonized by the market. Observing that in the United

States "the state has done nothing to ease the burden at home" (Hochs-

child, 2003:38), Hochschild notes that the market increasingly mitigates
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the burdens of cost-shifting onto the domestic sphere. She also points out

the effectiveness of this process, at least for those who can afford it:

Just as the French bakery often makes better bread than

mother ever did, and the cleaning service cleans the house

more thoroughly, so therapists may recognize feelings more

accurately, and childcare workers prove more even-tem-

pered than parents. In a sense, capitalism isn't competing

with itself, one company against another, but with the fam-

ily, and particularly with the role of the wife and mother

(Hochschild, 2003:37).

Hochschild also investigates the burgeoning market for women's self-

help books, arguing that this too can be cited as a way of understanding

how in the face of a more competitive, unstable and demanding world,

the mental anxiety of women is placated and mediated by certain texts

produced and sold on the market (Hochschild, 2003:58-72).

Recent literature within Green political economy also alludes to a

process which can be understood as the colonization of material life fol-

lowing abuse of that terrain. Examining the contradictions of capitalism

at the level of the natural environment, Martin O'Connor notes that the

cumulative effects of capitalism's tendency for cost-shifting is likely to

undermine the very conditions of production on which capitalism

depends. This is seen as the "second contradiction of capitalism."

Attempts to improve profitability by free riding on existing extra-capital-

ist infrastructures (ecological, human, and social service infrastructures),

O'Connor argues, leads to higher costs of production for capital as a

whole, thus undermining its imperatives of accumulation (O'Connor,

1994:127-28). One of his insights is that the dialectical interaction

between the needs of capital and the social resistance to ecological

destruction ensure that the physical environment itself is thought of and

treated as capital. O'Connor suggests that, instead of destabilizing the

legitimacy of capitalism:

... environmental crisis has given capitalism a new lease on

life. Now, through purporting to take a hand in the saving of

the environment, capitalism invents a new legitimation for
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itself: the sustainable, rational use of nature (O'Connor,

1994:125-26).

The insight here is that through the "capitalization of nature," the modus

operandi of capital as an abstract system "undergoes a logical mutation"

whereby previously uncommodified elements of nature become thought

of and treated as commodities (O'Connor, 1994:126). Since he under-

stands capital to be a social relation, O'Connor calls the ideological pro-

cess that accompanies the "capitalization of nature" the "semiotic

expansion of capital" (1994:126). Through such processes, he argues,

capitalism overcomes its "second contradiction," at least conceptually.

In this conception, the process of cost-shifting first abuses and then colo-

nizes material life, and in doing so gives "capitalism a new lease on

life."
5

Since the process of managing the contradictions that may arouse

collective responses against capital is one of the primary tasks of social

governance under capitalism, it is, therefore, possible to claim that the

colonization of material life facilitates an increasingly important social

governance function. Since the colonization of material life can be

understood through the dynamics of the intensive expansion of markets,

it also possible to see how an economy of passive mitigation grows

through the very same process that capitalism resolves some of its own
contradictions. Social adversities, or at least what people subjectively

perceive to be adversities, facilitate this growth.

Throughout this article, I have tried to show that an economic

dynamic unique to capitalist societies, an economy of passive mitigation,

acts as a partial substitute for other forms of social governance by miti-

gating the manifestations of certain capitalist contradictions. In the pres-

ence of the culture of consumerism and possessive individualism, and in

the absence of a counter-hegemonic political engagement, people will

turn to market choices as a way to solve many of the adversities arising

from capitalism's manifold contradictions. This article has alluded to

how the colonization of material life brought fourth by intensive market

expansion represents the economy of passive mitigation at work, a

dynamic which both feeds off of and purports solutions for the manifes-

tations of capitalist contradictions.
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Implications

The implications of the existence of the economy of passive mitigation

are profound, especially when one considers the fact that such a form of

social governance grows alongside capitalism's tendency for intensive

expansion. Since the project of neoliberal restructuring is marked by an

increasly intensive use of market discipline, this dynamic becomes all

the more pertinent. On the one hand, the economy of passive mitigation

facilitates a social governance role under conditions of neoliberalism,

and in consequence relieves part of the burden from other, non-market

forms of social governance, such as the organization of consent facili-

tated by states, institutions, or transnational classes. On the other hand,

there is a greater importance placed on those complementary discourses

and features of capitalist societies that provide the milieu in which the

economy of passive mitigation can flourish, namely consumerism.

In addition to realizing the shifts in the relative burden of the deploy-

ment of different social governance forms, it is also important to con-

sider the relative efficiency of the economy of passive mitigation in

facilitating social governance. States, Hegemonic discourses and inter-

national cadre classes are important for facilitating social governance

under conditions of neoliberalism, but in efficiency terms, the market

mechanism is in many ways more technically adept at responding to the

micro problems of a diverse population experiencing the manifestations

of capitalist contradictions. Because the economy of passive mitigation

is based on the market mechanism, it shares all of the epistemological

strengths of the market, except that the commodities produced, circu-

lated and consumed are not politically neutral, but rather forms of treat-

ment with politically implicative effects on the polity. Friedrich Hayek's

critique of the knowledge problem inherent in socio-economic planning

is relevant here not with regard to socio-economic planning, but at the

level of social governance (Hayek, 1976b: 107- 132). A hegemonic dis-

course, or a policy by an international institution aimed at ensuring

social stability, is somewhat inefficient in terms of its ability to resonate

with each individual targeted. Indeed, the very prospects for counter-

hegemonic mobilization are built on the fact that some individuals and/

or groups are not animated by the hegemonic discourse as it is intended

by the dominant bloc that produces it. But when social governance is

facilitated by the economy of passive mitigation, the many diverse and
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micro-level adversities are treated in an efficient and capillary-like fash-

ion.

The economy of passive mitigation is also limited by a number of

factors, which are complementarily linked to other forms of social gov-

ernance. The strength of the hegemonic discourse of possessive individ-

ualism, for example, plays a role in normalizing the practice of turning

to consumption as a means of dealing with one's personal sense of alien-

ation. It is also important to consider that economic factors, such as the

expansion of personal credit, play a large role in the economy of passive

mitigation being able to reach people commanding lower incomes. 6 But

perhaps more interesting is the way in which the economy of passive

mitigation may expand or contract as both the contradictions of capital-

ism are made manifest to increasing numbers of people globally at the

same time that the traits of consumerism and possessive individualism

are both globally spread and globally contested. While the manifesta-

tions of capitalist contradictions and the abuse of material life are felt

more poignantly by growing numbers of people across the globe as

neoliberalism dictates the range of social organization possible to

achieve the good life, the persistent resistance to the values of consumer-

ism and possessive individualism may prove to limit the ability for the

economy of passive mitigation to expand and act as a substitute social

governance form. On the other hand, the fact that a culture of possessive

individualism and consumerism seems to be persistently spreading

alongside Neoliberal socio-economic organization throughout both the

North and the South would seem to suggest that social governance could

be facilitated through market dynamics at least to some impressive

degree (Neufeld, 2001:100-1).

The fragility ofan economisticform ofsocial governance

For Marx, the proletariat was both the product of capitalism and its dia-

lectical gravedigger (Marx and Engels, 1998:50). This paper argues that

the economy of passive mitigation is also a product of capitalism; is it a

gravedigger as well? Since the economy of passive mitigation assists in

the reproduction of Neoliberal world order, it would seem that it too rep-

resents a helpful assistant to capitalism, instead of its gravedigger, and

that in consequence it aids in the maintenance of Neoliberal world order.

However, there is also reason to believe that in certain circumstances,

the opposite may be true.
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The fact that the economy of passive mitigation at its root rests on

more purely economistic relationships between people and commodities

than do other forms of social governance perhaps reveals one way in

which it is comparatively fragile. Forms of social governance such as

hegemonic leadership or nationalist narratives are resilient due to the

fact that even during periods of economic crisis, the legitimacy of pro-

duction relations are not necessarily undermined. Because many forms

of social governance rest on changing collective intersubjectivities

through discursive power, an economic crisis doesn't necessarily under-

mine the legitimacy of the political economy in its entirety. The glue that

holds norms and practices in their previous configurations is social and

intersubjective. However, unlike these forms of social governance upon

which we rely, the economy of passive mitigation relies more purely on

the production and consumption of commodities, and here the glue is

simply a relation between a person and a commodity, and as such is vul-

nerable to the possibility of that relationships disruption. A consumption

crisis at the national or regional level is an example of such a disruption.

Seen in this way, comparing the prospects for the strength of the econ-

omy of passive mitigation during a consumption crisis can be likened to

the strength of military coercion when guns and tanks melt away pre-

cisely when they are needed most readily.

It is also important to consider that such fragility is not only depen-

dent on levels of income polarization, but also on the allocation of per-

sonal credit. The fact that the last number of serious crises in the global

economy have not been in the realm of production but at the level of

finance is implicative in this regard; the increasingly volatility of inter-

national financial markets and the frequency of currency crises, is thus

another way that the economistically fragile economy of passive mitiga-

tion may be seriously fractured (Bellow et. al. 2000). The question of its

strength, then, is a function not only of the cultural milieu in which it

thrives, but on the future prospects of the stability of the global econ-

omy.

Conclusion

Undeniably, one of the monumental strengths of neoliberalism has been

its ability to deal with systems crises. While there have been many seri-

ous systems' crises in the global economy, this has not led to an identity

crises in the Habermasian sense (Habermas, 1975, Hay, 1994). One has
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to marvel at the fact that after 20 years as an all-encompassing economic

and social philosophy, neoliberalism has been able to deal with systems'

crises by simply proscribing more neoliberalism (Panitch and Gindin,

2002:19)! Periodic economic crisis and stagnation have been met with

the prescription to liberalize markets more intensely; the environmental

epidemic has been met with the prescription to make better use of mar-

ket principles; public institutions starved of funds due to neoliberal poli-

cies are encouraged to make themselves more market-oriented. Part of

this capacity, as many IPE theorists have made clear, can be attributed to

the ability of states, institutions, and classes to mobilize hegemonic dis-

courses and practices in an effort to gain the consent of the populations

adversely affected by Neoliberal restructuring. The use of physical coer-

cion is, without a doubt, also still an important feature of Neoliberal

world order as well. These views are very useful, yet it is also important

to understand the ways in which the unleashing of market forces pro-

duces adversities which it then treats: producing a unique form of social

governance that mitigates some of capitalism's contradictions. Recog-

nizing the economistic manner in which this form of social governance

is facilitated, however, leads to a better understanding of both its inher-

ent fragility and weakness and thus can assist with envisioning possible

openings for change within neoliberal world order.

Notes

1. Alienation is understood here as the Marxist theory of alienation. Although

there is debate surrounding the definition, the one that will suffice for the

purposes of this paper is alienation understood as "...the seizure of surplus

value in a social process of production that alienates laborers from the product

of their labor, from control over the labor process, as well as from other

laboring comrades, and from the political (as well as sensual and aesthetic)

potential of the human species itself (Reitz, 2000:70).

2. The glaring problem in identifying which commodities' production and

consumption represent a "market for treatment" is that while some commodities

are explicitly produced to "help people cope," others may "help people cope"

because of the symbolic meaning of the commodity itself, instead of its

objective physical properties. For this reason, only commodities that are

explicitly produced and consumed for the purpose of 'treatment' are used as

examples here. The fact that, in reality, such a clear demarcation does not exist

is one of the most significant limitations of this paper.
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3. Indeed, under the conditions of neoliberal world order, many formal paths of

action are effectively 'blocked.' On the one hand, adaptive legislation that

might help mitigate the ravages of unregulated capitalism are often deemed

essentially illegal in favour of the rights of private investors, enshrined in

multilateral 'trade' agreements, such as the NAFTAs Chapter 11. On the other

hand, where governments do have flexibility to respond to many social

adversities, the hegemonic strength of neoliberal discourse has engendered a

changing conception of the proper role and function of legislation, such that

active and purposeful intervention to mitigate the adversities of structural

change are doomed to failure (see Hayek, 1976a, 1976b).

4. The French "annals" historian Fernand Braudel's concept of Material Life is

understood here as the realm of social life and of production that is distinct from

formal economic processes of what Braudel would understand to be the market

economy and capitalism. See Braudel, 1977:6-8. In some ways, the level of

Material Life is not dissimilar to that of Habermas' conception of the

"lifeworld." In reference to the citation of van der Pijl, the "natural and social

substratum sustaining reproduction" can be included within the realm of

Material Life since, although they are shaped and influenced by capitalism, they

stand outside of it in that commodified exchange, pricing, and the functional

purpose to which they serve for the participants lay outside of the sphere of

capitalism. The domestic sphere of reproduction, for example, does not

organize care and the reproduction of new generations for sale on the market.

Seen in this way, the realm of Material Life is the realm where Polanyi's

fictitious commodities are in their historical element.

5. What might be added to this analysis is that not only is Material Life

colonized through the "capitalization of nature" but also through the manner in

which people respond to environmental problems. Because the "semiotic

expansion of capital" allows for the representation of capitalism's

environmental devastation as "manageable" through the extension of market-

based practices and modes of thought, the idea of erecting a regulatory structure

that would stand in the way of capitalist rationality destroying the ecology of

the planet is invalidated as a non-option. As a result, the options that

individuals turn to in order to deal with the effects of environmental crisis on

their mental and physical health arc based on market-choices. The well-

intentioned, ecologically conscious consumer not only buys "Green" toilet

paper and laundry detergent, s/he also buys water filters, face masks for walking

in downtown areas, and frequents health-food stores in search of cures to

depleting health.
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6. As has been discussed, the diverse markets for treatment which emerge in

liberal capitalist societies play a role in mitigating some of capitalism's adverse

effects, acting in turn as a substitute for other forms of governance. While this

may be true, it is also true that it is often the case that those affected most

adversely by capitalism's contradictions simply cannot rely on their purchasing

power to consume their way into a form of "treatment." This is without a doubt

an important shortcoming of the model presented in this paper. However,

several factors may help to at least partially surmount such a deficiency. The

first of these factors is the existence of personal credit systems in late capitalist

societies. It is perhaps significant that, as Juliet Schor has pointed out, the

culture of consumerism is reliant heavily on people's access to credit (see

Schor, 1998:72-74; Morris, 2001: 11 and especially Secareccia, 2004). The

expansion of networks of popular credit allocation in late capitalist societies has

meant that people can consume commodities at a rate that is only derivatively

related to their real incomes. The real incomes and the stability of the latter

does, of course, draw important limits on the ability to use credit as a substitute

for raw purchasing power. Nevertheless, credit remains a way of overcoming at

least some of the limitations imposed by low incomes that would otherwise

exist in the absence of credit, and in doing so absolves some of the barriers of

'markets for treatment' circulating within low-income communities. It is also

perhaps significant that because of the intensity of the alienation felt by many

poor people, the substitution effects within an individual or household's budget

constraints can be sizable.
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Book Review

Kirp, David L. (2003) Shakespeare, Einstein, and the

Bottom Line: The Marketing of Higher Education

Cambridge: Harvard UP. ISBN: 0674011465. 336 pages.

Linda S. Joffe

As the twenty-first century begins to bloom, perhaps no entity will meta-

morphose as much as higher education—and economic factors are

clearly a major force driving these changes. The Higher Education Act

(set for renewal this year) allocated over $52 billion for 2002. The higher

education complex, as a whole, expended well over $200 billion—that's

roughly the GDP of the Governor of California Arnold Schwarzeneg-

ger's native Austria. What makes this topic of further import is it affects

every one of us. We are students, parents or children of students, educa-

tors, taxpayers, and the recipients of university-led innovations. Still, it

is sometimes difficult to weave academia into our day-to-day lives, but

David L. Kirp comes to the rescue. His latest book, Shakespeare, Ein-

stein, and the Bottom Line: The Marketing ofHigher Education, hit the

bookshelves in November, and it's a must read for anyone who cares

about education (who doesn't fit into this category?).

While it would be impossible for anyone to write a 300-page treatise

exploring the entirety of higher education economics, Kirp does a

remarkable job of synthesizing the information we ought to know. His

prose is entertaining and scholarly (a rare combination). His writing

style seamlessly integrates the opinions of Derek Bok (president of Har-

vard University for a generation and a prolific author) and Leslie Nielsen

(star of The Naked Gun series and a prolific comedian). Kirp considers

M.I.T. and DeVry University, research scientists and community college

instructors.
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Education specialists and average Americans all will find much to

contemplate, as well as a chuckle or two with titles like: "The New U,"

"The British are Coming and Going," and, my personal favorite, "Kafka

Was an Optimist." Kirp never loses sight of his purpose—the economics

of education—and he is extraordinarily balanced in his depictions. When
he says "for better and for worse," you can count on realistic portrayals.

As he reminds the reader in his Introduction, "[i]t is important not to

romanticize academe, not to slip into nostalgia for a time that really

never was. Dollars have always greased the wheels of American higher

education."

Kirp focuses on four central areas of the academics-economics inter-

play: students as customers, administrative accounting, distance learn-

ing, and education as a profit-making venture. Kirp's inclusion of

economist Arthur Okun's warning, "There is a place for the market, but

the market must be kept in its place," foreshadows the chapters' difficult

questions of an ideal (or, at least, tolerable balance). In our capitalistic

culture of "the customer is always right," referring to students as cus-

tomers is a frightening proposal for many educators. Kirp reminds us

that a university education implies a student is "an acolyte whose prefer-

ences are to be formed, not a consumer whose preferences are to be sat-

isfied." This is not a "storybook idea, but the university at its truest and

best."

Kirp carefully includes little known—and quite telling—success sto-

ries as well as skeletons in the closet. For example, how many of us

would know that when University of Chicago partnered with Unext.com,

the latter's CEO was a trustee at the former? I'm not an expert in ethics,

but this smells of major impropriety to me. On the other hand, Kirp

alerts us to the plight of a Chicago physicist whose labs "were 'state, of

the art, 1948,'" and reminds us that universities cannot survive without

the infusion of money.

In Part II, "Management 101," Kirp tackles administrators. Even in

this venue, Kirp never forgets the world outside the ivory tower. He

reminds the reader that, after the attacks on the World Trade Center tow-

ers, New York Law School "became a place for firefighters and police

officers to recover between shifts... For two weeks it was shuttered, and

when it reopened, there wasn't even the illusion of normality.... Some

students in the evening division did daytime duty as firefighters and

cops; one of them lost thirty-four co-workers." Dean Richard Matasar
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stood compassionately at the helm. Kirp also imparts Matasar's theory

of law school: "'Commercialism is here, now, and it is not going away....

We are a business, deal with it.'"

More importantly, Part II considers the ramifications of "outsourc-

ing" and its partner, "Revenue Center Management" (RCM). Kirp's

examples quickly transform me to my undergraduate days, and I con-

template (less than fondly) the cafeterias and bookstore. When I left Uni-

versity of Florida in 1983, we were reveling in the newly installed Salad

Bar that replaced, to some degree, the uninspired but always greasy gray

grub that replaced our previous connection with food—home cooking.

Today, food courts abound and Subway, Boston Market, and Burger

King (this generation's version of home cooking) are responsible for stu-

dents' meals. Memories ofmy college bookstore prompt images of mile-

long lines and surly service from employees who knew they were "the

only game in town." Today, Barnes & Noble staff working in campus

locations are required to provide the same level of customer service as

they do in the chic Gallery Mall location. Residence halls, health care,

maintenance, and a myriad of other services have followed suit. Thus,

the theory goes, students enjoy customer-level quality, the franchises

make money, and the university can concentrate on academics.

All that glitters is not gold, though, and outsourcing and RCM do,

indeed, seep into the classroom. Reliance on adjunct faculty is one

example of outsourcing; and RCM, Kirp believes, has led to "academi-

cally dubious behavior." As one example, he offers a blurb from an ad at

USC proclaiming: "'Tired of reading Shakespeare? Kill off your [gen-

eral education] requirement, sit back and eat popcorn, and watch it being

performed.'" As Kirp reminds us, General Education courses "enroll

many students and are taught by adjunct instructors, [consequently] they

are money machines." Whether they add to the public good—requiring a

socially effective, civic-minded, literate community—is another story.

The remaining chapters in Shakespeare, Einstein, and the Bottom

Line are equally balanced and relevant. In fact, the only chapter with

which I have mixed feelings is the one addressing for-profit universities.

In my opinion, Kirp is TOO fair to an industry that can cause tremen-

dous hazard to its students, taxpayers, and society in general (but that is

addressed in my own book). Still, Kirp is among the most passionate

writers today. His law degree (and subsequent volunteer work for the

ACLU), his journalism background (illustrated in his ever objective
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reporting), and his thirty year tenure at The Goldman School of Public

Policy, University of California-Berkeley blend into another (his four-

teenth) remarkable book.

This one ends with the following query: "[The University] might

conceivably evolve into just another business, the metaphor of the higher

education 'industry' brought to life in a holding company that could be

called Universitas, Inc. If there is a less dystopian future, one that

revives the soul of this old institution, who is to advance it—and if not

now, then when?" We ALL must advance it, and I suggest we begin by

reading Shakespeare, Einstein, and the Bottom Line. Now.
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